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Abstract
The ongoing convergence of Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence and big data
analytics has inspired many innovative IoT applications. Enabling these new applications requires accurate and reliable capabilities in data sensing, exchange and processing, which can
be best fulfilled by collaborative IoT systems. Nevertheless, the dynamic condition of IoT networks may lead to ever-changing demand and objectives among devices, making it difficult
for reliable and efficient collaboration. To overcome these challenges, this thesis develops a
new framework on consensus-enabled and value-oriented collaboration, which resolves two
critical technical challenges, i.e., low latency consensus creation and value-oriented decisionmaking, to enable collective mindset, promote collaborative behavior, and eventually enhance
situation-aware resource sharing in distributed IoT systems.
First, consensus creates a foundation of collaboration among distributed devices. However, reaching consensus usually involves a time-consuming negotiation process, which may
significantly degrades the system real-time performance. To resolve this issue, a smart futures
based resource trading scheme is proposed, which implements resource trading in advance by
predicting onsite resource supply and demand and signing futures contracts, so as to avoid
the latency for conventional onsite negotiation. Apart from consensus creation, collaboration
participants also need to make specific decisions, e.g., resource allocation and task scheduling schemes, based on the time-changing situation of their needs and interests. Conventional
decision-making mechanisms focus on the optimization of specific system performance, while
overlooking how users actually benefit from the improved performance. We address this issue by a proposed concept of value of service (VoS), which characterizes user-perceived value
by a value function and enables value-oriented decision-making to optimize comprehensive
functional benefits brought to users under fast-changing system situations.
Finally, the consensus enabled collaboration is implemented in two realistic applications,
i.e., 1) a collaborative rendering scheme which opportunistically leverages dynamic IoT resource to offer real-time and high-quality rendering, and 2) a collaborative multi-camera system
which offers real-time 3D reconstruction of dynamic scene via optimal viewpoints planning.
Keywords: Consensus-enabled collaboration, value of service, resource sharing, mobile
collaborative computing, collaborative 3D rendering, multi-camera collaboration
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Lay Summary
The ongoing convergence of Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence and big data
analytics has inspired many innovative IoT applications. Enabling these new applications requires accurate and reliable capabilities in data sensing, exchange and processing, which can
be best fulfilled by collaborative IoT systems. Nevertheless, the dynamic condition of IoT networks may lead to ever-changing demand and objectives among devices, making it difficult
for reliable and efficient collaboration. To overcome these challenges, this thesis developed
several consensus-enabled and value-oriented collaboration mechanisms to achieve situationaware collaboration in dynamic IoT systems. With consensus on the common collaboration
goal and policy, the proposed mechanisms could promote collective mindset and collaborative
behavior, so as to enhance successful implementation of situation-aware collaboration.
First, consensus creates a foundation of collaboration among distributed devices. However,
reaching consensus usually involves a time-consuming negotiation process, which may significantly degrades the system real-time performance. To resolve this issue, a smart futures based
resource trading scheme is proposed. Inspired by the futures trading in financial market, smart
futures implements resource trading in advance, i.e., ahead of actual task initiation, by predicting the onsite resource demand and supply, so as to avoid the latency for onsite negotiation in
conventional resource trading.
Apart from consensus, collaboration participants also need to make specific decisions, e.g.,
resource allocation and task scheduling schemes, based on the time-changing situation of their
needs and interests. Conventional decision-making mechanisms focuses on the optimization
of specific system performances, while overlooking how users actually benefit from these processes. We address this issue by a proposed concept of value of service (VoS), which enables a
value-oriented decision-making scheme to recognize and optimize user-perceived value under
fast-changing system situation.
Finally, the consensus enabled collaboration is implemented in two realistic applications,
i.e., 1) a collaborative rendering scheme to opportunistically leverage dynamic IoT resource
and offer real-time and high-quality rendering, and 2) a collaborative multi-camera system to
obtain real-time and high-quality 3D geometry of dynamic scene via multi-view reconstruction.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Thesis Motivation for Consensus-enabled and Value-oriented
Collaboration

The rapid evolution of Internet of Things (IoT) technologies and the proliferation of mobile
devices (MDs) distributed at edge networks have enabled many innovative mobile applications
with a variety of novel functional benefits. This trend is further accelerated by increased integration of IoT with other emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence and real-time
data analytics, which allows a broader range of information-driven initiatives in every aspect of
people’s life, industry and society, such as traffic, manufacturing, education, and entertainment.
Nevertheless, to achieve desired performance, these new IoT applications powered by complex machine learning and big data algorithms usually require a massive amount of communication and computing resources for data sensing, exchange and processing. Due to the lack
of an effective mechanism to organize and coordinate distributed IoT devices, the practical
efficacy of this system is largely bounded by the limited and unstable capacity of individual
device, e.g., computing, memory, storage, energy, network. Fig. 1 illustrates the distributed
resources in a typical IoT application scenario, i.e., smart home, where the resource type and
amount owned by each individual device is limited while the aggregated resource of the entire
system is considerable.
To augment the power of individual IoT device and satisfy the increasing demand on sys1
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Figure 1.1: An illustration of distributed IoT resources in a smart home scenario.
tem performance, these devices can collaborate with each other to accomplish their common
interests, improve their utilities, and even bring a range of new possibilities and opportunities
that would never become a reality when they are considered individually. Moreover, compared
to centralized service provisioning paradigms such as Cloud computing, collaborative IoT systems could significantly improve real-time performance by reducing the latency involved in frequent data exchange and interaction between network edge and remote server. In the worst case
where reliable connectivity to remote server is not available, the collaborative IoT systems can
still coordinate neighboring devices in local networks to achieve robust, on-demand and realtime service provisioning. A practical example materializing this vision is mobile collaborative
computing (MCC), which offers a powerful computing platform at the network edge based on
the intelligent coordination and collaboration of distributed mobile devices [1] [2] [3] [4] [5].
However, implementing collaboration in distributed IoT network still remains a significant
challenge. This is mainly because distributed IoT devices are usually associated with different
users and are operated only for the interests of their owners. In most literatures on collaborative
IoT systems, collaboration is achieved by reaching an agreement among participants regarding
a certain quantity of interest, such as the price or performance of service [6] [7] [8]. So the
agreement and collaboration implemented in these studies mainly focus on the accomplishment
and improvement of a specific objective. However, the collaboration scheme that is driven
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by a specific objective may not be applicable to dynamic IoT systems. This is because the
dynamic network condition, resource supply and demand as well as user intention would lead
to ever-changing objectives among devices, making it difficult to reach and fulfill a sustainable
collaboration agreement.
To overcome these challenges and achieve situation-aware collaboration, this thesis develops a new framework on consensus-enabled and value-oriented mechanisms to enable effective
collaboration in dynamic IoT systems. In management science, strategic consensus refers to
the shared understanding among members of an organization about strategic priorities, e.g.,
cost, quality, delivery and flexibility, which are the most important for its success over an extended period of time [9] [10]. Inspired by this concept, we implement a consensus mechanism
among collaboration participants to recognize, achieve and maintain their common value, i.e.,
functional benefits brought to users, through a unified collaboration goal and policy.
In particular, the consensus acts as a macro-level agreement, and hence its goal and value
represents the long-term interest of the collaborative parties, e.g., long-term user satisfaction,
which is aligned with the individual interests of each participant in the long run. Besides, the
collaboration policy stipulates a set of rules on participants’ actions to achieve and maintain
their goal and value in actual collaboration instances, such as a standard interaction process
to discover and trade resource among members. Considering that individuals’ self-interests
may not always be aligned with the group’s collective interests in the collaboration process and
could even be compromised by the consensus in certain situation, the collaboration policy also
serves to ensure participants’ consistent compliance and support, with the aim of achieving
their common goal and bringing long-term benefits for everyone. Built upon a common value,
goal and collaboration policy committed by all members, the consensus could enable collective
mindset, promote collaborative behavior, and eventually enhance successful implementation of
situation-aware collaboration.
The achieved consensus would remain effective in a long-term collaboration process and
be applied to all specific collaboration instances occurred in this period, e.g., resource trading
and allocation [1] [3] [11] or task division and scheduling [12] [13] [14], to reach specific
objectives and continuously deliver expected value regarding the actual situation, e.g., realtime data processing, energy saving, or high network throughput.
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1.2

Overall Thesis Objectives

In this thesis, we would achieve consensus-enabled and value-oriented collaboration in distributed IoT system. The overall objective can be divided into two aspects, i.e., building consensus among distributed IoT device, and developing situation-aware collaboration scheme to
recognize and deliver expected value.

1.2.1

Low-latency Consensus Creation through Futures-based Resource
Trading in Distributed IoT Systems

To achieve collaboration in distributed IoT networks, a critical objective is to create and maintain an effective consensus among self-interested participants, e.g, IoT devices with different
owners. Consensus creation usually involves a negotiation process, during which a common
goal and value is reached among collaboration group. The goal and value represents the collective interests and is also aligned with the interest of each individual participant. Moreover,
negotiation process would also determine the collaborative behavior of participants to achieve
their common goal and value.
Nevertheless, negotiation usually involves a time-consuming onsite interaction process
among multiple distributed IoT devices, which may significantly degrade the resource sharing
efficiency and real-time performance of service provisioning. Specially, to reach a consensus,
each participant iteratively adjusts its decision to optimize its own benefits based on others’
decisions, until a equilibrium is achieved where no one has the incentive to change its strategy unilaterally. The whole negotiation process may need several rounds of iterative bargain,
and a resource sharing request has to be suspended for an excessive amount of time before the
required resource is confirmed.
To address this serious issue, a low-latency consensus creation mechanism based on futures
resource trading has to be achieved. The objective is to complete the negotiation in advance,
i.e., before actual resource sharing requests are initiated, and achieve a futures-based collaboration agreement by predicting the onsite resource condition, so as to avoid the latency for
onsite negotiation.

1.2. Overall Thesis Objectives

1.2.2

5

Value-oriented Collaboration Scheme via Situation-aware Resource
Sharing

While consensus serves as a foundation of distributed IoT collaboration, participants still need
to make specific decisions based on the time-changing situation of their own needs and interests, with the aim of translating the collaboration intention into actual collaboration activities.
The most crucial objective of this situation-aware collaboration scheme is to recognize, fulfill
and further improve the value of service (VoS) in dynamic IoT systems, which is a new concept
proposed by this thesis to identify the comprehensive functional benefits brought to users via
leveraging various factors relevant to their actual physical, emotional and social conditions,
e.g., their needs for fitness and safety or their wants for entertainment and sociality.
The decision-making on collaboration scheme may lead to frequent adjustment of participants’ role, responsibility and action, but it should always conform to the predetermined policy
regarding the participants’ collaborative behaviors. These shared collaboration policy includes
but is not limited to methods or processes of:
• (a) Problem identification, which requires to recognize the problems to be solved and
constraints to be overcome by comprehensively understanding the actual system condition and user intention;
• (b) Resource discovery, where devices share resource condition information with each
other so as to recognize the collaboration opportunity and further explore the possibility
of resource trading and sharing;
• (c) Reaching compromise among different objectives, where the most urgent or the most
valuable task should be given priority;
• (d) Task allocation, which partitions a task into subtasks and schedules the subtasks
among available resources in collaboration group;
• (e) Process monitoring, which monitors and verifies the collaboration process, such as
checking if each device assigns their committed resource to the task;
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• (f) Result evaluation, which updates and improves the collaboration scheme by evaluating the actual collaboration performance.

The relationships among the above six elements in a situation-aware collaboration scheme
are also shown in Fig. 1.2, where IoT devices share resource with each other to extend their
own capacity. To recognize and deliver expected value to users, the six elements have to be
repeatedly performed in each and every resource sharing instance. Take MCC as an example, devices need to follow certain interaction procedures to share their resource condition,
e.g., CPU/memory usage, task list, and scheduling algorithms, so that their counterparts could
understand the resource availability and capacity, and then recognize the actual collaboration
opportunity. Besides, devices also need a standard procedure to recognize a unified objective
that could bring the maximum functional benefits, i.e., user-perceived value, under the given
situation and then take concerted actions to achieve the objective. Depending on the actual
system condition, the collaboration objective could be reducing energy consumption [1] [3],
lowering computing latency [15] [16], or improving resource usage [17] [18].

Problem
identification
a.

Resource
discovery

Result
evaluation

b.

f.

Collaboration

Compromise
reaching

Process
monitoring

c.

Task
allocation

e.

d.

Figure 1.2: Functional elements and their relations to achieve situation-aware collaboration.
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Technical Contributions of the Thesis

The main contributions of this thesis are summarized below:
• To build consensus in distributed IoT network, a smart futures based resource trading
(RT) scheme is proposed. Inspired by the futures trading used in financial market, smart
futures implements RT in advance, i.e., ahead of actual task initiation, by predicting the
onsite resource demand and supply, so as to avoid the latency for onsite negotiation,
which is usually inevitable for conventional onsite trading and may degrade the realtime performance dramatically. To apply the new technique to a collaborative mobile
data processing scenario, a smart futures based resource trading and coalition formation
mechanism is designed. It enables mobile devices (MDs) to form trading coalitions and
negotiate multilateral futures contracts (FCs) via a coalition formation game comprised
of three components executed in an iterative manner, i.e., futures resource allocation,
revenue sharing and payment allocation, and distributed decision-making of individual
MD. The contract applies to a future collaboration term, where a proposed FC enforcement scheme manages the onsite resource sharing via recording resource balances of
different task-types and MDs.
• To develop a value-oriented collaboration scheme that could improve service provisioning under fast-varying conditions, a new concept of value of service (VoS) is proposed
to represent the total value of all tasks and devices with respect to their performance
including latency and energy consumption. The new concept is applied to a mobile
collaborative computing (MCC) system where a device can offload input data of computation to other available MDs. The objective is to achieve maximized VoS and thereby
optimize the comprehensive functional benefits. To model VoS, a parameterized value
function is designed to quantify the situation-dependent relationship between value and
specific computing performance. Moreover, prediction of CPU utilization is exploited
to estimate dynamic computing capacities. The value function and estimated computing
capacities are then used in the decision-making of task scheduling, where a novel heuristic algorithm solves the NP-hard problem in binary offloading scenario, while an adapted
barrier method is proposed to address the non-convex optimization in partial offloading.
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• To implement the new consensus-enabled and value-oriented collaboration mechanism
in realistic applications, a collaborative rendering scheme is proposed. It achieves a
situation-aware orchestration mechanism of resource allocation and task scheduling to
fully utilize distributed IoT devices and offer real-time and high-quality rendering service. In particular, an objective-driven exploration of collaboration opportunity among
heterogeneous resource is implemented by three components: a) recognizing dynamic
condition of resource and task, including resource reliability and computational demand;
b) understanding the mutual impact of resource condition and task performance in the
aspect of energy consumption and latency; c) precise alignment of resource capacity and
task demands via a redundant task scheduling scheme. The task scheduling problem
is formulated as an optimization model with the objective of maximizing collaboration
utility, and is solved by a proposed genetic algorithm with adaptive mating-distance.
• The proposed collaboration mechanism is further applied to a collaborative multi-camera
system for live 3D reconstruction. The system achieves a situation-aware multi-camera
collaboration scheme based on the maximization of correlated information to obtain realtime and high-quality 3D geometry of dynamic scene via multi-view reconstruction. As a
dominant factor of reconstruction quality, correlated and complementary visual information across different camera perspectives is evaluated and integrated in the modelling of
correlated information. Specially, we first quantify the information gain of a single camera considering the effect of view direction, resolution and signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR)
on image quality. A spherical Gaussian is then designed to model the mutual information
among neighboring viewpoints considering information redundancy and complementarity, and further calculate the total correlated information of the camera group. An adaptive coarse-to-fine algorithm is proposed to maximize the correlated information, which
achieves real-time decision-making of the optimal multi-camera collaboration strategy,
including cameras’ location, direction and focal length configurations.

1.4

Thesis Outline

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:

1.4. Thesis Outline
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Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive overview of challenges and solution to achieve collaboration in distributed IoT network. First, techniques for contract negotiation among multiple
IoT devices are discussed, including two popular resource trading models, i.e., game theory and
auction. Next, the system design of an effective collaboration scheme is elaborated in the aspect of design objective, performance metrics, task scheduling and resource allocation model.
Additionally, the privacy and security issues involved in collaboration and resource sharing
are investigated, and two popular methods to solve the problem are discussed and compared,
including data distortion for privacy preservation, and trust based collaboration.
In Chapter 3, we propose a smart futures based resource trading and coalition formation
scheme applied to the scenario of real-time mobile data processing. In particular, the smart futures implements RT in advance by negotiating a FC to avoid the latency of onsite negotiation
and improve the real-time performance of service provisioning. To deploy smart futures in the
computing resource sharing among collaborative MDs, a coalition formation game for FC negotiation is implemented among a group of players who could be both resource providers and
consumers. The final consensus includes each device’s resource commitment and consumption, and the corresponding revenue and payment, where the fair share of revenue is calculated
by a proposed adapted Shapely value to achieve polynomial complexity. Additionally, an enforcement scheme of FC is implemented to manage actual onsite RT instances by automatically
complying with the predetermined agreement. Simulation result demonstrates a significant efficacy in the reduction of resource trading latency.
In Chapter 4, a situation-aware task offloading in MCC system is designed, which achieves
maximized VoS and brings optimal functional benefits while capturing the ever-changing system situation. Specially, VoS is modelled via a proposed parameterized value function. CPU
utilization prediction is exploited to estimate the dynamic computing capacity so that execution
latency can be calculated in advance for further decision-making. For indivisible tasks, a binary offloading scheme is designed to maximize VoS. The decision-making is an NP-hard task
allocation problem, and is solved by a novel heuristic algorithm. The algorithm achieves suboptimal solution in polynomial time in simulation result. A similar partial offloading scheme
is studied for tasks that allow fine-grained division. The offloading decision is formulated as
a non-convex and non-linear problem involving task partition and allocation, and is solved
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by an adapted barrier method, which demonstrates significant improvements in convergence
efficiency.
In Chapter 5, a distributed orchestration mechanism is proposed to achieve reliable collaborative rendering in dynamic IoT system. It implements an objective-driven exploration
of collaboration opportunity among heterogeneous resource via three separate steps. First,
dynamic resource condition and reliability is estimated based on a statistical analysis of historical information on resource dynamics. Second, the mutual impact of resource condition
and task performance is investigated by modelling the energy consumption of device and the
latency of rendering task. In the last step, a redundant task scheduling approach is designed
to achieve precise alignment between dynamic resource capacity and task demands. As a result, a task scheduling problem is formulated with the objective of maximizing coalition utility.
The problem is solved by an adaptive hybrid genetic algorithm, which changes the mating distance adaptively in the iteration process to improve convergence speed and population diversity
simultaneously.
In Chapter 6, we propose a situation-aware multi-camera collaboration scheme for live 3D
visualization by maximizing the correlated information across camera viewpoints. In particular, a four-step modelling process is designed to formulate the correlated information. First,
the spatial coverage of each camera in a given region of interest (RoI) is calculated. Second,
the information gain of a single camera is modelled considering dynamic photographic factors including view direction, resolution and SNR. Moreover, a spherical Gaussian is proposed
to calculate mutual information considering the information complementarity and redundancy
among neighboring viewpoints, and further to calculate the information gain by camera group.
Finally, the correlated information is formulated as a sum of information gain over the whole
RoI, and is maximized via an adaptive coarse-to-fine algorithm. Extensive simulation and realistic experiments are conducted to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed multi-camera
collaboration scheme.
Finally, the contributions of the thesis are summarized in Chapter 7, with several future
research directions identified as well.

Chapter 2
Overview of Collaborative Distributed IoT
Systems: Challenges and Solutions
The rapid development of IoT technology is enabling more and more new opportunities and
possibilities in diverse application scenarios. To perform sophisticated tasks and deliver expected performance, there is a crucial need for accurate and reliable capabilities in various
aspects such as sensing, connectivity and processing, which pose a significant challenge to
resource-constrained IoT device. To address these issues, distributed devices could collaborate
with each other via resource sharing. Nevertheless, there are still several significant challenges
to implement efficient and reliable collaboration across distributed IoT devices, including but
not limited to: a) building collaboration consensus, b) implementing situation-aware collaboration scheme, and c) addressing privacy and security issues resulted from resource sharing. This
chapter presents a comprehensive study of collaborative IoT systems regarding these technical
challenges and the potential solutions. First, two popular consensus negotiation schemes, i.e.,
game theory and auction based trading schemes, are discussed and compared in detail. Second,
system design for situation-aware and value-oriented collaboration scheme is elucidated in the
aspect of collaboration objective, performance metrics, as well as task scheduling and resource
allocation models. Additionally, several conventional mechanisms to address the security and
privacy issues in collaboration are discussed and compared regarding their complexity, accuracy and application scenarios.
11
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2.1

Consensus Negotiation among Multiple IoT devices

Resource trading (RT) has been applied to a variety of collaborative IoT systems as an effective incentive mechanism of resource sharing. In resource trading, multiple self-interested
participants could negotiate a contract for optimal trading decision, e.g., resource price or service quality, with the aim of maximizing their benefits from resource sharing. In the context
of IoT network, participants can be resource providers, service providers, resource consumers
and users. Fig. 2.1 illustrates contract negotiation and contract fulfillment for trading a given
resource between one IoT device as a seller and another IoT device as a buyer. It can be seen
from Fig. 2.1 that the main objective of the stage of contract negotiation is to reach a consensus
among players regarding the resource price and amount. Then the consensus would be applied
to later stage of contract fulfillment, where the buyer sends the task request to the seller, and
the seller assigns the corresponding resource to the buyer by following the contract.
Price 1

Seller

Amount 1
Price 2

Seller

Task
request

Amount 2

Buyer

Resource
provisioning

Buyer

Price K
Amount K

Contract negotiation

Contract fulfillment

Figure 2.1: Contract negotiation and fulfillment for resource trading between IoT devices.
A variety of negotiation models have been studied to implement resource trading among
multiple players. First, game theory studies multi-participant decision-making problems, where
each participant’s choice could potentially affect the interests and choices of other participants.
Therefore, game theory has been a widely adopted to model the negotiation process of RT.
Another similar economic and pricing model is auction, which allocates commodities and establishes corresponding prices via a competitive bidding process among self-interested multiple
players. Owing to its organized and straightforward rule, auction has been widely investigated
as an effect RT model to accelerate price discovery and facilitate resource sharing. In the following, we present several main directions and recent development of game theory and auction
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that can be applied to contract negotiation in IoT network.

2.1.1

Game Theory based Contract Determination

Game theory studies the mathematical model of strategic interaction and decision-making
among a group of rational and self-interested RT participants. The system model of a typical game may involve the following terminologies:
• Player: A player is a participant of the game who conducts strategic decision-making
based on the context of the game.
• Strategy: A strategy is a complete plan of actions that a player could follow given the
circumstances that might arise within the game, with the aim of achieving the expected
outcome.
• Payoff: A payoff is a predetermined payout that a player could receive after arriving at a
particular outcome. A payoff can be in any quantifiable form such as dollars or utility.
• Equilibrium: An equilibrium is a specific point in the game process where all participants
have made their final decisions and an outcome has been reached.
• Information set: Information set is the overall available information at a given point of
the game to help players evaluate the circumstances and make the optimal decision for
themselves.
Diverse game models have been investigated for different application scenarios. In this
following, we discuss three main directions of game theory that can be applied to contract
negotiation and resource trading in IoT network. To compare the different procedure of these
models, we take as an example a scenario of computing resource trading between a mobile
edge computing (MEC) server as a seller and eight IoT devices as eight separate buyers, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
Firstly, a non-cooperative game applies to the scenario where each player only aims to maximize its benefits without being concerned about others’ interests or the system’s social welfare.
In this game, the self-interested players do not cooperate with each other by making agreements
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of computing resource trading among 8 buyers and a MEC server.
or forming coalitions. Fig. 2.3 shows the negotiation process based on non-cooperative game
for the resource trading scenario illustrated in Fig. 2.2. In Fig. 2.3, P j is the price asked by
seller at round- j, and Aij is the resource amount of buyer i at round- j given the updated price
P j . It can be seen that each round of negotiation is comprised of two steps. First, the seller
presents a price of the resource, which is either an initial price in the first round or a price
determined based on the buyers’ decision in the last round. Then the buyers simultaneously
announce their decision about the amount of resource they are willing to buy with the price.
The negotiation would be iterated for several rounds until a final consensus is reached where
the seller would not make further changes to the price, e.g., price Pn in Fig. 2.3, and hence
the buyers would keep their decisions accordingly. Non-cooperative game has been widely
studied to implement resource sharing in distributed computing and communication system.
For example, this kind of game has been applied in cloudlet optimization to model the bandwidth sharing among brokers [19] or to formulate the interaction between mobile users and
cloudlet servers [6]. It also has been adopted to model mobile data offloading in a scenario of
multi-users and multi-operators [20]. Nevertheless, the application of a non-cooperative game
is limited due to its requirement that players announce their strategies simultaneously. As a
result, players know each other’s decision at the same time after their decision-making, and
hence none of them is permitted to change decisions by observing others’ strategies.
Different from the non-cooperative game, the Stackelberg game allows players to announce
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Figure 2.3: Negotiation process implemented by non-cooperative game. P j is the price asked
by seller at round- j, and Aij is the resource amount of buyer i at round- j given the updated price
P j . The negotiation converges in n rounds, because the price does not change after round-n.

their strategies sequentially by following a predefined order so that they could determine their
strategies after observing others’ strategies [7]. For example, a seller who holds certain computing resource may act as a leader of the game and could make a first decision about the
resource price. Then a group buyers could sequentially determine and announce the amount
of resource they want to purchase to maximize their individual profits by following a predetermined order. Similarly, Fig. 2.4 illustrates the negotiation process implemented by Stackelberg
game for the resource trading instance in Fig. 2.2. It can be seen that a major difference from
the non-cooperative game based trading model in Fig. 2.3 is the predetermined sequence, i.e.,
a sequence from buyer 1 to buyer 8, followed by all buyers to announce their decisions. In
practice, this sequential decision-making mechanism can be consistent with requirements of
many realistic applications. For instance, Stackelberg game has been used to model the negotiation between end users and edge or cloud to determine the offloading decision and resource
price [7] [21]. Besides, a distributed mobile computing and data sharing system implements
a Stackelberg game based reward determination mechanism to motivate the collaboration of
smartphone users [22].
The coalition formation game adopted by this thesis in Chapter 3 belongs to another sep-
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Figure 2.4: Negotiation process implemented by Stackelberg game. P j is the price asked by
seller at round- j, and Aij is the resource amount of buyer i at round- j given the updated price
P j . The negotiation converges in n rounds, because the price does not change after round-n.
arate type of game, i.e., cooperative game, in which a group of players form a collaborative
coalition for common objectives and obtain corresponding payoffs by negotiating, signing, and
executing a multilateral contract [69]. The negotiation process based on coalition formation
game is illustrated in Fig. 2.5 for the trading instance between a computing server and eight
IoT devices in Fig. 2.2. The rectangles with different colors indicate different coalitions. It can
be seen that buyers would form different coalitions in each round based on price announced
by seller. Devices in a same coalition conduct the trading together and are allowed to use
the resource purchased by the coalition. This is extremely important for high dynamic scenario where resource demand of each device cannot be precisely determined in advance. The
coalition formation enables devices to share resource in a coalition and thereby improves the
efficiency of resource utilization. In the application of resource sharing, the objective of coalition formation can be minimum average network delay for content distribution in cooperative
vehicular networks [8], or maximum total incentive earned by a local cloud formed by distributed femtocell access points [23] [24]. What is more, different payment schemes have been
proposed to determine the rewards of coalition members depending on their contribution. For
instance, the concept of core and Shapley value has been applied to share the revenue generated by a mobile cloud resource pool among cooperative service providers [25]. Besides,
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a payment scheme named proportional fairness payoff division has been implemented to determine individual player’s rewards by dividing the payoff of the whole coalition among all
coalition members proportionally to their utility achieved without cooperation [26].
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Figure 2.5: Negotiation process implemented by coalition formation game. P j is the price
asked by seller at round- j, and Aij is the resource amount of buyer i at round- j given the updated price P j . The rectangles with different colors correspond to different coalitions. The
negotiation converges in n rounds, because the price does not change after round-n.

2.1.2

Auction Enabled Pricing and Trading Mechanism

Game theory based contract determination usually involves several rounds of negotiation among
multiple participants. Although this process could potentially improve trading fairness, the
protracted timescale may inevitably compromise the latency performance of resource sharing,
which is extremely critical for many real-time IoT applications. On the other hand, auction
provides a competitive environment where a sellers/buyers seek competing bids from potential buyers/sellers for the target. Compared to game theory based trading methods, auction is
designed to avoid the inefficient negotiation by a more organized trading schedule and straightforward rule. For instance, negotiation may lead to a failed trading if none of the buyers could
provide the expected price of the seller, but auction usually gives rise to successful trading
because the buyer who offers the highest bids is determined to obtain the target even though it
may be lower than the desirable price. As a result, auction could be an indispensable supple-
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ment to game theory based trading paradigm in the aspect of accelerating price discovery and
facilitating resource sharing.
The common terminologies used in the design and modeling of an auction include:
• Bidder: A bidder is a usually a buyer who bids for a given resource or service. In IoT
system, each IoT device or the user may act as a bidder.
• Seller: A seller is usually resource owner or service provider who offers its resource
and service for sale. In IoT system, each IoT device or the owner may act as a seller.
Moreover, in cloud or edge networking, cloud provider or edge server may act as a seller.
• Auctioneer: An auctioneer is an intermediate agent who conduct the auction and determines the winner. For simplicity, auctioneer can also be the seller itself.
• Bidding price and asking price: For a requested resource or service, a biding price is
the price that a buyer is willing to pay and an asking price is the price that the seller is
willing to offer.
In the following, we discuss two typical types of auctions that have been widely investigated
in resource trading of IoT network.
The first is Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) auction. Different from conventional openoutcry auction where bids of buyers are revealed to each other in the auction process, VCG
auction is a sealed-bid auction and buyers do not know the bidding prices of each other, and
hence have no opportunity to change their bids by observing others’ biding strategy. As a result,
bidders are incentivized to bid their true valuations, which could facilitate the value discovery
and potentially achieve a social optimal trading solution. For instance, by applying VCG to
vehicular network to model the trading of computational resource among vehicles, a significant improvement in bidding truthfulness and individual rationality is demonstrated [27] [28].
Similarly, it is also used in cooperative spectrum sharing in satellite based IoT network [29]
or multi-tenant edge computing network [13] to obtain the optimum social welfare while preventing misreporting behavior and promoting individual rationality among multiple spectrum
users.
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Another type of auction that has been applied in IoT network is double auction, where
buyers and seller simultaneously submit the bidding price and asking price to an auctioneer,
respectively. The auctioneer would then match the bids from the buyers and bids from buyers.
If the match is successful, the commodities would be assigned from sellers to buyers, and
corresponding payments would be assigned from buyers to sellers. Fig. 2.6 illustrates the
mechanism of price discovery in a round of double auction among a group of sellers and a
group of buyers [30]. In Fig. 2.6, all sellers’ asking prices, i.e., Pa1 ,Pa2 , . . . , are sorted
in a non-descending order, while all buyers’ bidding price, i.e., Pb1 ,Pb2 , . . . , are sorted in a
non-ascending order. The values on x-axis, i.e., A1 , A2 , . . . , represents the resource amount,
corresponding to the asking price or bidding price. For instance, the seller with ask 1 is willing
to sell less than A2 units of resource at a unit price of Pa1 , while the buyer with bid 2 is willing
to buy A1 ∼ A3 units of resource at a unit price of Pb2 . The intersection point of the two curves
of asking price and bidding price is a supply-demand equilibrium, where the resource amount
depends on the x-axis value of the intersection point, i.e., A∗ , and the price is determined by
the average of the two adjacent bidding price and asking price, i.e., P∗ = (Pa4 + Pb4 )/2 .
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Figure 2.6: An illustration of price discovery mechanism in double auction.
It can be seen that double auction actually implements a discretized form of the conventional supply and demand equilibrium mechanism in discovering the market clearing prices.
So it holds some important properties similar to the supply and demand model, including:
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individual rationality for participation, truthfulness for bidding and asking prices, balanced
budget, and optimal social welfare. As a result, double auction has been widely applied to
model the resource trading in distributed IoT system. For instance, it is applied to edge computing to address the edge resource pricing and allocation among a group of mobile devices,
and achieves significant performance enhancement in truthfulness and budget-balance [31].
Besides, edge resource buyers can also observe each other’s behavior and accumulate experience in the auction, so as to accelerate their learning of the trading policy and facilitate
the price discovery [32]. Last but not least, double auction in IoT network usually involves
transmission of critical data among devices belonging to different owners, and hence is susceptible to potential security threats [31]. These security and privacy concerns are recognized
and privacy-preserving double auction is implemented in spectrum auction by applying cryptographic tools to the original auction while considering spatial reuse, spectrum heterogeneity
and multiminded bidders [33].

2.2

System Design for Situation-aware Collaboration Scheme

Consensus negotiation achieves a foundation of distributed IoT collaboration. However, to
implement reliable and efficient collaboration in dynamic IoT networks, participants still need
to make specific decisions based on the ever-changing system situation, so as to translate the
consensus into actual collaboration activities, implement value-oriented service provisioning,
and eventually deliver the expected value to users. Next, we discuss system design of an
effective collaboration scheme in the aspect of design objective, performance metrics, and task
scheduling and resource allocation model.

2.2.1

Collaboration Objective and Performance Metrics

2.2.1.1

Conventional Performance Metrics for Distributed IoT Systems

Collaboration performance should be measured by the metrics that can represent the userperceived functional benefits from application. Next we discuss several conventional performance metrics, as a foundation of the discussion in the next section on why and how they can
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be generalized to value based metric to capture the situation-dependent value brought to users.
Energy consumption and latency are two main metrics in evaluating the performance of a
collaborative IoT system to enable computation-intensive and latency-critical applications at
the resource-limited MDs. Energy saving oriented offloading schemes have been studied in
peer to peer [1] [3] [4] offloading as well as in MEC offloading [13] [17] [14] by explicitly
taking into account the transmission and computation cost, under the constraint of deadline requirement and computation capabilities. On the other hand, latency aware offloading schemes
have been achieved to support real-time applications by minimizing the overall latency induced
by radio access, computation and even migration and handover, while the energy budget of user
equipment [15] [16] or MEC sever [2] [34] is considered as a constraint. In addition, energylatency tradeoff has been investigated in [35] [36] [37] by formulating the cost function as a
weighted sum of energy consumption and execution latency to decide the optimal scheme on
task assignment and ratio resource allocation.
Apart from energy saving or latency reduction, there also have been other design goals used
for some special scenarios. For instance, to fully utilize the harvested energy of user devices in
a wireless powered MEC system, offloading schemes in [17] [18] achieve the maximization of
computing rate and computing probability for a wireless powered MEC system by maximizing
the completed task within a given deadline. Beside, the design objective also can be the minimization of number of deployed devices to lower the resource wastage in a MEC system with
low latency requirements and varying workload conditions [38].

2.2.1.2

Value-oriented Collaboration and Service Provisioning

In view of the prior works on collaborative IoT systems, one key fact that is overlooked is to
identify and leverage the situation-dependent relations between specific system performance
metrics and the actual value or functional benefits perceived by end users. In this section, we
discuss several works that consider value as a separate metric and explain why value-oriented
collaboration system design is necessary to recognize and enhance the actual functional benefits and value brought to end users.
First, the work in [39] lays some ground work for analyzing how user-perceived value
from a given service can be affected by different factors via an example of social networking
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sites. But it does not use value as a metric for system optimization. In Cloud markets, userperceived value is used to capture the dynamic relation between supply and demand and then
to adjust the multiserver configurations with the objective of profits maximization for cloud
providers [40] [41]. The works in [40] and [41] regard value as a random variable whose distribution can be estimated in advance and then fitted based on historical price data. But these
two works do not consider the variation of value with computing performance, e.g., energy
consumption or latency. The Cloud market model in [39] considers the impacts of latency performance on user-perceived value. But the work in [39] only represents value as a fixed score
among 1, 0, and -1, which are corresponding to 3 different completion conditions, i.e., task
is completed within deadline, deadline is missed, and resource provisioning fails. Apparently,
the simplification of value as simple discrete scores cannot fully characterize the complicated
relations between value and various aspects of system performance in IoT networks.
Moreover, the work in [42] aims to address the similar issue for resource allocation of
Cloud computing by formulating value as a piecewise function of computing performance,
which sheds light on the VoS maximization oriented system design in this thesis. The aim of
the design in [42] is to prioritize high-value tasks in scheduling by enabling them to preempt
the reserved computing resource of low-value tasks. So the execution opportunity of low-value
tasks may be deprived if there are high-value tasks in the wait list while there are only limited
computing resource available. Their algorithm could ensure that in any given time period, the
maximum value can be generated from the overall available resource.
Nevertheless, these schemes are not applicable to collaborative IoT systems due to two
limitations. First, even though the task value in [42] factors in energy consumption, it does
not consider the value of energy saving as a separate criterion and design objective for each
device. This is reasonable for the cloud computing system. In particular, while the overall
energy consumption of the cloud computing system is expected to be reduced for cost saving,
it is not necessary to consider the energy consumption of each device separately since they are
always plugged in and continuously get charged. On the contrary, size-constrained IoT devices
are sensitive to the energy consumption because the limited battery life directly determines
their potential resource availability and capacity. So value-oriented designs for collaborative
IoT systems have to consider the value of energy saving for each device as a separate design
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objective in the decision-making. Second, while the mechanism of resource reservation and
preemption in [42] could be made possible by the relatively stable and unified capacity of cloud
servers, it is not applicable to the dynamic IoT systems which are featured by considerable
uncertainty of available resources, e.g., heterogeneous and time-varying computing capacity
and channel quality. For instance, the unstable network connection and dynamic computation
workload of mobile devices could make it difficult to reserve their resources for given future
tasks in advance. So it is necessary to design value-oriented collaboration schemes that could
capture the ever-changing situation and offer maximized value and functional benefits to end
users.

2.2.2

Task Scheduling and Resource Allocation Model

The model of task scheduling and resource allocation is closely related to the design of collaboration scheme in distributed IoT system. Next we compare two popular task offloading
and scheduling models used for mobile collaborative computing. The aim is to highlight the
importance of considering them separately in the design and implementation of effective collaboration scheme in IoT network.
A highly integrated or relative simple task cannot be partitioned and has to be offloaded as a
whole, called binary offloading [12]. A computation rate maximization oriented binary offloading scheme is proposed in [17] by jointly optimizing the individual computing model selection
and the system transmission time allocation. To achieve an energy aware offloading scheme, a
binary decision on offloading-or-not can be made by a straightforward comparison of mobile
energy consumption for computing given data by offloading and local computing [18] [35] [36].
In addition, a binary offloading scheme considering both the fronthaul and backhaul links in
a small-cell network is designed in [14] to achieve energy efficiency which involves the two
binary transmission scheduling in between the MD, femto relay base stations and micro base
stations.
Fine-grained computation offloading can be implemented for mobile applications that are
composed of multiple procedures/components and can be partitioned into several parts executed at different devices, namely partial offloading [12]. For MEC offloading, a partial of-
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floading scheme with threshold-based structure for TDMA and OFDMA systems is proposed
in [13] based on the defined priority functions, involving the task separation between MEC
servers and local devices as well as radio resource allocation. Partial offloading also facilitates
the implementation of flexible resource sharing in MCC to mitigate the uneven distribution
of workload among heterogeneous MDs [1] [3] [4]. Besides, significant enhancement of energy efficiency by fine-grained partition and offloading have been demonstrated in our previous
work on virtual energy sharing among collaborative MDs [11].

2.3

Addressing Privacy and Security Issues in Collaboration

Another challenge to implement effective collaboration in distributed IoT system is data privacy and security issues. This is because collaboration process always involves the sharing of
private information, e.g., data on resource condition and task demand, among devices with different owners. So effective collaboration cannot be achieved without a reliable and trustworthy
mechanism for information exchange and resource sharing. In the following we investigate
two promising directions in addressing the data privacy and security issues in IoT network.

2.3.1

Privacy Preservation via Data Distortion

A popular method to address the data privacy issue is to distort the original data with certain
noise to protect the identity of data owners. For instance, the task allocation solution in [43]
preserves privacy by obfuscating users’ real location in the data before offloading it to other
nodes. Similarly, the privacy-preserving collaborative computing mechanism in [44] perturbs
the original data with a carefully selected noise based on a quantified relation between probability density function and privacy preserving degree. However, the data perturbation may
compromise the accuracy of the original data. The method in [44] overcomes this conflict by
an efficient incentive mechanism which achieves optimized accuracy given fixed privacy budgets. Besides, the work in [45] proposes a hypothesis test to validate the reliability of tampered
data from distributed nodes before performing data aggregation and analysis.
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Trust-based Collaboration Mechanism

Another promising direction is to develop trust-based collaboration. A popular approach is to
actively accumulate trust based on the past task execution results, and then use the trust to explore new collaboration opportunities [46]. An alternative method is to exploit the information
from social network to evaluate social trust [47]. The social trust indicates the altruism level
among users and is used in task allocation to achieve reliable service provisioning. Besides,
social trust can be easily disseminated among nodes to explore new relationships [132]. This
could facilitate the proliferation of collaborative computing group [133]. A potential future
direction would be a combination of these two methods. For instance, social trust may offer
preliminary trustworthiness in the beginning and sophisticated trust-development mechanism
could further update the trustworthiness in the collaboration process.

2.4

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, critical challenges and solutions in collaborative IoT system have been thoroughly analyzed. First, the implementations of contract negotiation for consensus building by
game theory and auction based trading schemes are discussed and compared in detail. Second,
situation-aware resource sharing and task offloading schemes in dynamic IoT network are studied. Moreover, several widely adopted mechanisms to address the security and privacy concern
in collaboration are analyzed regarding the complexity, accuracy and application scenario.

Chapter 3
Smart Futures based Resource Trading
and Coalition Formation for Real-time
Mobile Data Processing
Collaboration among mobile devices (MDs) is becoming more important, as it could augment
computing capacity at the network edge through peer-to-peer service provisioning, and directly
enhance real-time computational performance in smart Internet-of-Things applications. As an
important aspect of collaboration mechanism, conventional resource trading (RT) among MDs
relies on an onsite interaction process, i.e., price negotiation between service providers and
requesters, which, however, inevitably incurs excessive latency and degrades RT efficiency. To
overcome this challenge, this chapter adopts the concept of futures contract (FC) used in financial market, and proposes a smart futures for low latency RT. This new technique enables MDs
to form trading coalitions and negotiate multilateral forward contracts applied to a collaboration term in the future. To maximize the benefits of self-interested MDs, the negotiation process
of FC is modelled as a coalition formation game comprised of three components executed in an
iterative manner, i.e., futures resource allocation, revenue sharing and payment allocation, and
distributed decision-making of individual MD. Additionally, a FC enforcement scheme is implemented to efficiently manage the onsite resource sharing via recording resource balances of
different task-types and MDs. Based on simulation results, smart futures reveals an exponential
reduction of RT latency and a considerable superiority in trading fairness provisioning.
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Introduction

The ever-increasing Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices and applications inevitably generate unprecedented amounts of data. Timely analysis of these data could provide valuable insights
into previously unknown patterns and relationships among connected things, users and industry/business processes. These new perspectives of IoT could significantly improve quality of
life, transportation efficiency, the effectiveness of education, and so on [48]. Since most IoT
applications operate in highly dynamic and changing environments, the main design challenge
is how to effectively extract useful features and patterns in a real-time manner from distributed
user inputs and changing environment, and support intelligent decision-making [49]. Different from traditional big data analytics that emphasizes on the massive scale of data analysis,
real-time data processing in IoT systems puts more emphasis on the latency performance of
distributed data collection and resource sharing, which directly determines the true value of the
decision-making in many IoT applications.
Conventional big data analytics is achieved with the support of a remote Cloud computing
server to take advantage of its cost-effective and abundant virtual computing/processing power.
However, this centralized computing paradigm is not suitable for real-time IoT applications
due to the distributed data and scattered computational resources. Furthermore, frequent data
exchange and interaction between the network edge and the remote Cloud server could lead to
intolerable latency and deteriorate the real-time computational performance. To improve the
quality of service in latency-constrained IoT scenarios, an important alternative is to push the
computational function of Cloud towards the network edge to reduce communication latency
and improve the real-time computational performance. One important direction for materializing this strategy is to exploit the underutilized edge computation power distributed among
the mobile devices (MDs). This approach could significantly improve the latency-critical IoT
applications due to two reasons. Firstly, communication delay could be dramatically reduced
because MDs are located much closer to where data is generated and IoT applications are initiated [50]. Secondly, some MDs are equipped with a state-of-art resource, e.g., CPU, GPU and
memory, but a vast majority of them remain idle at the most time [51].
Since the available amount of local resources in an individual MD is often limited and
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unstable, resource trading (RT) among neighboring MDs has been proposed as an incentive
mechanism for MDs to share resource and provision computing service collaboratively [52]. In
particular, MDs can share computing resources with each other via peer-to-peer task offloading,
and then obtain corresponding rewards determined by a negotiation process. Each participant
in the negotiation would make decision to maximize their benefits. The rewards earned by an
MD can be further used to trade resources with others. As a result, an RT market is created for
MDs to buy and sell their resource, so as to extend their local capacity and satisfy the resource
demand of IoT applications.
However, one critical issue that is always overlooked in conventional RT is that the trading negotiation itself is a time-consuming process and may significantly degrade the real-time
performance of service provisioning for IoT applications. This is because conventional RT is
usually implemented as an onsite interaction process, i.e., price negotiation is only initiated
when there is a demand for computing service [53]. Specifically, based on the actual onsite
situation on resource supply and demand, MDs would set the resource price and quantity with
the single aim of maximizing their benefits. To reach a consensus, each MD iteratively adjusts
its own decision based on others’ decisions until a global equilibrium is achieved where no one
has the incentive to change its strategy unilaterally. The whole negotiation process may need
several rounds of iterative bargain. As a result, upcoming computational tasks may have to be
suspended for an excessive amount of time before the required resource is confirmed.
Our alternative strategy to overcome this difficulty is to complete the RT negotiation in
advance, i.e., ahead of actual task initiation, by predicting the onsite resource demand and
supply, so as to avoid the latency for onsite negotiation. Based on this observation, we propose
a new RT scheme named smart futures to materialize this vision. In finance, futures, also known
as futures contract (FC), refers to a forward contract that different entities sign in advance
to trade a product delivered in the future [54]. FC has been widely adopted in the financial
market to mitigate the loss from price volatility by fixing the trading price ahead of actual
transactions [55]. In addition, futures-based trading has been applied to bilateral spectrum
trading to tackle the trading failure and unfairness associated with onsite negotiation [56]. The
proposed smart futures further extends this concept to a more general application scenario, i.e.,
multilateral resource trading among multiple devices, while exploiting its significant advantage
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Figure 3.1: An illustration of coalition formation for futures resource trading.
on trading latency reduction.
A relevant concept of futures-based trading is service-level-agreement (SLA), which is
a contract between a service provider and a client [57]. It standardizes numerous serviceperformance metrics and service-level objectives, such as the expected time to complete a
task [58]. For instance, the work in [59] proposes to regulate the contentions among virtual
machines (VMs) in Cloud Computing by dynamic resource reallocation. However, SLA usually needs participants to negotiate specific performance for every step of the workflow [60],
so it mainly applies to relatively static system. When used in dynamic IoT system, it may
need frequent renegotiation due to ever-changing resource condition, leading to considerable
RT latency. Another relevant technique to FC is resource reservation in Cloud computing [61],
which usually ignores the uncertainty of resource availability [62]. This might be reasonable to resource-abundant Cloud, but not applicable to resource-constrained MDs. In mobile
collaborative computing, resource availability and task requirements are time-changing, and
accordingly the role of each MD usually switches between provider and consumer. So implementing a future-oriented RT strategy to avoid the onsite trading latency while considering the
dynamic system condition is the distinguishing feature of FC from conventional methods, e.g,
SLA and resource reservation.
By applying the concept of FC, MDs could trade their resource for a given term in the
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future, namely futures resource, by joining a coalition and determining an FC, as shown in
Fig. 3.1. As a result, all RT instances initiated within this term only need to comply with the
predetermined agreement in terms of price and conditions, without involving the conventional
onsite negotiation. Therefore, FC negotiation is the critical process of our proposed framework
to enable futures RT. To implement FC negotiation, we propose a coalition formation game
with three main components executed in an iterative manner, i.e., a) futures resource allocation,
b) revenue sharing and payment allocation, and c) distributed decision making of MDs, as
shown in Fig. 3.2. The objective of the framework is to obtain the best decision for each and
every MD given that they are all rational players and are only interested in maximizing their
benefits from the collaborative service provisioning process.
The main contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
• A new smart futures based resource trading mechanism is proposed, in which MDs negotiate a futures contract applied to a given term in the future based on estimated resource
supply and demand, with the objective of reducing the onsite RT latency and improving
the real-time performance of service provisioning for mobile data processing.
• To deploy smart futures in the computing resource sharing among collaborative MDs, a
coalition formation game for FC negotiation is designed, in which three main components are executed in an iterative manner until a consensus is reached among MDs. The
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first one assigns resources to different task types to maximize the coalition utility. The
second component provides a fair way to split coalition utility among MDs as revenue
or payment based on individuals’ contribution and consumption. In the last step, each
MD make an independent decision as to which coalition to join to maximize individual
utility.
• To formulate coalition utility, each participant is modelled as both resource provider and
consumer, considering the frequent switch of each device between the two roles caused
by time-changing resource condition. Besides, an adapted Shapely value is designed to
calculate the fair share of revenue for our specific scenario, and is then solved by a proposed approximation algorithm which achieves polynomial computational complexity.
• In addition to FC negotiation, an enforcement scheme of FC is implemented to manage
actual onsite RT instances by automatically complying with the predetermined agreement. In particular, with the assistance of an intermediary device, a resource balance is
kept for each task type as well as for each MD in a coalition. So, the actual resource
consumption of tasks and resource contribution of MDs would be strictly limited within
the predetermined value in the FC.
• Extensive simulations are conducted to evaluate the proposed FC based resource trading.
The proposed smart futures shows a considerable reduction in RT latency at the cost of
reduced resource delivery rate depending on system stability. It also achieves significant
fairness in revenue sharing and payment allocation depending on individuals’ resource
contribution and consumption.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents the system model and
decision-making framework of FC. Three main components of coalition formation, i.e., allocation of futures resource, revenue sharing and payment allocation, and distributed decision
making are elaborated in Section 3.3, Section 3.4 and Section 3.5, respectively. An enforcement scheme of FC is given in Section 3.6, followed by performance evaluation in Section 3.7,
and conclusion in Section 3.8.
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Table 3.1: Summary of key notations in smart futures modelling
Notations
K
C
Φ
T
τ
β
Rk
µ
Rk
Rσ2
k
Ni
ski
µ
ski
sσ2
ki
xi
vi
Di
bk,l
rkC
uCk
pCk
ψCk

3.2

Meanings
Set of all mobile devices in the system
A mobile device coalition including a subgroup of devices in K
A coalition structure that includes all coalitions in the system
Set of all task types that mobile devices may initiate
Futures contract term during which actual resource sharing is performed
Number of CPU cycles for every unit of CPU resource (in cycles/unit)
Number of resource units that device k could contribute in a unit of time in τ
Expectation of random variable Rk
Variance of random variable Rk
Data size of a unit of type-i task
Number of type-i task initiated by device k in a unit time in τ
Expectation of random variable ski
Variance of random variable ski
Computing resource (in unit) allocated to all type-i tasks in a coalition
Task value of type-i task that quantifies the relevant importance of task to users
Minimum resource requirement (in unit) for completing a unit of type-i task
Average data transmission rate (in bits/sec) from MD k to MD l
Revenue obtained by device k for resource contribution in the coalition C
Total futures resource (in unit) assigned to device k in coalition C
Payment of device for resource consumption in the coalition C
Individual utility of k in C considering profits and performance of task and device

System Model and Decision-making Framework

In this section, we present the model of the resource sharing coalition for collaborative computing service provisioning, as well as the model of individual MD’s resource commitment and
task request for futures RT. Then the FC negotiation is modelled as a coalition formation game
to achieve stable coalition structure. For ease of reference, we list all the key notations used in
Chapter 3 in Table 3.1.

3.2.1

Modelling of Resource Sharing Coalition

As illustrated in Fig. 3.1, MDs in the system could form several resource sharing coalitions,
each of which has a separate FC stipulating the rules of futures RT, i.e., resource price and
quantity. Because the FC will apply to a long term in the future during which the resource
conditions of MDs are dynamic, each MD can be both service provider and demander within
this term, i.e., an MD could often switch between these two roles depending on it is idle or busy.
To avoid potential privacy issues in resource sharing, it is also assumed that the MDs in the
system has built mutual trust in advance, which can be achieved by the exploiting the existing
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social trust knowledge or actively building trust based on task execution results, as studied
in [46] [47]. So MDs could collaborate by offloading task to each other without the concern
of data leakage. The MDs are located in a limited space, e.g., an office or a classroom, and
thereby could offload tasks among each other through device-to-device (D2D) communication.
Let K = {1, 2, ..., K} denote the set of MDs in the system, where K is their total number. A
coalition is a subgroup of MDs in K and is denoted by C, C ⊆ K. The MDs in K could
form several coalitions and the set of all coalitions is referred to as the coalition structure
S
T

Φ = C1 , C2 , ..., C|Φ| , where K = |Φ|
C j = ∅, for any i , j . Each coalition is a
i=1 Ci and Ci
separate resource pool created by the MDs inside.
There is also an intermediary in the system which is a device trusted by all MDs in K
and thereby could mediate the negotiation process and manage the onsite RT instances. An
intermediary can be a local access point, e.g., smart gateway or base station, or a local device,
e.g., laptop or PC, that is preapproved by the users of all MDs. In addition, the computing
tasks initiated by MDs can be classified into different types based on their data structure and
objective, e.g. speech recognition and image object identification. Let T = {1, 2, ..., T } indicate
the set of task types that MDs may initiate. We differentiate tasks by types because different
task types could vary in their resource demand and the value brought to users. So it is necessary
to model different task types separately and optimize the futures resource allocation among
them to produce maximized benefits for coalition members.

3.2.2

Modelling of Resource Commitment and Task Request in Futures
Contract

A FC would apply to the RT instances within a given term τ in the future, namely FC term,
as illustrated in Fig. 3.3. τ should be determined based on the time period during which the
coalition members would always stay in the range of D2D communication. For example, when
a group of users attend a two hours’ conference, their MDs could also stay in the same room
for 2 hours. So an FC with a contract term τ < 2 hours could be made for the futures RT of
these MDs. When the current FC is going to expire, a renegotiation for an updated FC can be
initiated, so that MDs could have the opportunity to migrate among coalitions based on their
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Current time

Futures contract term:t = tt - t0

time

tc

t0

t1

t2

t3

tt

Rk : Resource contributed by k
A unit time

ski : Type- i task initiated by k
Figure 3.3: Futures contract term. Random variable Rk and ski are the number of resource unit
and the number of type-i task unit that k would contribute or initiate in a unit time, respectively.

up-to-date condition.
Before starting the negotiation of FC, MDs need to estimate the accumulated resource that
they can contribute within τ. For simplicity, let β [cycles/unit] denote the number of CPU
cycles for every unit of CPU resource. Then the resource contributed by MDs can be measured
by the number of units. For example, j units of resource is equal to jβ CPU cycles. Besides, we
specify the number of resource units that MD k could contribute in a unit time in the future as
a random variable Rk with the expectation Rµk and variance Rσ2
k . The distribution of Rk as well
as its expectation and variance can be estimated based on the historical running information of
MD k and statistic methods. For instance, Fig. 3.3 illustrates a Rk following truncated normal
distribution in the range of [0, + ∞], considering the number of resource units must be a nonnegative value. Besides, since the actual value of Rk is unknown in advance, Rµk is used in
determining the FC, which is also defined as resource commitment in this chapter. Then the
total resource commitment of MD k over the contract term τ can be written as τRµk .
Apart from resource commitment, negotiation participants also need to estimate their task
request within τ. Similarly, let Ni denote the data size of a unit of type-i task, so that the task
size can be measured by number of units. We also specify the number of type-i task initiated
by MD k in a unit time in the future as a random variable ski with expectation sµki and variance
sσ2
ki . The distribution of ski as well as its expectation and variance can be estimated based on the
historical running information of MD k and statistic methods. Similar to Rk , Fig. 3.3 shows an
example of ski following truncated normal distribution. It is truncated to the range of [0, + ∞]
since the number of tasks should be a non-negative value. Considering that the actual value of
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ski is unknow ahead of time, we use sµki in the determination of the FC, which is also defined as
the type-i task request of MD k in this chapter. As a result, the total type-i task request of MD
k throughout the contract term τ can be represented as τsµki .

3.2.3

Coalition Formation Game for the Decision-making of Futures Contract

To implement coalition formation and FC determination, we need to solve three problems.
First, how to allocate resource among different tasks to maximize coalition utility. Second,
how to fairly share revenue and payment among participants. Last but not least, how to implement distributed decision-making of MDs on coalition selection. We solve these problems via
a coalition formation game. Coalition formation game is a separate type of game, where players form a collaborative coalition for common objectives and obtain payoffs by negotiating,
signing, and executing a multilateral contract [23]. The proposed game contains three main
components introduced below.

• First we solve the problem of futures resource allocation among different task types. The
objective is to maximize coalition utility, i.e. the sum of utility that MDs in a coalition
could gain from the improved real-time performance as a result of resource sharing.
Since different types of tasks may vary in their resource demand and could bring different
values to users, the solution of futures resource allocation would directly determine the
performance of each type of task and thereby the overall coalition utility. This part is
detailed in Section 3.3, where an optimization problem P3.1 is formulated and solved.
• Next revenue and payment are shared among participants by fairly splitting coalition
utility. Specifically, an adapted Shapely value is implemented to calculate each MD’s
revenue based on their resource contribution. Besides, the payment is determined by
partitioning the coalition utility proportionally to individual’s resource consumption. We
detail this part in Section 3.4, where equation (5) and (7) are the solutions of revenue and
payment sharing, respectively.
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• The last problem, i.e., distributed decision making, is solved based on the solutions of
the former two problems. In particular, each MD makes an independent decision on
which coalition to join to maximize individual utility, which factors in revenue, payment,
as well as their willingness to improve the task performance. This part is elaborated
in Section 3.5, and the decisive factor of coalition selection, i.e., individual utility, is
formulated in equation (8).

Fig. 3.2 illustrates the proposed coalition formation game. These components would be
executed for each MD in an iterative fashion until a final solution, i.e. a stable coalition structure, is obtained. Due to the conflict of interests among participants, an intermediary is needed
in the negotiation process. It is trusted by all players, and hence could collect their privacy
information to assist the negotiation and enforcement of FC. In particular, for a given MD, the
intermediary would try to assign it to different coalitions, and then perform futures resource allocation in each coalition. Based on the solution, the intermediary could calculate the revenue
and payment of the MD in each coalition. The results are sent to the MD, which then selects
the best coalition to maximize its profits. The solution of the game model is a stable coalition structure (or Nash equilibrium) which ensures that all rational MDs would not unilaterally
change their decisions.

3.3

Futures Resource Allocation

This section formulates an optimization problem for futures resource allocation among different types of real-time tasks in a given coalition. The objective of the problem is to obtain
maximum coalition utility which factors in the benefit for extended computing capacity as well
as the corresponding cost for data transmission among MDs. The coalition utility determined
by the solution of the optimization problem would then be split into individuals’ revenue and
payment in the next section.

3.3. Futures Resource Allocation

3.3.1
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Main Components of Coalition Utility

The quality of a coalition can be evaluated by the coalition utility which is comprised of two
main parts, i.e., extended computing capacity and D2D transmission latency. MDs could share
futures resource with each other by forming coalitions. The extended computing capacity
would potentially improve the real-time performance of mobile data processing tasks. In particular, resource-poor MDs could partition and offload their tasks to their resource-rich counterparts to utilize the coalition resource contributed by the latter.
But peer-to-peer offloading process would also lead to extra transmission latency and thereby
counteract the effect of latency reduction brought by enhanced computing power. It can be expected that if the system operates in an environment with poor transmission quality, D2D task
offloading would even worsen the latency performance compared to MDs’ local computing.
Therefore, the transmission latency is also an indispensable component of coalition utility.

3.3.2

Formulation of Coalition Utility

We represent the computing resource allocated to all type-i tasks in a coalition as xi [units],
which is the solution of futures resource allocation problem. Then the coalition utility for a
coalition Cover the FC τ can be formulated as

P 
P (C) =
vi log(1 +
i∈T

x
P i µ)
τski

k∈C

P
k∈C




µ
τski 

µ

−

P
i∈T

cdi

P
k∈C

τski Ni
minl∈C−{k} bk,l

!
.

(3.1)

There are 2 terms on the right side of (3.1). The first term models the benefits for extended computing capacity via resource sharing. To improve user experience, it is necessary to
achieve a consistent task performance over the whole contract term [59]. To achieve this goal,
we uniformly allocate resource xi to all type-i tasks in the contract term. Then a single type-i
task could be assigned

P

xi
µ
τski

units of resource. The logarithm arithmetic is used to characterize

k∈C

the users’ diminishing return from the increased resource assigned to a given task. But other
concave terms with diminished return can also be considered in the similar way, such as exponential or quadratic function [63], which usually bring the similar results. Besides, vi , namely
type-i task value, transforms the performance improvement modelled by logarithm arithmetic
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to coalition utility. Specially, we define set V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vT } as the task value of the system.
Task value should be set to reflect the relative importance of different type of tasks to users.
For instance, in a scenario of smart home, the tasks related to fire alarm or security surveillance system should be assigned higher vi compared to others, so that they can be prioritized
in resource allocation and obtain a better performance, e.g., lower latency and higher accuracy.
Finally, all type-i tasks are independent and could bring accumulative values to users. Since all
type-i tasks have the consistent performance, we calculate their overall utility by multiplying
P µ
τski , i.e., the total number of type-i tasks.
k∈C

The second term in (3.1) formulates the penalty associated with the latency of task offloading among MDs. We define cdi as a penalty factor that transforms the offloading latency to a
penalty of coalition utility. In addition, bk,l [bits/sec] denotes the average data transmission rate
from MD k to MD l. Here we assume that the MDs of the system are located in a relatively
static environment and the channel responses vary slowly. So average data transmission rate
is utilized and is assumed to be effective throughout the FC term. However, actual latency
depends on the onsite resource allocation scheme made by intermediary based on the condition
of coalition members. So in the formulation of coalition utility, we consider the worst case
of transmission latency by using minl∈C−{k} bk,l , which means a MD offloads its whole data to
another one corresponding to its slowest channels. The objective of futures resource allocation
is to maximize the coalition utility as a whole, which can be formulated as an optimization
problem:

P3.1

max

P(C)

s.t.

xi ≥ 0, i ∈ T ,
X
X
µ
xi = τ
Rk

X

i∈T

P

(3.2)
(3.3)

k∈C

xi
µ ≥ Di , i ∈ T .
τski

(3.4)

k∈C

where X = {x1 , x2 , ..., xT } is the set of futures resource allocation for all task types. The constraints (3.2) ensures that the allocated resource should not be a negative value. In order to
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fully utilize the computing capacity of the coalition, the equation (3.3) requires that the total
resource consumption is equal to the total resource commitment in a coalition. In addition,
constraint (3.4) ensures that a unit of type-i task could obtain at least Di units of resource to
complete its computing, i ∈ T , where Di should be set based on the properties of different task
types.
It is easy to prove that problem P3.1 is a convex problem. So it can be solved by the convex optimization toolbox CVX. Note that second term in (3.1) is independent of optimization
variable xi , and thereby can be removed in the actual optimization process. But the obtained
optimization solution has to been applied to (3.1) to determine the coalition utility P(C), so
that the collaboration cost associated with task offloading latency is also factored in the actual
coalition utility. The coalition utility would then be split into individuals’ revenue and payment
based on their resource contribution and consumption in the next section.

3.4

Revenue Sharing and Payment Allocation

The previous section describes how futures resource in a coalition can be allocated to different
task types to maximize coalition utility. However, sharing resources to others could incur extra
cost for MDs, e.g. energy consumption, so self-interested individual MDs are not willing to
share their resource unless they can obtain corresponding rewards. On the other side, coalition
members should also be charged for using their counterparts’ resources. In this section, we
regard coalition utility as both total revenue and total payment that should be shared among
coalition members. To achieve individual fairness, we present a revenue sharing scheme based
on an adapted Shapley value and a payment allocation scheme based on the total resource
consumption of each individual MD.

3.4.1

Revenue Sharing among Coalition Members

The original Shapley value calculates the revenue share of a given MD in a coalition by comparing the difference of coalition utility between including and not including the given MD
while the total coalition task is fixed [25]. Through this way, the revenue share of a MD is only
determined by its resource contribution. But in the scenario of this chapter, FC applies to a
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long term in the future during which each MD can be both service provider and demander, as
discussed in Section 3.3.1. In this scenario, excluding a given MD means that its task request
is also excluded. As a result, the original Shapley value could also be affected by task request.
So we need to adapt the original Shapley value to make it only determined by the resource
contribution of MDs instead of their task request.
To achieve this, we first define PrC (S), S ⊆ C, as a partial-resource coalition utility of C,
which is also calculated by (1), but only the futures resource of MDs in S are counted and the
futures resource of the other MDs in C is regarded as zero. But note that the task request of all
MD in C are counted to calculate PrC (S). In addition, we set PrC (S) = 0, for |S| ≤ 1, so that
coalition utility can only be produced when there are at least two MDs in the coalition.
Then the revenue of MD k in the coalition C can be obtained via an adapted Shapley value:
rkC =



1 X  r  k [ 
PC Pre (o)
{k} − PrC Prek (o) .
|C|! o∈π(C)

(3.5)

where π (C) denote the set of all possible permutations with MDs in C, and Prek (o) denote the
set of predecessors of MD k in a given permutation C. For instance, if a coalition has 4 MDs,
indexed by 1, 2, 3, and 4. A possible permutation of C is o = [2, 3, 1, 4]. Then the predecessor
of MD k = 1 is Pre1 (o) = [2, 3]. In equation (3.5), we use partial-resource coalition utility
PrC (S) to replace the coalition utility in original Shapley value, so that we could fix the overall
task request of coalition C and calculate the revenue share of MD k by comparing the difference
of coalition utility between including and not including the resource of k. Through this adapted
Shapley value, the revenue share of each MD is only determined by its resource contribution
to the coalition and is not affected by its task request, which should only determine its payment
allocation.
Adapted Shapley value rkC determines the revenue assigned to MD k. Similar to the original
Shapley value, the adapted Shapley value is suitable for revenue sharing among collaborative
members because it also attains several desirable game-theoretic properties [25]. First, Shapley
value is a complete revenue sharing scheme, which means that rkC always holds true and hence
the whole coalition utility would be split and assigned to coalition members. Second, Shapley
value achieves fair revenue allocation based on each member’s contribution. If two MDs k1
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and k2 in a coalition C make the same contribution, i.e. PrC (S
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S

{k1 }) = PrC (S

S

{k2 }) holds

C
C
. In addition,
= rk2
for all subcoalition S ⊆ C, then k1 and k2 attain the same revenue, i.e. rk1

fairness also means that the revenue of a MD without any contribution to the coalition would
S
be zero, i.e. rkC holds if for all subcoalition S ⊆ C, PrC (S) = PrC (S {k}) holds true.

3.4.2

Payment Allocation among Coalition Members

To achieve a fair payment allocation scheme, each coalition member should be charged based
on their consumption of the coalition resource. The solution of futures resource allocation
could determine the amount of futures resource assigned to different task types, i.e., xi , i ∈ T .
In the enforcement stage of FC, all MDs in a coalition have the same priority to access the
predetermined futures resource xi∗ and deploy their type-i tasks. So the intermediate would
P µ
allocate xi∗ evenly to all type-i tasks of the coalition within the FC term τ, i.e.,
τski . Then
k∈C

the total futures resource assigned to MD k in coalition C could be represented by
uCk

X x∗ τsµ
i
ki
=
P µ
τski
i∈T

(3.6)

k∈C

The payment of each MD is obtained by partitioning the coalition utility proportionally to
uCk , written as
pCk

uCk
= P C P (C) .
uk

(3.7)

k∈C

The individual revenue rkC and payment pCk would then be used by MDs to determine which
coalition they should join to maximize their benefits, as detailed in the following section.

3.5

Distributed Decision-making for Coalition Participation

In this section, we formulate the individual utility that MDs would like to maximize in distributed decision-making. To implement the coalition formation game, we present a distributed
and iterative algorithm based on split and merge, and an in-depth analysis of the game in its
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convergence and stability.

3.5.1

Individual Utility of Mobile Device

A MD in the system needs to decide whether to join a coalition and which coalition is the
optimal for it, based on its individual utility from each coalition. In a coalition, an MD could
obtain direct utility by trading resource with others, which are evaluated by its revenue rkC
and payment pCk . Besides, resource trading could extend the MD’s computing capacity, and
thereby improve its task performance, such as latency or result accuracy. Last but not least,
the collaborative computing may also lead to extra energy consumption. Intensive energy
consumption could lead to battery running out and then terminate the service provisioning
process. So individual utility should consider factors in different dimensions: a) revenue and
payment, b) task performance and c) energy consumption. Since revenue and payment are the
results of coalition utility partitioning, they are measured by a common metric, i.e., task value,
as discussed in Section 3.4.2. Inspired by the study in [64] for value-oriented SLA, we can
also quantify the impact of task performance and energy consumption on user-perceived value
by corresponding value functions, denoted as task utility rkC and energy cost eCk in this chapter,
respectively. The formulations of tkC and eCk are presented below. As a result, these factors have
the common metric and hence we can combine them together as the individual utility:
ψCk = rkC − pCk + tkC − eCk .

(3.8)

Here, the first term and second term is revenue and payment of k, respectively. The third
term and forth term of (3.8) represents task utility and energy cost of MD k as a result of
participating in the resource sharing, and would be formulated as below.
Task utility tkC is the utility corresponding to the improved real-time performance of tasks
for extended computing power, and can be written as
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(3.9)
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which is similar to the coalition utility defined in (1). In particular, ρki reflects the willingness of
MD k to enhance the real-time performance of type-i task, and hence is the privacy information
of MD k only known by itself. Another difference of (3.9) from (3.1) is that only an individual
MD’s benefits and penalties are counted, instead of the sum of all coalition members.
Energy cost of MD k in the cooperation process includes two parts, i.e., data transmission
and computation, which can be written as
eCk

=

cek κk fk2



µ
βRk



X 
ce
+
k
i∈T

µ

τski Ni Pk
minl∈C−{k} bk,l



.

(3.10)

Here, cek , namely resource value of MD k, is a penalty factor that transforms energy consumption to penalty of individual utility. Resource value should be set to reflect the MD’s
sensitivity to energy consumption. For instance, the resource value of a MD with low battery
level should be high, because additional energy consumption may fully drain the battery and
lead to power off of the MD.
The first term of (3.10) is the energy cost of MD k corrresponding to its resource commitment, which is used for executing offloaded tasks from other coalition members. κk indicates
the energy coefficient of MD k depending on the chip architecture and fk is the CPU frequency
of MD k. The term κk fk2 is a generally adopted model to calculate energy consumption per
computing cycle [37]. The second term of (3.10) is energy consumption of k for offloading
its task to other coalition members. Note that the energy consumption for receiving task data
as well as sending and receiving computation results are ignored because they are negligible
compared to their counterparts used for sending task data and task execution.

3.5.2

Nash Equilibrium of Coalition Formation Game

The individual utility provides a criterion for self-interested MDs to decide which coalition to
join to maximize their individual utility. MDs in the system could form several independent and
disjoint coalitions and there are different ways to implement this coalition formation process.
However, we are interested in forming a stable coalition structure in which no one has the
incentive to leave their current coalition and join another one, since they could not obtain
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higher individual utility through any changes in their decision. In particular, the requirement
that all MDs in a coalition must at least obtain positive individual utility is a necessary but not
sufficient condition of stability. Therefore, the solution of the coalition formation game is a
Nash-equilibrium defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Nash-equilibrium of Coalition Formation): A coalition structure Φ∗ is a Nashequilibrium, if no individual MD is interested in leaving its current coalition and joining another coalition unilaterally. That is, for each and every MD k ∈ C ∈ Φ∗ , the individual utility
relation ψCk ≥ ψCk

3.5.3

0

S

{k}

holds for any C0 ∈ Φ∗ \ {C}.

Split and Merge Rule and Distributed Algorithm

In the last step of the coalition formation game, MDs could change their decisions to pursue
a higher individual utility through a special operation, namely split and merge rule, which is
defined as follows:
Definition 2 (Split and Merge Rule): For each and every MD k ∈ C, if the individual utility
of MD k can be improved by splitting k from C and merging with another coalition C0 , i.e.,
0S
S
ψCk < ψkC {k} holds, then, {C, C0 } → {C\ {k} , C0 {k}}.
Split and Merge rule is the key component to implement individual decision-making in
coalition formation game. Conventional split and merge method is operated for the transformation of coalition as a whole, i.e. the split of a coalition into several small coalitions and the
merge of several coalitions into a big one. But direct operation on coalition means that MDs
cannot change choice individually. This does not apply to the scenario of this chapter, where
each self-interested MD aims to maximize individual utility by choosing the best strategy for
itself. In contrast, our proposed Split and Merge Rule is operated on individual level, so that
each MD could make an independent decision on coalition selection.
Algorithm 1 shows a distributed and iterative algorithm built on the Split and Merge rule
to implement the coalition formation game. Specifically, step 1 sets an initial coalition structure, in which each device is in a separate coalition. The coalition formation game is mainly
implemented in the loop between step 2 and 15. For each MD k and coalition C0 , k < C0 , the
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intermediary executes the futures resource allocation, revenue sharing and payment allocation
(Step 3-6). Then MD k would compare its individual utility to decide which coalition to join or
to stay in its current coalition (Step 7-12). This process is sequentially executed for each MD
in an iterative manner until a stable solution is reached (Step 15).
Algorithm 1 Distributed and Iterative Coalition Formation Game
1: Initialization.
Mobile device set K is partitioned to a coalition structure Φ =
Ck
{{1} , ..., {K}}. ψk = 0, for all k ∈ K, where Ck = {k} is the current coaliton of k.
2: Repeat the following process iteratively.
3: for all k ∈ K do
4:
for all C0 ∈ Φ,k < C0 do
5:
Intermediary calculates the resource allocation of k if k joins C0 , i.e., X.
0
6:
Intermediary calculates the revenue and payment of k if k joins C0 , i.e., rkC ∪{k} and
0
pCk ∪{k} .
0
0
7:
k receives Φ, X, rkC ∪{k} and pCk ∪{k} from intermediary, calculates individual utility
0
ψCk ∪{k} .
8:
end for
C0 ∪{k}
9:
C∗ = arg max
ψ
.
k
0
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

if

∗
ψkC ∪{k}

C ∈Φ\Ck
> ψCk k

then
k performs Split and Merge Rule to updata Φ, so that k is transferred to C∗ , i.e.,
Ck = C∗ ∪ {k}.
k reports updated Φ to intermediary.
end if
end for
Until S converges to Nash-equilibrium S∗ .
Besides, calculating revenue by the Shapley value in equation (3.5) is computationally

intractable. Specially, the size of permutation set π (C) is 2|C| , so the computation complexity
grows exponentially with coalition size. To solve this problem, we can limit the coalition
size by a parameter CMAX , as shown in step 9 of algorithm 1. But to achieve a tractable
algorithm with unlimited coalition size, we also propose an adaptive approximation of Shapley
value based on random sampling, which works in polynomial time, as shown in Route 1. In
particular, Route 1 calculates the revenue of k in coalition S. υmin indicates minimum sample
size, which is a polynomial of coalition size, i.e., υmin = O (|C|). e is the error tolerance. Route
1 samples a subset of permutations from π (C) and calculates the marginal contribution mi , as
shown in step 3-4. Then the mean of mi over all samples is an estimate of the actual solution of
equation (3.5), as shown in step 5 and 9. Moreover, Route 1 adapts the size of sampled subset
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Table 3.2: Sample Size Needed by Route 1 to Reach an Approximation Accuracy
K = 10
K = 15
K = 20

20%

10%

5%

3%

1%

22
39
59

31
69
158

40
152
299

48
199
387

132
231
435

based on the variation of the estimate. In particular, a decaying average of the variation of rkS
is calculated and is used as a criterion to stop sampling, i.e., rkS < e indicates that required
accuracy is reached, as show in step 2 and 6.

Route 1 Adaptive approximation of Shapley Value to calculate rkS .
Input: S, k, υmin , υmax , e, γ.
1: Initialization. i= 0, ∆ = 0.
2: while i<υmin or (i>υmin and ∆ > e) do
3:
Sampling o ∈ π(S) with
 1/ |S| !.

 probability
r
k
4:
Calculating mi = PC Pre (o) ∪ {k} − PrC Prek (o) .
5:
rkS = rkS + m.
.
.
6:
∆ = γ∆ + (1 − γ) rkS i − r̂kS (i − 1) .
7:
8:
9:

i = i + 1; r̂kS = rkS .
end while
return rkS = rkS /i.

Next we estimate the expected number of samples to reach the required accuracy e. Assuming that mi follows a normal distribution, we can construct the (1 − α) 100 percent confidence

√
√ 
intervals of the estimated Shapley value [65], written as m̄i − zα/2 σ/ i , m̄i + zα/2 σ/ i .
Here σ is the standard deviation of mi from the already sampled subset. zα/2 is the upper α/2
critical value for the standard normal distribution, i.e., P(z ≥ zα/2 ) = α/2 , z ∼ N (0, 1). m̄i is
the actual Shapley value. Since the final estimate converges to a range with a size of e, we have
√

2zα/2 σ/ i = e . So the estimate is expected to reach required accuracy after i = 2zα/2 σ/e 2
samplings with (1 − α) 100 percent confidence. The normalized error can be calculated by
∆/m̄i . We test the convergence of Route 1, and the average sample size needed to reach a
given normalized error is listed Table 3.2. We observe that for system size K = 10, 15 and 20,
Route 1 needs 132, 231, and 435 samples to reach 1% accuracy, respectively. In contrast, the
original Shapley value in equation (3.5) needs a sample size of 29 , 214 , and 219 , respectively.
The results prove the efficacy of the proposed approximation method.

3.6. Enforcement of Futures Contracts
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Convergence and Stability Property Analysis

Algorithm 1 achieves a best-response based myopic strategy, in which the solution of coalition
formation at each round of iteration depends on the preferences of individual MDs. Next we
prove that the coalition structure determined by algorithm 1 is a stable Nash-equilibrium.
Theorem 1 The proposed coalition formation game for futures contract negotiation could converge to a final coalition structure, which is a stable Nash-equilibrium.
Proof The total number of feasible coalition structure is decided by a finite Bell number [8].
Therefore, we can apply the demonstration in [8] that a dynamic coalition formation algorithm
based on the split and merge rule always converges to a final coalition structure within finite
iterations. Assuming that the final coalition structure is not a stable Nash-equilibrium, then
there must be at least an MD who has the incentive to change its decision through the Split
and Merge rule. As a result, a new coalition structure could be generated, contradicting to the
assumption that the previous coalition structure is a final solution. Therefore, the final coalition
structure produced by algorithm 1 could converge to a stable Nash-equilibrium.
The coalition formation game would eventually determine a separate FC for each coalition
in the system, which stipulates the resource commitment, task request, revenue and payment of
each coalition member. These predetermined agreements would then be applied to the onsite
resource sharing instances via an automatic enforcement scheme of FC, as discussed in the
next section.

3.6

Enforcement of Futures Contracts

In this section, an enforcement scheme of FC is presented to manage the onsite resource sharing
instances for collaborative service provisioning by complying with the predetermined agreements on resource commitment, task request, revenue, payment.
The implementation process of smart futures is shown in the flow chart of Fig. 3.4. It can
be seen that the process is comprised of eleven separate steps. In step 1, MDs would form
coalitions and an FC would be determined for each coalition. Based on the FCs, MDs would
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be prepayed and precharged in step 2, which needs the permission of all MDs’ users, and can
be completed under the assistance of the intermediary. The enforcement of FC ranges from
step 3 to step 11, which operates in an iterative fashion. The intermediary would first check the
validity of FCs in step 3 and then receive a new task request in step 4 if the FCs are still valid.
Once a new task request is received and the FCs are still valid, then the intermediary would
check the resource balance of the task type, namely remaining resources for the task type. The
task can be executed only when the resource balance of the task type is large enough, i.e., larger
than the task’s minimum resource demand, as indicated in step 6.
As a preparation of resource allocation, the intermediary device also needs to keep a resource balance for each MD, namely the remaining resource commitment of the MD. So the
intermediary would first check the resource balance of each MD in the coaliton in step 7, and
then perform onsite resource allocation in step 8 so that the resource consumption would not
exceed the resource balance of MDs. The objective of onsite resource allocation is to minimize
the execution latency of tasks. So if the task is partitionable, it should be divided into subtasks
and offloaded to different MDs to achieve parallel computing. Otherwise, the task has to be
offloaded to an individual MD and executed as a whole. After task offloading and execution in
step 9, MDs would receive computation results from their partners in step 10. Then in step 11,
the intermediary would update the resource balance for the task type as well as for each MD
invovled in the computation, before the process returns to step 3 to start a new round until the
end of the FC term.

3.7
3.7.1

Performance Evaluation
Simulation Setup

We envision a mobile collaborative computing system deployed in public space, such as office
room, classroom, or factory, where a group of MDs could collaborate with each other to serve
their owners. In the following, we adopt image processing task as a study case to illustrate the
setup of simulation framework, but similar methods also apply to other computation-intensive
tasks.
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Figure 3.4: Implementation process of smart futures.
First, we assume there are T = 3 types of computing tasks for real-time data processing,
e.g., data analysis, classification, and encoding/decoding. The data size of a unit of task, i.e.,
Ni , is sampled in [1Mbits, 3Mbits], which, for example, refers to the average size of an image.
The number of CPU cycles for a unit of resource is set as β = 1 × 104 M, which is the total
resource provided by a 4-core 2.5 GHz CPU within

1×104
4×2.5×103

= 1 s. The minimum resource

demand of a unit of task, i.e., Di , is sampled in [0.1, 0.5]. For instance, Di = 0.3 means the
above CPU needs 1s × 0.3 = 300ms to complete a unit of task. If we also have Ni = 2 Mbits,
then one bit of data could obtain

0.3×104
2

= 1500 CPU cycles, which is in accordance with the

real measurement in practice [66].
As for the setting of MDs, according to the realistic measurements in [67], we set energy coefficient κk of each MD as 5 × 10−27 . CPU frequency fk is randomly chosen from the
h
i
range 1 × 109 , 4 × 109 , which is in accordance with the settings of widely used mobile deµ
vices [66]. Rk follows a truncated normal distribution Rk ∼ T N(Rµk , Rσ2
k , 0, +∞). Here Rk and

Rσ2
k are used to approximate the expectation and variance of the original normal distribution,
since we assume that Rk is usually much larger than zero and the negative part of Rk in the
distribution function is negligible. Similarly, ski is sampled from T N(sµki , sσ2
ki , 0, +∞). Unless
otherwise specified, Rµk and sµki , are both uniformly sampled from integers in the range [1, 100].
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Following the above example, Rµk = 50 and sµki = 30 means that MD could provide 50β CPU
cycles and needs to process 30 images in a unit time on average. The data transmission rate
h
i
bk,l is uniformly sampled in 1 × 106 , 1 × 107 , by following the real measurements for D2D
transmission [66].
Moreover, value factor vi , penalty factor cdi , and resource value cek should be calibrated
based on users’ preference to tasks, the importance of latency reduction, and the MD’s battery capacity, respectively. Here we randomly sample vi and cdi from {1, 2, ..., 10}, and cek in
[0.001, 0.01].
In simulations, efficacy of the proposed smart futures mechanism is evaluated in different
perspectives. First, we compare the onsite RT latency of the two mechanisms, i.e., smart futures and onsite negotiation, with the aim of investigating the advantage of smart futures in
latency reduction. Next, we evaluate the impacts of system size and contract term on coalition
formation results. Besides, we also examine the impact of system uncertainty, i.e., random resource contribution and task requests, on RT performance, measured by resource delivery rate.
Finally, the relation between MD’s benefits and their resource contribution and consumption
are evaluated to reveal the fairness performance of smart futures. Unless otherwise specified,
the results below are average value over 500 randomly generated settings.

3.7.2

Improvement on Resource Trading Latency

The main advantage of smart futures is to avoid the latency for onsite negotiation. Although it
also needs some time for onsite resource allocation by enforcing FC, the total delay is expected
to be much lower than that of onsite negotiation. So we first compare the onsite RT latency of
the two mechanisms, i.e., smart futures and onsite negotiation. Here onsite RT latency indicates
the duration between the point when resource demand is received and the point when resource
is deployed to tasks.
For onsite negotiation, it is the time spent on negotiating a one-shot RT contract for actual
onsite resource demand and supply. Diverse approaches can be used to implement the onsite
negotiation. For simplicity, algorithm 1 can also be used for the onsite negotiation scenario.
However, Rµk and sµki should be replaced by their actual onsite counterparts, i.e., βRk and ski ,
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whose exact values are known for onsite RT scenario. Besides, since the exact values of resource demand and supply are known, it is more reasonable to calculate the exact revenue based
on equation (3.5) instead of using Route 1 to calculate the approximation. Note that communication latency in the negotiation process is ignored, because its computation counterpart is
dominant in the total latency.
For smart futures, the onsite RT latency is the time spent on step 4- step 8 in Fig. 3.4. We
assume that the intermediary is capable of executing the onsite resource allocation in a realtime manner. Besides, the data transmission latency for collecting MDs’ actual condition is
ignored due to the negligible data size. So onsite RT latency can be simplified as the channel
establishment latency between intermediary and each participants, denoted as testbl . Based on
the channel establishment latency of most D2D technologies, we set testbl = 10 ms. Assuming
that the channel with each participant is established in a sequential manner, then the total
latency would be Ktestbl = 0.01K.
A comparison of onsite RT latency via smart futures and onsite negotiation is shown in
Fig. 3.5. It can be seen that the latency of smart futures is almost negligible compared to that
of onsite negotiation. In particular, with the increase of system size, the latency of smart futures
increases linearly while its onsite negotiation counterpart increases exponentially. When there
are 9 participants in the system, nearly 500s is needed for decision-making. Even though this
delay could be relatively lower if the algorithm is performed on an intermediary with higher
computing power, it may still exceed the latency tolerance of real-time tasks. The results
highlight the significant effect of smart futures in improving the real-time performance of tasks.

3.7.3

Coalition Formation under Different System Size

To understand the system-level performance of the proposed coalition formation game, we
next investigate the impact of system size, i.e., the number of MDs in the FC negotiation, on
the outcome of coalition formation. Fig. 3.6 (a)(b)(c) report the average number of MDs, the
average number of coalitions, and the average size of coalitions. Note that only the coalitions
with at least 2 members are counted here. Fig. 3.6 (a) shows that the number of MDs joining
coalitions grows linearly with system size. In particular, when we add one more device in
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Figure 3.6: Average number of participants (a), average number of coalitions (b), and average
coalition size (c) under different system sizes

system, the number of devices joining coalitions would rise by 0.91 on average. In Fig. 3.6 (b),
the average number of coalitions also shows an approximately linear growth with system size.
Specifically, the number of coalition could rise by 0.19 on average with one more device added
in the system. Fig. 3.6 (c) shows the average coalition size, which is the ratio between two
performance indicators in Fig. 3.6 (a) and (b). We observe that rising system size leads to an
increase in coalition size.These results indicate that with more MDs involved in the negotiation
process, each MD could have more coalition options, and they prefer to form larger coalitions
to maximize their benefits.
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Figure 3.7: Effect of futures contract term on average individual utility of participants.

3.7.4

Effect of Futures Contract Term on Individual Benefits

An FC would apply to a termτ in the future, during which MDs could share resources with each
other by complying with the predetermined agreement. It can be expected that a longer FC term
could create more opportunities for MDs to trade resources, offload tasks, and hence improve
their benefits. This is revealed in the result of Fig. 3.7, which shows that the average individual
utility of MDs in the system increases linearly with the FC term. The value in Fig. 3.7 is
averaged over 500 randomly sampled settings. Besides, the result that a larger system size K
could bring higher individual utility is also consistent with the conclusion from Fig. 3.6.

3.7.5

Sacrifice on Resource Delivery Rate

The resource contribution and task request of MD, i.e., Rk and ski , are random variables, so so
we use their expectations to model coalition utility. Their exact values are determined in the
stage of FC enforcement, in which available resource would be allocated to upcoming tasks.
Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the impact of their randomness on RT performance.
Here we evaluate the impact by resource delivery rate (RDR), which is the ratio between actual
resource supply and resource demand of a coalition in a unit time. Based on the FC, the average
resource assigned to a unit of type-i task is

xi
µ .
τski

So the resource demand for all tasks in a
P P ski xi
P µ . On the other side, the actual
coalition in a time unit can be expressed as ρ =
τs
P

k∈C

i∈T k∈C

k∈C

ki
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P
resource supply of a coalition in a unit time is
Rk . So the onsite RDR can be calculated by
k∈C
P
!
Rk
min k∈Cρ , 1 , which is limited to 1 when there are sufficient resource supply for all tasks.
σ2
We vary the variance of both Rk and ski , i.e., Rσ2
k and ski , of all MDs from 1 to 5 to study

the impact of the system randomness on RDR, as reported in Fig. 3.8. It can be seen that a
larger variance could give rise to a lower RDR. It indicates that the efficacy of smart futures is
proportional to system stability. Besides, we observe that larger system size K leads to higher
RDR. It is because the growing system size gives rise to larger coalition size as indicated in
Fig. 3.6(c). A larger coalition is less random in terms of its total resource commitment and task
request.

3.7.6

Fairness for Individual Mobile devices

We now evaluate the fairness performance of smart futures for individual MDs in terms of their
benefits from resource contribution and consumption.
3.7.6.1

Effect of Resource Commitment on Individual Benefits

Firstly, we investigate the effect of an individual MD’s resource commitment on its opportunity
of joining a coalition and its individual utility.
To achieve this goal, we fix τ = 10 , and adjust resource commitment of a MD in a unit
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Figure 3.9: Effect of resource commitment on (a) success ratio of joining a coalition; (b)
individual utility.

time from 1 to 17, i.e., Rµk is increased from 1 to 17 with an integer step of 1. As a result,
its total resource commitment, i.e., τRµk , varies from 10 to 170. Then the coalition formation
algorithm is performed for each value of τRµk . Besides, to study the impact of the resource
value cek modelled in equation (3.10), let cek of the given MD as Ce , 3Ce , and 9Ce , where
Ce = 5 × 10−4 . Then we conduct simulation for each cek separately and obtain the corresponding
results respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 3.9 (a) and (b).
It can be seen that for an individual MD, higher resource commitment and lower resource
value could increase the ratio of successfully joining a coalition and also bring a growing individual utility. This is consistent with the fact that MDs are rewarded based on their contribution
and hence proves the fairness of smart futures in revenue sharing. In addition, the effect of resource value also reveals that a MD’s benefits are sensitive to its own resource value, especially
when the resource value is relatively low, e.g., the gap between Ce and 3Ce is nearly equal to
that between 3Ce and 9Ce in Fig. 3.9. This is because when the resource value is too high,
the energy cost would dominate in the individual utility, as formulated in equation (3.8) and
(3.10). As a result, the MD cannot obtain a positive individual utility from most coalitions, and
hence its opportunity to join a coalition is very low. This is corresponding with the situation
when the MD has a very low battery level, and thereby could not make any effective resource
contribution to a coalition.
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3.7.6.2

Effect of Task Request on Individual Benefits

Next, we investigate the effect of an individual MD’s task request on its opportunity of joining
a coalition and its individual utility from resource sharing.
Similarly, we fix τ = 10. In each setting, we fix the FC term to τ = 10 and the number of
task types to T = 3. For each task type of a given MD, we vary the task request in a unit time
from 1 to 9, i.e., ski is adjusted from 1 to 9, i ∈ T . As a result, the total task request including
all task types over the whole FC term, i.e., T = 3, would rise from 30 to 270. Besides, as
discussed in Section 3.3.2, a task with larger task value is relatively more important and should
be prioritized in obtaining the coalition resource. To demonstrate the actual effect of task
value, let task value V0 = {1, 2, 3}, which means the value of type-1, type-2, and type-3 tasks
are v1 = 1, v2 = 2, and v3 = 3, respectively.
Then we conduct the simulation by setting the task value as V0 , 2V0 , and 3V0 and obtain
the corresponding results respectively. The results are presented in Fig. 3.10 (a) and (b).
We observe that the rising task request would decrease the likelihood of successful coalition participation and also lead to the decline of individual utility for an MD. This is because
more task request means that the MD has to afford a higher payment, while average latency for
tasks is longer due to the limited total resource of the coalition. These results could demonstrate the fairness of smart futures in determining the payment of MDs based on their resource
consumption. In addition, the effect of task value also reveals that MDs’ benefits from resource
sharing directly depend on the actual value that tasks could bring to users, i.e., resource sharing
is more profitable for MDs when tasks are more valuable to users.

3.8

Chapter Summary

This chapter proposes a smart futures based resource trading (RT) mechanism to complete
the negotiation ahead of actual resource demand, so as to avoid excessive latency of service
provisioning incurred by onsite negotiation in conventional RT. It is achieved by a futures
contract (FC) that could automatically apply to all resource sharing instances in the contract
term. To implement smart futures in the computing resource sharing among collaborative
mobile devices (MDs), a stable coalition structure and corresponding FC need to be determined
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Figure 3.10: Effect of task request on (a) success ratio of joining a coalition; (b) individual
utility.
by negotiation. We solve this problem by a proposed coalition formation game, which executes
three steps in an iterative fashion, i.e., a) futures resource allocation; b) revenue sharing and
payment allocation; and c) distributed decision making. Simulation shows that smart futures
could bring a significant RT latency reduction. Besides, MDs’ preference for larger system size
is also revealed. Finally, smart futures demonstrates considerable fairness for MDs in obtaining
benefits based on their resource contribution and consumption.

Chapter 4
Maximization of Value of Service for
Mobile Collaborative Computing through
Situation-aware Task Offloading
Mobile collaborative computing (MCC) is an emerging platform for effectively improving the
quality of mobile service by exploiting the idling computational resources in distributed mobile
devices (MDs) through peer-to-peer task offloading. Recently, diverse MCC applications have
been developed to provide multiple functional benefits and individualized value to users. In
this chapter, we propose to use a new concept of value of service (VoS) to represent the total
value of all tasks and devices with respect to their performance including latency and energy
consumption. To improve service provisioning under fast-varying conditions, a situation-aware
offloading scheme is proposed to maximize VoS by opportunistically leveraging the changing
resource availability conditions. Specifically, we consider a collaborative computing system
where a user can offload input data of computation to other available MDs. VoS maximization
for two popular offloading scenarios, i.e., binary and partial offloading, are formulated separately. Decision making of binary offloading is an NP-hard problem and solved by a novel
heuristic algorithm which achieves a suboptimal solution in polynomial time. Partial offloading is formulated as non-convex problem involving task partition decision. By exploiting the
unique characteristics of the problem, we propose an adapted barrier method (ABM) which
achieves significant improvements in convergence efficiency.
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Introduction

The rapid development of Internet of things (IoT) and the proliferation of mobile devices
(MDs) distributed at network edges such as smartphones and tablets have enabled many novel
mobile applications to provide diverse functional benefits. At any given time instant, there
are always an enormous amount of underutilized MDs that are equipped with powerful computing resources such as multi-core CPUs and even high-performance GPUs. Exploiting the
vast resources can enable ubiquitous mobile computing and deliver elastic computing power
to support computational-intensive and real-time IoT applications. This vision has motivated
the recent exploration of mobile edge computing (MEC) which delivers computing power at
locations nearby the end users (e.g. base stations, access points [1] [12]). As a significant extension of MEC, mobile collaborative computing (MCC) offers a powerful computing platform
at the network edge based on intelligent organization and collaboration of distributed mobile
devices and thereby improves their utilizations [1] [2] [3] [4]. By transferring the burdens of
the overloaded MEC servers to mobile devices, MCC could alleviate the problems of network
congestion and long latency in a further step.
There are still two main challenges to deploy highly sophisticated computing programs on
MDs, such as crowd-sensing, virtual/augmented reality and mobile gaming [12]. First, compared to mega-scale data centers or base stations, MDs are still limited in their computing
power. Second, since workloads arrivals can be highly dynamic, it is very difficult for individual MDs to offer satisfactory computing service constantly. To overcome these difficulties,
collaboration among MDs can be exploited to enhance MCC performance and improve the
efficiency of system resource utilization via computation peer offloading based on device to
device (D2D) techniques. On the other hand, collaboration could also bring a range of new
possibilities and opportunities that would never become a reality when devices are considered
individually. For instance, collaboration could enable information sharing among distributed
MDs to implement situation-aware computing by shifting the computing paradigm from a hostcentric to an information-centric one [12]. As a specific implementation of this vision, in the
museum, video guides application based on augmented reality (AR) can predict users’ preference by tracking their locations and actions to delivery content related to exhibits, e.g. artworks
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and antiques [68]. Such an AR application needs diverse information collected by multiple sensors and processed in different computing devices, such as sound, video, graphics, and location
data. MCC could enable the sharing and aggregation of these information to perceive users’
behaviors and then provide context aware virtual sensations via their AR devices. However,
there is still an inherent limitation of MCC, namely, excessive and uncertain latency resulted
from the highly stochastic environment, including dynamic availability of resource and random workload arrivals in both temporal and spatial domains. In addition, computing power of
MDs is limited by battery capacity due to their compact forms, while they are expected to perform computation-intensive tasks. To tackle these problems, there have been a large amount of
studies specializing in consolidating the performance of MCC in terms of latency and energy
consumption.
Nevertheless, from the perspective of end users, it is the actual and tangible value produced
by the applications that means the most to them instead of particular computational performance parameters. Similarly to the definition of value as a qualitative measure in the marketing theory [69] [70], here we regard value as the comprehensive functional benefits brought
to users by leveraging both individual’s specific condition and various social, economic and
environment factors, such as their needs for fitness or safety, and their want for entertainment
or sociality. Inspired by a solution to the similar challenge in cloud computing [42], we use
Value of Service (VoS) for a given workload to represent the sums of the value for all tasks
and devices involved in the computation during a period of time, which are dependent on their
specific performance including latency and energy consumption. Users launch applications to
demand services with benefits that add up to the most VoS and satisfaction.
Even though a MCC scheme could achieve a significant performance improvement, i.e.,
latency reduction or energy saving, it cannot guarantee the enhancement of value brought to
the end users. This is because user-perceived value may also be affected by other factors, as
illustrated as follows.
• Latency reflects the real-time performance of an application. While users always expect
lower latency to obtain better interaction experience with the application, latency improvements could not always bring proportional improvements to user-perceived value.
For instance, some applications require tactile speed with latency approaching 1ms, such
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as real-time online gaming, virtual sports and autonomous driving [12]. For these applications, a latency reduction from 100ms to 10ms could not raise the user-perceived
value because it still exceeds the stringent constraint. On the other hand, even a latency
reduction from 0.5ms to 0.1ms may not be able to improve user experience, because it
has already exceeded the response time of users or actuators.
• Energy saving may improve the user-perceived value because it could potentially extend
the battery life. Although we always expect less energy consumption for completing a
task, the actual effect of energy saving on the battery life is also dependent on the running
condition of the device and the recharging frequency. For instance, reducing energy
consumption for executing a given task may only have negligible effect on the battery
life, when the dominant energy consumption of the device comes from other energyhungry tasks running on it simultaneously. As another example, a mobile phone can keep
working while being charged wirelessly with 10W power, which is made possible by the
emerging wireless power transfer technology [71]. If the average power consumption
is less than 10W, then a further energy saving may not bring actual value in prolonging
the battery life. But if the current power consumption exceeds 10W, e.g., 20W, then an
energy saving scheme that reduces the power consumption from 20W to 10W would be
valuable to preserve the remaining energy.
Another key feature of value is its high dependence on actual situation, which represents
the comprehensive status of events and activities of devices in a MCC environment. For instance, the value generated by a task is directly dependent on the stakes of its output relative
to the environment or users. This can be illustrated by the value generated by an object recognition task, which could identify humans’ actions and physical surroundings via operations of
image processing and pattern recognition [12]. As a critical building block of interactive application, this task can be reused by diverse applications with different objectives. A virtual
reality (VR) application could sense users’ behaviors via the task so as to create corresponding
virtual settings in VR streaming device. Beside, a smart building application can use this task
to sense the information of people trapped in an emergence situation, e.g., fire or earthquake,
with the aim of intelligently routing and instructing their rescue. In a normal situation, when
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the task is invoked by a VR application, e.g., a VR game, the value generated by this task is not
comparable to other high-stakes tasks, such as those used for fire monitoring or home security
surveillance. But in case of an emergency situation, e.g., fire accident, the task could produce
the highest value because it is an issue of personal safety, and hence all resources should be
mobilized to ensure the execution of the task, no matter how it may potentially deteriorate the
performance of other tasks and devices. To achieve this goal, our value-based collaboration
scheme uses VoS as a metric to prioritize the object recognition task depending on the emergency of the situation. The specific model of value and VoS would be elaborated in Section
6.3.2.
In this chapter, we design situation-aware task offloading in MCC systems. Our particular
goal is to achieve maximized VoS and thereby optimize the comprehensive functional benefits
while capturing the ever-changing situation of the MCC system. The main contributions of this
chapter are summarized as follows:
• A VoS maximization oriented offloading scheme is designed for MCC, which aims to
maximize the value summation of all entities in the system, i.e., tasks or devices, and
thereby offer optimal functional benefits to users. To achieve this goal, parameterized
value function is designed to quantify the situation-dependent relationship between value
and specific computing performance. Besides, prediction of CPU utilization is exploited
to estimate the dynamic computing capacities, so that execution latency can be calculated
in advance and used in decision-making.
• For indivisible tasks, a binary offloading scheme is designed to maximize VoS. The
decision-making proves to be an NP-hard problem involving the task allocation among
idle MDs and is impractical to be solved in large-scale network. To overcome this challenge, a novel heuristic algorithm is proposed that repeatedly invokes two local operations to compare different feasible solutions. The proposed algorithm achieves suboptimal solution in polynomial time as revealed by the simulation results.
• Partial offloading is studied for tasks that allow fine-grained separation to maximize VoS.
The offloading decision is formulated as a non-convex and non-linear problem involving
task partition and allocation decision. By exploiting the unique characteristics of the
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problem, an adapted barrier method (ABM) is proposed that combines Adadelta gradient
descent (AGD) and a latency minimization algorithm used for parameter initialization,
which demonstrates significant improvements in convergence efficiency.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents framework and
system model. Schemes to maximize VoS are implemented for binary offloading and partial
offloading in Section 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. Simulation results and discussions are given in
Section 4.5, followed by the conclusion in Section 4.6.

4.2

Framework Design and System Model

In this section, we first present the architecture of MCC system including the main components and their relationships. Next the optimization objective of our offloading scheme, i.e.,
VoS, is formulated based on the parameterized value function which characterizes the situationdependent relationship between value and computing performance. Moreover, CPU throughput
is modeled from predicted utilization to capture and fully utilize the time-varying spare computing resources. Finally, two major aspects of MCC, i.e., task transmission and computation,
are modeled separately in terms of energy consumption and latency, which determine the value
brought to users according to the value function and thereby serve an essential role in the implementation of binary and partial offloading schemes in the next two sections. For ease of
reference, we list all the key notations used in Chapter 4 in Table 4.1.

4.2.1

Architecture of MCC System

Architecture of a MCC system is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Each gateway is responsible for collecting data from IoT sensors or terminal devices connected with it. Based on the collected
data, a gateway can initiate computing tasks according to the requirement of sensors or terminal devices. Each gateway has a task queue to cache tasks that are still waiting to be processed.
Gateways then offload tasks to the group of collaborative MDs, in which there is a header
responsible for resource management. A header can be any device in the system with sufficient capacity for the decision-making of resource management, such as a laptop that has been
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Table 4.1: Summary of key notations in VoS modelling
Notations
D
G
T
Rd (τ)
Ud (t)
rg−d
St
fd
Ct
τexe
t−d
τtr
t−d
τdt
Etd
pt (τ)
pd (E)
p (d, t)
x(d,t)
Kd
qKd
K
Q

Meanings
Set of all devices in the system
Set of all gateways in the system
Set of all tasks in all gateways of G
Predicted CPU utilization of a device d at time τ
CPU throughput (in cycles) of device d until time t indicating available resource
Data transmission rate (in bits/s) from gateway g to device d
Size of task t (in bits)
CPU frequency of device d
Number of CPU cycles required for processing 1-bit data of task t (in cycles/bit)
Computation time of task t at device d
Transmission delay of task t from gateway g to MD d
tr
Overall latency of task task t at device d which is the sum of τexe
t−d and τt−d
Energy consumption of device d to execute task t
Value function of task t with a task latency of τ
Value function of device d with energy consumption of E
Total value gained by allocating task t to MD d
Binary variable with 1 indicating t would be offloaded to d and 0 otherwise
A piece of original task K that is assigned to MD d
Percentage of sub-task Kd relative to the original task in size
Set of all sub-tasks of original task K
Set of corresponding percentages qKd for all sub-tasks Kd ∈ K

plugged in. Once there are available MDs and the task queues of any gateway is not empty, the
header implements an offloading scheme that achieves VoS maximization considering the task
requirements and device states.
The separation of IoT devices and computing devices in Fig. 4.1 is mainly based on their
computing capacity. IoT devices usually have lower computing capacity [72] [73] and thereby
are mainly responsible for data collection and preprocessing. In contrast, computing devices
have sufficient resource to perform more complex tasks with the data, e.g., machine learning
and data analytics. Nevertheless, the role of each device is never fixed as resource demander or
provider and should be determined based on its real-time resource condition. This is because
MCC is a highly dynamic system where resource availability and task requirement of each
device are ever changing. For instance, a high-capacity device, e.g., state-of-the-art smart
phone, may also experience a peak time and hence switch to resource demander when intensive
task requests are initiated by its user. Similarly, a regular IoT device may also contribute
considerable capacity by serving as a resource provider when it is in idle state.
Depending on whether the computation tasks are divisible or not, the scheme could assign
a whole task to a device or partition the task into several divisions and assign them to multi-
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of MCC system.
ple devices, which are named binary and partial offloading, respectively. Each gateway then
implements the offloading by transmitting the corresponding data to the assigned devices via
wireless channels. Once the devices complete the task processing, the corresponding results
could be transmitted back to the previous IoT devices or be used to actuate other IoT devices.

4.2.2

Formulation of VoS and Value Function

VoS is the summation of total value obtained by end users, which are evaluated by the actual
performance of application such as response time or energy consumption. Inspired from the
value function used for resource management of cloud computing [42], we propose a value
function to represent the connection between value and performance, written as
p = ValueFunc (Pe; Pa) .

(4.1)

where p , Pe and Pa denote the value, application performance and dynamic function parameters, respectively. Pa is used in the design to reflect the time-changing and situation-dependent
relationship between user-perceived value and application performance.
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p

pmax ( s j )

pmin ( s j )

ThSoft ( s j )

ThHard ( s j )

Pe

Figure 4.2: Formulation for value vs latency or energy consumption.
Formula (4.1) defines a general model of value function. When applying it to a practical
application, value function, i.e., ValueFunc, should be implemented to characterize the main
features of application regarding the functional benefits brought to users and specific performance metrics. For a MCC system studied in this chapter, we focus on the performance of
completion latency of task and energy consumption of device. So we model value function as
a monotonically-decreasing function that specifies the value earned by completing task with
a given latency and energy consumption. Nevertheless, the proposed methods can also be
generalized to any other types of value function.
In particular, we model two value functions: (a) task value function and (b) device value
function. Task value function depends on the latency of task completion and shorter completion time tends to bring higher value. Similarly, device value function depends on the energy
consumption of a given device for task execution and lower energy consumption potentially
leads to higher value. The shape of a particular value function for a given task and device
depends on a set of situation-based parameters. The value function used by our work is shown
in Fig. 4.2.
A value function in Fig. 4.2 is formulated as follows:
• State indicator s j represents the generalization of a given situation.
• Horizontal axis Pe is latency (s) or energy consumption (J).
• Vertical axis p is the corresponding value by completing a task within a given time or at
a given cost of energy consumption.
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• Max value pmax (s j ) represents the maximum value that can be achieved.
• The soft threshold T hS o f t (s j ) defines the upper limit of the performance to gain the maximum possible value.
• The hard threshold T hHard (s j ) defines the upper limit on the performance to acquire a
non-zero value.
• The min value pmin (s j ) indicates the minimum positive value that can be achieved.
The design of value function in Fig. 4.2 has factored in the impact of situation on the userperceived value. First, a constant maximum value could be obtained till the soft threshold.
This is based on the consideration that when the performance is high enough, its fluctuation
within a narrow range could not bring a considerable difference on the corresponding value due
to the limitation of other factors. Specifically, the task value cannot be further improved by a
lower latency because of the inherent response time of users or actuators. Similarly, reducing
the energy consumption for executing a given task may only produce negligible effect on the
device value when the dominant part of energy consumption comes from other tasks running
on the device simultaneously. In addition, value would drop to zero when latency or energy
consumption exceeds the hard threshold and enters an unacceptable range. In between soft and
hard threshold, value decreases linearly from max value to min value, indicating the sensitivity
of end users to the performance in this range. In this study, the linear function is used in the
range since we assume that user-perceived value is linearly decreasing with the increase of
latency or energy consumption. However, other functions can be also considered in a similar
way.
The significance of this value function is that it could quantify users’ perception of benefits
from a given performance as a specific value. Characterizing the relationship between value
and performance as a non-decreasing and non-linear function is also correspondent with users’
intuitive feeling. Besides, the function is parameterized so that it can be adjusted dynamically
based on the perception and understanding of the actual situation by the MCC system. As a
result, a situation-aware decision-making could be implemented based on the value function.
Based on the value function, we could summarize the value of all task and device into VoS,
which is the optimization objective of our work.
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Figure 4.3: Connection between CPU idleness and throughput.

4.2.3

Modelling of CPU Throughput based on Utilization Prediction

Latency guaranteed service needs to estimate the execution time ahead of task scheduling.
Based on the voltage scaling or frequency scaling techniques, modern process management
schemes could provide selectable discrete execution states [74], which correspond to different
CPU capacity and thereby directly affect the execution time of task. In particular, within a given
time, a MD is configured to operate at a constant CPU frequency decided by the execution
state. But due to the fluctuant utilization, the actual time slice allocated to a task is unstable.
Therefore, the execution rate is inconstant in practice and the computational latency is hard to
determine beforehand. Since CPU utilization can be predicted in advance based on machine
learning and other sophisticated techniques [1] [75] [76] [77], it is possible to estimate the CPU
processing latency by modeling the available CPU cycles that can be offered to the allocated
tasks within a given period, which is defined as CPU throughput in this work.
Fig. 4.3 shows the connection between CPU throughput and CPU idleness. CPU idleness
is the ratio of CPU idle duration in a total scheduling period, and can be calculated by the
predicted CPU utilization. The integral of CPU idleness over time interval [t1 , t1 + t] leads to
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CPU throughput Ud (t), in which t1 is the time point of task arrival. Besides, t0 is the start time
of task transmission. Let Rd (τ) denote the predicted CPU utilization of a device d at time τ,
and fd the CPU frequency of device d. CPU throughput can be modeled as

Ud (t) = fd

Zt
(1 − Rd (τ))dτ.

(4.2)

0

The information of CPU throughput would be acquired ahead of decision making, so that
computation latency can be estimated in advance based on task profiles, i.e., the total required
cycles.

Note that we assume that CPU utilization can be perfectly predicted, which means that the
resolution of predicted utilization could be sufficiently high to support the calculation of CPU
throughput with a required precision. To extend the generality of our approach, next we discuss
two different cases when CPU utilization cannot be perfectly predicted. In the first case, the
CPU utilization can still be predicted while the resolution is lower. For instance, we may expect
an accuracy of 100ms which means the average utilization for every 100ms can be predicted,
while only being able to achieve an accuracy of 1s in reality. In this case, the computing time
calculated from the inverse function of CPU throughput would be imprecise, which would then
degrade the accuracy of estimated task value. Our approach could still use the inaccurate task
value to perform resource allocation, even though the efficacy of the allocation strategy on
VoS maximization may be slightly compromised. The second case is that a reliable prediction
of CPU utilization cannot be obtained. In this case, a stochastic mechanism can be used as
an alternative [78]. In particular, the CPU utilization can be modelled as a random value
that changes between a limited number of discrete values depending on CPU state. Then the
collaboration process is divided into time slots, and the change of CPU utilization across time
slots is represented as a finite state stationary Markov chain. As a result, the expected CPU
resource and expected computing time of task can be obtained.
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4.2.4

Data Transmission Model

As shown in Fig. 4.1, task offloading involves data transmission from gateways to MDs, which
gives rise to additional latency and energy consumption relative to local execution. Energy consumption of MD in data receiving is negligible compared to that in task execution. In addition,
the time and energy used for link establishment and results transmission can be ignored, as they
are typically much smaller than the offloading counterparts. Therefore we mainly consider the
latency resulted from transmission of task data from gateways to MDs.
Let pg and Wg represent the transmission power and bandwidth of gateway g, respectively.
The channel gain from gateway g to MD d is denoted as hg−d . Then the achievable transmission
rate rg−d [bits/s] can be calculated by

rg−d




pg h2g−d 

 ,
= Wg log2 1 +
N0 

(4.3)

where N0 is the variance of complex-white-Gaussian-channel noise. Let S t [bits] specify the
size of task t, which is in the task queue of gateway g. Then the total transmission delay of task
t from gateway g to MD d is
τtr
t−d =

4.2.5

St
.
rg−d

(4.4)

Task Computation Model

Latency of computation can be directly estimated by the predicted CPU throughput. Let Ct
[cycles/bit] denote the number of CPU cycles required for computing 1-bit data of task t. Then
the computation time of a given task can be estimated by the device’s CPU throughput. Specifically, the total computation time of task t at MD d is the solution of the equation
Ud (τ) = S t Ct ,

(4.5)
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which can be specified as τexe
t−d . Hence the overall latency of task t is the sum of transmission
time and computation time, which can be formulated as
exe
τdt = τtr
t−d + τt−d .

(4.6)

We calculate energy consumption of device d by the generally adopted model Pcyc = κd fd2 ,
where Pcyc represents energy consumption per CPU cycle, κd indicates the energy coefficient
depending on the chip architecture and fd is the CPU frequency [37]. Hence the overall energy
consumption of device d to execute task t can be written as
Etd = S t Ct Pcyc = S t Ct κd fd2

(4.7)

In summary, CPU throughput enables the estimation of future dynamic computing resource.
The models of transmission and computation clearly show that task properties and computing
resource are decisive factors of execution performance and thereby determine the VoS brought
to users based on the value function. This motivates an optimization design of offloading
strategy in terms of task allocation or separation to achieve maximized VoS, as implemented
for binary and partial offloading separately in the next two sections.

4.3

VoS Maximization for Binary Offloading

In this section, we investigate the formulation of VoS maximization scheme for binary offloading, which applies to highly integrated or relatively simple tasks that cannot be partitioned and
have to be offloaded as a whole to a MD [12]. Fig. 4.4. illustrates the scenario of binary
offloading used in this chapter where some waiting tasks in the task queue of gateways are
chosen and offloaded to their assigned MDs as indicated by the arrows. GW1-4 are 4 gateways
and MDs are specified by squares. Each task is represented by a rectangle whose pattern means
different task types. Moreover, there is a header device that determines the value function of
entities based on the situation information and then performs the decision-making of offload-
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Figure 4.4: Scenario of Binary offloading.
ing whenever there are waiting tasks and available MDs. To assure that high-value tasks can
be given priority and obtain a guaranteed computing performance, each MD can be assigned a
task at most. If the total number of tasks in all gateways is not more than that of MDs, each task
can acquire an execution opportunity. Otherwise, each MD would be assigned a task and the
remaining tasks have to wait for future idle devices, which will trigger a new round of decision
making.

4.3.1

Formulation of VoS for Binary Offloading

For simplicity of formulation, we denote the ith task in the task queue of gateway g as task g − i.
Let D, G and T denote the number of devices, gateways and tasks over all gateways . The set
of all devices and all gateways are represented by D = {1, 2, 3, ..., D} and G = {1, 2, 3, ..., G},
respectively. The set of tasks in gateway g is denoted as Tg = {g − 1, g − 2, ..., g − T g }, where
T g is the number of tasks in gateway g. Hence the set of overall tasks in all gateways can be
S
represented by T = G1 Tg . The value function of task t is denoted as pt (τ), in which τ is the
overall task latency and t ∈ T . Similarly, The value function of device d is represented by
pd (E), where E is the energy consumption of MD to execute a given task and d ∈ D.
The total value gained by allocating task t to MD d is the sum of the corresponding task
value and device value, which can be calculated by
p (d, t) = pd (Etd ) + pt (τdt ).

(4.8)
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The assignment relation between tasks and MDs can be represented by a D × T order
matrix X. Binary variable x(d,t) is the element located at the d-th row and t-th column of X,
which indicates whether or not task t is assigned to MD d. x(d,t) = 1 means task t would be
offloaded to MD d and x(d,t) = 0 otherwise. In case there are redundant MDs, i.e., T < D, there
would be D − T MDs without being assigned any tasks and hence without energy consumption
induced by offloading. According to the definition of value function, a MD d without energy
consumption could obtain the maximum value pmax(d) , d ∈ D̃, where D̃ denotes the set of MDs
without being assigned any tasks. Conversely, if the number of tasks exceeds that of MDs, i.e.,
T > D, there would be T − D unassigned tasks, which are not able to gain any value due to the
uncertainty of completion time. VoS is the sum of total value of all tasks and MDs, calculated
by
v(X) =

XX

 X
pmax(d) .
p (d, t) x(d,t) +

d∈D t∈T

(4.9)

d∈D̃

In the right term of (4.9), the first part is the value summation of assigned tasks and devices, and the second part is the total value obtained by idle devices without being assigned
any tasks.Therefore, a VoS maximization oriented cooperation scheme can be determined by
solving the optimization problem

P4.1

max v(X)
X

s.t.

x(d,t) ∈ {0, 1} , d ∈ D, t ∈ T ,
X
x(d,t) ≤ 1, t ∈ T ,

(4.10)
(4.11)

d∈D

X

x(d,t) ≤ 1, d ∈ D,

(4.12)

t∈T

XX

x(d,t) = min(D, T ).

(4.13)

d∈D t∈T

Constraint (4.10) states that x(d,t) is a binary variable. Constraints (4.11) and (4.12) imply
that a given task cannot be offloaded to more than a device and a given device can only be
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assigned a task at the most, respectively. Constraint (4.13) ensures that the scheme can fully
utilize the available devices to complete the waiting tasks. If there are sufficient MDs, each
task can obtain an opportunity of execution. Otherwise, each device should be loaded with a
task and the remaining tasks have to wait for further idle devices.

4.3.2

Heuristic Algorithm to Maximize VoS in Binary Offloading

Problem P4.1 is an NP-hard problem, and designing efficient algorithms that guarantee the
optimal solution still remains an open issue. In general, a brute-force method using exhaustive search would require evaluating 2n possible task offloading scheduling decisions, where
n = D × T , which is clearly not a time efficient approach. Inspired from the heuristic algorithm
used in [37] to solve the mixed-Integer non-linear optimization problem, we propose a lowcomplexity heuristic algorithm that can find a local optimum to problem P4.1 in polynomial
time. Specially, our algorithm starts with a random initialization and repeatedly performs one
of the local operations, namely the transfer operation and the exchange operation, as described
in Route 1 and 2, respectively, if they could improve the set value v (X). Transfer operation
involves the reallocation of unassigned tasks or MDs and exchange operation changes the previous assignments between two tasks or two devices, so both of them can comply with two
matroid constraints of Problem P4.1.
Remark 1 (Complexity Analysis of Algorithm 2) The running time of algorithm 2 is polynomial in n and the proof is as follows. Let INT be the initial value of problem P4.1 assigned
at step 2 of Algorithm 2, and OPT be the optimal value of the problem. In step 3, 5, 8, and
10, the algorithm insists that each local step could improve the VoS of the current solution by a
factor of at least (1 +

ε
).
n2

Let θ indicate the total number of local steps that is needed to reach

the final solution. So it is clear that INT (1 +
our system,

ε
n2

≈ 0, so log(1 +

ε
)
n2

≈

ε
n2

ε θ
)
n2

OPT
1
≤ OPT , and thus θ ≤ log(1+
). In
ε log(
)
INT
2
 2
 n
holds. Therefore, θ = O nε log OPT
holds. Besides, it
INT

can be noted from step 3, 5, 8, and 10 that the number of queries needed to calculate the value
of the objective function v (X) in each local step is less than n. Therefore, the running time of
 3

algorithm can be represented as O nε log OPT
, which is polynomial in n.
INT
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Algorithm 2 Heuristic resource allocation and task scheduling
Input: T , D.
1: T ← |T | ,D ← |D| .
2: X ← RandomIni(D, T ).
3: if T > D &&
there exists d ∈ D such that v (transfer (X, d)) > (1 + nε2 )v (X) then
4:
X ← transfer (X, d); Go to step 3.
5: else if T ≥ D &&

there exists d1, d2 ∈ D such that v exchange (X, d1, d2) > (1 + nε2 )v (X) then
6:
X ← exchange (X, d1, d2); Go to step 3.
7: end if
8: if T < D &&
there exists t ∈ T such that v (transfer (X, t)) > (1 + nε2 )v (X) then
9:
X ← transfer (X, t); Go to step 8.
10: else if T < D &&

there exists t1, t2 ∈ T such that v exchange (X, t1, t2) > (1 + nε2 )v (X) then
11:
X ← exchange (X, t1, t2); Go to step 8.
12: end if
Output: X;

4.4

VoS Maximization for Partial Offloading

In practice, many applications are composed of multiple procedures/components, making it
possible to implement fine-grained computation offloading [12], named as partial offloading.
Specially, we work on a general model of divisible task, named data-partition model, in which
task-input data are bit-wise independent. Therefore, each task can be arbitrarily separated
into different groups and offloaded to different MDs, which could reduce the overall latency
considerably especially when the workload of each component is much smaller than that of the
original task. As with the binary offloading, a header device is responsible for decision-making
of offloading by estimating the value function of entities and utilizing the situation information.
A scenario of partial offloading used in this chapter is shown in Fig.5, where the original task
represented by a rectangle is partitioned into different size and offloaded to individual devices
indicated by squares. To exploit the available computing resource, each idle MD would be
assigned a piece of task. In Fig. 4.5, MD 1, 2, and 3 are assigned 25%, 20%, 50% of the
original task, respectively.
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Route 2 Transfer operation.
transfer (X, u)
1: X 0 ← X.
2: if T > D then
3:
T̃ ← Unassigned Task(X); x(u,t) ← 0, for all t ∈ T .
4:
for all t ∈ T̃ do
5:
x(u,t) ← 1.
6:
if v(X) > v(X 0 ), then X 0 = X.
7:
x(u,t) ← 0.
8:
end for
9: end if
10: if T < D then
11:
D̃ ← Unassigned Device(X); x(d,u) ← 0, for all d ∈ D.
12:
for all d ∈ D̃ do
13:
x(d,u) ← 1.
14:
if v(X) > v(X 0 ), then X 0 = X.
15:
x(d,u) ← 0.
16:
end for
17: end if
18: return X 0 .
Route 3 Exchange operation.
exchange (X, u1, u2)
1: X 0 ← X.
2: if T ≥ D then
3:
do xtemp ← x(u1,t) , x(u1,t) ← x(u2,t) , x(u2,t) ← xtemp , for all t ∈ T .
4: else
5:
do xtemp ← x(d,u1) , x(d,u1) ← x(d,u2) , x(d,u2) ← xtemp , for all d ∈ D.
6: end if
7: if v(X) > v(X 0 ), then X 0 = X.
8: return X 0 .

4.4.1

Formulation of VoS for Partial Offloading

Let D = {1, 2, ..., D} denote the set of available MDs, in which D = |D| is the total number.
The original task K is partitioned into D pieces unevenly, each of which is then allocated to a
different device. We denote the piece of original task K assigned to MD d, d ∈ D, as sub-task
Kd , with qKd [%] being the percentage of its size relative to that of the whole task K, i.e.,
S K . Let K = {K1 , K2 , ..., KD }, and Q = {qK1 , qK2 , ..., qKD } be the set of all sub-tasks and their
corresponding percentages, respectively, where |K| = D and |Q| = D. K is assumed to be
uniformly divisible, i.e., a fraction of q [%] of the original task has qS K input data bits and
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requires qS K C K CPU cycles for processing. According to the definition of equation ( 4.6),
the latency of sub-task Kd is denoted as τdKd , including the transmission time and computation
time. Since each sub-task is executed at different device simultaneously, the overall latency of
task K is determined by the sub-task that needs the longest completion time, i.e.,
τK = max τdKd .

(4.14)

d∈D

Similarly, according to the definition of equation (4.7), energy consumption of MD d to
execute sub-task Kd is represented by E Kd d . The value function of task K and MD d are pK (τ)
and pd (E), where τ is the overall latency of task completion and E is the energy consumption
of MD d to process a given sub task. Therefore, the VoS is the sum of the corresponding task
value and all device value, and can be formulated by
v1 (Q) = pK (τK ) +

X

pd (E Kd d )

(4.15)

d∈D

Therefore, a VoS maximization oriented cooperation scheme can be determined by solving the
task partition and allocation problem

P4.2

max v1 (Q)
Q
X
s.t.
q = 1,

(4.16)

q∈Q

q ≥ 0, q ∈ Q.

(4.17)
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Constraint (4.16) states that the sum of sub-tasks must cover the complete original task.
The percentage of each sub-task relative to the original task should lie between 0 and 100%, as
implied by constraint (4.17).

4.4.2

Adapted Barrier Method to Maximize VoS in Partial Offloading

Let v2 (Q) = −v1 (Q). To eliminate the operation ‘max’ in (4.14), we add a new variable l and
let l = τK . Hence the problem P4.2 can be transformed to the following problem:

P4.3

min v2 (Q,l)
Q
X
s.t.
q = 1,

(4.18)

q∈Q

where v2 (Q, l) = −pK (l) −

P
d∈D

q ≥ 0, q ∈ Q,

(4.19)

τdKd − l ≤ 0, d ∈ D,

(4.20)

pd (E Kd d ).

Lemma 1 Inequity constraint function in (4.20) is not convex.
Proof Based on equation (4.6), τdKd consists of transmission time τtrKd −d and computation time
exe
τexe
Kd −d . The solution of U d (τ) = qKd S t C t determines the value of τKd −d . We denote the inverse

function of Ud (τ) as Id (τ), i.e., Id (M) = Ud−1 (M), where M is the number of needed cycles.
Hence Id (M) represents the accumulated latency for providing the required number of cycles.
Then τexe
Kd −d can be represented by

τexe
Kd −d = Id qKd Γt ,

(4.21)

in which Γt = S tCt . As shown in Fig. 4.3, Ud (τ) is piecewise linear and not convex, and
its inverse function Id (M) is also not convex. Since τtrKd −d is a linear function of qKd , τdKd is
not convex as a summation of τtrKd −d and τexe
Kd −d , which eventually leads to the non-convexity of
constraint (4.20).
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Lemma 1 implies that problem P4.3 is not a convex problem, hence it is difficult to determine a globally optimal solution. Considering the optimization process based on general gradient descent (GD) may be trapped in locally optimal solution, we apply an improved method
named Adadelta gradient descent (AGD), which adaptively adjusts the step size according to
the average gradients in the past, and hence has the potential to escape from local optimum
with larger step size [79].
P3 needs to be transformed to an unconstrained problem before performing gradient descent. Equity constraint in (4.18) can be eliminated by parametrization of qKD , represented
as
q KD = 1 −

X

q,

(4.22)

q∈Q̃


in which Q̃ = Q\ qKD = {qK1 , qK2 , ..., qKD−1 }. Therefore, P4.3 is transformed to the following
problem

P4.4

min v2 (Q̃,l)
Q

s.t.

q ≥ 0, q ∈ Q̃,
X
q − 1 ≤ 0,

(4.23)
(4.24)

q∈Q̃

τdKd − l ≤ 0, d ∈ D̃,

(4.25)

where D̃ = D\{D} ={1, 2, 3, ..., D − 1} and constraint (4.24) is derived from qKD ≥ 0 based on
(4.22). In problem P4.4, qKD is not an optimization variable and is calculated by formula (23).
To eliminate inequity constraints (4.23)-(4.25), we add a logarithmic barrier function


X 



φ(Q̃,l) = −r ln qKD +
ln l − τdKd  ,

(4.26)

d∈D

which could increase to infinity as the solution approaches the boundary of the feasible region
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of the optimization problem. Then P4.4 can be rewritten as the following problem by replacing
the inequity constraints (4.23)-(4.25) with φ(Q̃, l) as a penalizing term in the objective function

P4.5

min v3 (Q̃,l)
Q

s.t.

q ≥ 0, q ∈ Q̃,

(4.27)

in which v3 (Q̃,l) = v2 (Q̃,l) + φ(Q̃,l). The derivative of v3 (Q̃, l) with respect to l and qKd , d ∈ D̃
can be expressed as
X
∂v3 (Q̃,l)
= −pK 0 (l) − r
Ψd ,
∂l
d∈D

∂v3 (Q̃,l)
∂qKd

in which Φdt = S tCt κd fd2 , Ψd =

=

+ ΦtD pD 0 (E KDD ) − Φdt pd 0 (E Kd d )


−rΨD ΩtD + Γt ID 0 qKD Γt


+rΨd Ωdt + Γt Id 0 qKd Γt ,

(4.28)

r
qKD

1
l−τdK

d

, Ωdt =

St
.
rg−d

(4.29)

P4.5 can be regarded as an approximation

of the original problem P4.4 by taking the inequity constraints as a barrier function in the
objective, whose weight parameter r sets the accuracy of the approximation. Barrier method
offers an effective solution for unconstrained minimization problem with barrier function [80].
It is based on solving a sequence of unconstrained minimization problems, using the last point
found as the starting point for the next unconstrained minimization problem. Specially, we
compute optimal solution v3 ∗ for a sequence of declining value of r, until r < ε /D , where ε is
the tolerance controlling the accuracy of solution. Considering the multiple local minima of
the original objective function induced by the piecewise linearity of value function as well as
CPU throughput curve, we adapt the barrier method by taking the point corresponding to the
maximum value instead of the last point as the initial point for the next optimization problem
in the sequence, as shown in algorithm 3 and Routine 5.
We also propose a value initialization method based on the minimal delay to accelerate the
speed of convergence, as shown in routine 4. The minimal possible overall delay means the
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maximal possible task value, hence the optimal solution is probably closer to the initial variable
that can lead to the minimal overall delay than it is to a random initial variable, especially when
considering the large amount of possible local minima existed in problem P4.5. The lowest
possible overall delay τmin is achievable only when the separate delay corresponding to each
device is equal, i.e., τdKd is the same for all d ∈ D. To calculate τmin and the corresponding qKd ,
d ∈ D̃, we firstly assume that Rd is the average CPU utilization of a device d over the execution
process, i.e.,
1
Rd =
t

Zt
Rd (τ)dτ,

(4.30)

0

where t is the processing time used by the device to complete the task partition assigned to it.
Moreover, let

 S t
+
bd = 
rg−d

S t Ct

f 1 − Rd



  ,

(4.31)

then the overall latency τdKd can be approximated by
τdKd = τtrKd −d + τexe
t−d = qKd bd = τmin .

Due to (4.32),

P
d∈D

τmin
bd

=

P
d∈D

(4.32)

qKd = 1 holds, which lead to
1
τmin = P
d∈D

qKd =

1
bd

τmin
.
bd

,

(4.33)

(4.34)

Based on formula (4.30)-(4.34), Routine 4 is able to calculate the minimal possible latency
and the corresponding qKd as the initial value of adapted barrier method in algorithm 3. Spe-
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cially, algorithm 3 starts with an initialization routine for delay minimization as shown in step
1. Then in step 2, the algorithm repeatedly performs AGD method which uses the locally optimal solution of the last optimization problem, as shown in step 3, as the initial point for the next
optimization problem in the sequence. Steps 4 checks the stopping criterion and updates the
declining factor r. Step 2 of algorithm 3 is used to solve a optimization problem P4.5 , whose
P
objective function, i.e., v3 (Q̃, l), includes both the VoS function v2 (Q, l) = −pK (l) −
pd (E Kd d )
d∈D

and barrier function φ(Q̃, l). The solution of problem P4.5 could converge to the solution of
the VoS maximization problem as r → 0. In addition, a notable advantage of applying barrier
method to our design is that the non-optimality of the solution for P4.5 does not affect its final
convergence to the solution of the original problem P4.4 [80]. ε is a parameter representing the
gap between the current solution and the optimum solution of the VoS maximization problem.
Assuming that P4.5 can be solved by AGD method for each value of r, the desired accuracy
can be achieved after − log(Dr/ε)
iteration steps [80].
log(µ)

Algorithm 3 Adapted barrier method based task partition and allocation
Input: Initial
 r, ∆q0 , ∆l0 .
1: Initialize. Q̃, l := Delay min().


 

2: Compute. Q̃∗ ,l∗ := Ada GD Q̃, l , (∆q0 , ∆l0 ) .
3: Update. Q̃: = Q̃∗ , l := l∗ .
4: Stopping criterion. Quit if r < ε/D. Otherwise, r := µr, go to 2.
Output: Q̃∗ .

Route 4 Delay minimization allocation method
Delay min()
1: Initialize. qKd = D1 , d ∈ D.
2: Compute. Rd , bd , τmin , qKd , τdKd , d ∈ D, based on (4.30)-(4.34).
3: Quit if max τdKd − min τdKd <ε; Otherwise, t := t + 1, go to 2.
d∈D

4:

d∈D

return Q̃ = {qKd |d ∈ D̃}, l = max τdKd .
d∈D
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Route 5 Adadelta gradient descent method
Ada GD(x0 , ∆x)
1: Initialize.

x∗ = x0 , E[∆x2 ]0 := ∆x, E[g2 ]1 := ∇ x0 f (x) 2 , t := 0.
2: Update 1.√
E[∆x2 ]t−1 +ε

∆xt := − √
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

E[g2 ]t +ε

gt , xt+1 := xt + ∆xt .

Update 2.
ifv2 (xt+1 ) < v2 (x∗ ) , x∗ := xt+1 .
Compute 1. Decaying average of squared gradients:
gt+1 := ∇ xt+1 f (x), E[g2 ]t+1 := γE[g2 ]t + (1 − γ)gt+1 2 .
Compute 2. Decaying average of squared update:
E[∆x2 ]t := γE[∆x2 ]t−1 + (1 − γ)∆xt 2 .
Quit if t > MaxIterNum; Otherwise, t := t + 1, go to 2.
return x∗ which has v(x∗ ) = min v(xβ ).
β∈{1,2,...,t}

4.5
4.5.1

Performance Evaluation
Simulation Setup

To evaluate the performance of the value maximization scheme, we consider a scenario with
G gateways and D devices. Each gateway collects data from IoT devices locating in different
areas and initiates tasks which are cached in its local task queue.
For simplicity of simulation, we assume there are 10 types of tasks. Tasks with the same
type share common max and min value value in the task value function, which are randomly
sampled from the set{0.1, 0.2, ..., 1.0}. Each type is also assigned a different normal distribution
to determine the size of individual task. Each task has its particular hard and soft thresholds,


t
t
t
t
which are uniformly sampled in the range T min
, T max
. T min
and T max
are the shortest and
longest possible completion time of the task over all the available MDs, respectively. Similarly, for the value function of each device, the max and min value value are also randomly
chosen from the set {0.1, 0.2, ..., 1.0}. The hard and soft thresholds of each device value func

d
d
d
d
tion are distributed uniformly in the range Emin
, Emax
, in which Emin
and Emax
are the lowest
and highest possible energy consumption of the device over all tasks waiting to be processed,
respectively.
The number of tasks in the task queue of each gateway is a random positive integer value
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uniformly distributed within [1,5]. Each task is chosen from 10 types of task type randomly,
and is then assigned a size based on the normal distribution associated with its type. Besides,
let processing density of all tasks be Ct = 737.5 cycles/bit, t ∈ T . The uplink bandwidth
and transmission power of each gateway are set to Wg = 1 MHz and pg = 1 W, g ∈ G. The
variance of complex-white-Gaussian-channel noise is assumed to be N0 = −70 dBm. The
q
−3
,g ∈ G,d ∈ D, where
channel gain from gateway g to device d is given by hg−d = h̃g−d dg−d
channel coefficient h̃g−d is a random variable following the Rayleigh distribution with zero
mean and unit variance, and dg−d [m] is the distance between g and d. The position of each
gateway or MD is chosen randomly within the circle with radius of 20m around the origin of
coordinates, i.e., (0, 0). According to the realistic measurements in [67], energy coefficient of
each MD is set as κd = 5 × 10−27 . CPU frequency fd of MD d is randomly chosen from the set
{0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0} × 109 , d ∈ D, which is in accordance with the settings of widely used mobile
devices [66]. Finally, the predicted CPU utilization Rd (τ) of device d is uniformly sampled
from the set {0.1, 0.2, ..., 1.0} for every 100ms, d ∈ D and hence the generated curve of CPU
utilization changes once per 100ms.

4.5.2

Simulation Results of Binary Offloading

In binary offloading, we compare the performance of our proposed heuristic algorithm against
the following approaches
• Exhaustive: This is a brute-force method which finds the optimal offloading scheduling
solution via exhaustive search over all possible decisions; this method is only usable in
small network settings since its computational complexity is very high.
• Greedy: If D ≥ T , all tasks are sorted into a random sequence, and then each task in
order is greedily assigned a target device that could bring the maximal improvement of
VoS over all available devices. If D < T , since each device can be assigned a task, so
we firstly sort the devices randomly and then takes turn to greedily select the task for
each device in order that could give rise to the maximal improvement of VoS over all
unassigned tasks.
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• Random: All tasks are sorted into a random sequence and each one in order is then
assigned a randomly selected device from all available devices, until all tasks have been
allocated or there is no device available.
Considering the randomness of practical MCC environment, we compare the statistical
performance of 4 algorithms over 500 randomly generated environment settings, including the
average VoS, average running time, average task and device value, as well as execution probability of task and device. Besides, the stability of optimal solution is measured by performance
variance, which is defined as the variance of the ratio between a solution by a given method
and that by the exhaustive method.

4.5.2.1

Optimality of the Proposed Heuristic Algorithm

Firstly, to characterize the suboptimality of our proposed heuristic solution, we compare its
performance with the optimal solution obtained by the Exhaustive method as well as the other
two described baselines. The running time of exhaustive method is extremely long for a large
number of variables because it searches over all possible solutions. Hence, a small-scale environment is tested including D = 8 MDs and G = 3 smart gateways. Fig. 4.6 (a),(b),(c) report
the average value of service, performance variance, and average running time, respectively. It
can be seen that the proposed heuristic algorithm performs very closely to that of the optimal
Exhaustive algorithm and significantly outperforming the other baselines in terms of average
VoS and stability of solutions revealed by the performance variance. The higher efficiency of
the heuristic algorithm can be proved by its average running time, which is less than 1% of that
consumed by Exhaustive algorithm.

4.5.2.2

Effect of Number of Devices on VoS

We now evaluate the VoS against different number of MDs available in the MCC system, as
show in Fig. 4.7(a,b). In particular, we vary the number of idle MDs from 2 to 9 and report
the average VoS and performance variance. Note that the number of gateway G is set to 3 and
the number of waiting tasks in each gateway is sampled uniformly from integers 1 to 5, which
means the number of total tasks T varies in the range of [3,15]. Observe from Fig. 4.7 that the
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of optimization results of algorithms: (a) Average value of service; (b)
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Figure 4.7: Effect of the number of mobile devices on (a) average value of service; (b) performance variance.
proposed heuristic method can bring near optimal solutions with the highest stability revealed
by the performance variance. It also can been seen that average VoS increases significantly
with the number of devices. This is because more MDs means larger solution space, and hence
higher possibility for an improved solution.

4.5.2.3

Effect of Number of Tasks on VoS

Here we evaluate the average VoS performance w.r.t to the number of waiting tasks. Fig. 4.8(a,b)
shows the average VoS and performance variance when the number of tasks is increasing from
2 to 11. Note for each generated environment setting, we fix the number of available MDs to
8 and that of gateways to 5, where the given number of tasks are randomly distributed. It can
be seen that average VoS rises with the number of tasks and the proposed heuristic algorithm
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Figure 4.8: Effect of the number of tasks on (a) average value of service; (b) performance
variance.

could bring a near optimal and low variance solution.

4.5.2.4

Task Value Generation with Different Value Functions

Next we investigate the effect of the value function of a task on its execution probability and
the generated task value, in the situation where the number of tasks are more than that of
devices, as shown in Fig. 4.9(a,b). We focus on the effect of pmax (s j ) and pmin (s j ), i.e., the
max and min value of value function, which are two major parameters representing the value
difference among various tasks. For a given task, we change pmin (s j ) from 0.1 to 1 with a step
size of 0.1 while keeping pmax (s j ) − pmin (s j ) = 0.1, so that the pmax (s j ) could keep increasing
accordingly, as shown by the horizontal axis of Fig. 4.9. Each randomly generated environment
setting consists of 5 MDs (D = 5) and 3 gateways (G = 3), from which we randomly select
one owning the given task. It can be seen that apart from the Random method which does not
consider value function in decision making, all the other 3 methods could achieve an increasing
execution probability with the rising of min value of task function. This indicates that tasks
with higher value are given the priority to be processed and are able to acquire higher task
value.
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Figure 4.9: Effect of task value on (a) execution probability; (b) task value.

4.5.2.5

Device Value Generation with Different Value Functions

Similarly, we also investigate the connection between the value function of a device and its
execution probability as well as generated device value, as shown in Fig. 4.10(a,b). For the
value function of a task, min value pmin (s j ) is adjusted from 0.1 to 1 with a step size of 0.1,
as indicated by the horizontal axis of Fig. 4.10, while the max value pmax (s j ) is changed accordingly to maintain pmax (s j ) − pmin (s j ) = 0.1. Each randomly generated environment setting
contains of no more than 8 tasks (T ≤ 8) randomly distributed in 4 gateways (G = 4) and
10 MDs (D = 10), i.e., the given MD and 9 randomly generated MDs. It can be observed
that with the increasing of the min value, the proposed heuristic algorithm has the same tendency with the exhaustive method to lower the execution probability, as opposed to the rising
inclination by Greedy method. This indicates that greedy method could not capture the energy
saving anticipation of the given device represented by the rising minimum value. Therefore,
the Greedy leads to relatively lower average devices value comparing to our heuristic method
which achieves a near optimal solution. In addition, Random method shows a constant execution probability and linearly increasing average devices value because it does not consider the
value function in decision making.
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Figure 4.10: Effect of device value on (a) average value of service; (b) performance variance.

4.5.3

Simulation Results of Partial Offloading

In partial offloading, we first evaluate the advantage of AGD over GD by showing the convergence process of VoS based on two methods, respectively. In addition, we illustrate the
performance improvement led by the initialization method of delay minimization by comparing its convergence steps with that of a random initialization method. Finally, the effects of
number of devices and task size on VoS and the device value of a given MD are investigated
by comparing the performance of ABM method and the following benchmark approaches.
• Timemin: This method is to achieve minimum task latency and the highest possible task
value, without considering its effect on device value, so this method cannot guarantee
optimal VoS. The implementation of Timemin is the same with the initialization process
of ABM, as shown in Route 4.
• Random: This is a random resource allocation method. Without considering the value
function of tasks or devices, original tasks are divided into pieces with random size and
the total number of pieces is equal to that of all available devices, which guarantees the
full utilization of all computing resource.
4.5.3.1

Optimality of Adadelta Gradient Descent

Firstly, to characterize the higher efficiency of AGD over GD in solving problem P4.5, we
compare the convergence process of two methods starting from the same random initial solu-
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of gradient descent (GD) and Adadelta gradient descent (AGD) on
(a) D=3; (b) D=5.
tion, as shown in Fig. 4.11(a,b). GD is implemented based on the gradient equations in (4.28)
and (4.29). Two scenarios with different number of idle MDs have been simulated, i.e., D = 3
and D = 5. It can be seen that AGD achieves higher performance in terms of convergence
rate and final solution. It also shows that the AGD could complete more than 80% of the total
increase of VoS within 50 iteration steps, so iteration can be limited within 50 steps to acquire
higher efficiency while still keeping a significant improvement of VoS.

4.5.3.2

Performance Improvement by Proposed Initialization Method

Here, we evaluate the performance improvement of initialization method of delay minimization
over random initialization method by comparing the convergences process of VoS, as shown
in Fig. 4.12(a,b) where RndIni1-3 denote the iteration steps starting from 3 different sets of
random initial solutions, respectively. We observe that while the iteration process of random
initialization is easy to be trapped in non-optimal local solutions, initialization based on delay
minimization could bring a more stable convergence and lead to a final solution nearly equal to
the best result of all the random initializations. The result implies that global optimal solution
may be closer to the solution with minimal latency which brings the highest task value. Besides,
the difference between Fig. 4.12(a) and (b) also reveals that random initialization performs
worse in situation with less involved MDs. This is because the proportion of task value in VoS
could be higher if device value is less, and hence an initial point with the highest task value
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Figure 4.12: Iteration process of barrier methods on (a) D=4; (b) D=7.
would presumably be much closer to the optimal solution.
4.5.3.3

Effect of Number of Devices on VoS

We now investigate average VoS and device value of a given MD w.r.t to the number of involved
MDs, as shown in Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14, respectively. In particular we vary the number of
available MDs from 2 to 10, i.e., the value of D. Each result is averaged over 500 randomly
generated environment settings including a given device with fixed parameters and D − 1 randomly generated devices. It can be seen that the rising number of MDs brings higher average
VoS and higher value for the given device by all three methods, within which ABM shows
the best performance. This is because more involved MDs means that each one undertake less
proportion of the task, and the overall completion time is also less. Therefore, there can be
generated higher task value and device value.
4.5.3.4

Effect of Task Size on VoS

Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.16 shows the effect of task size on average VoS and the device value of a
given device, respectively. Specially, we adjust the expectation of the normal distribution used
to sample task size from 2-10 Mbit. Each result is an average over 500 randomly generated
environment settings, each of which contains 3 randomly generated devices and a given device
with fixed parameters, i.e., D = 4. Observe from Fig. 4.15 that the rising task size leads to
the decline of average VoS by all three methods. This is because that larger task size means
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Figure 4.13: Effect of the number of devices Figure 4.14: Effect of number of devices on
on average value of service.
the value of a single device.
more workload for each device if the number of device is fixed, and hence longer overall
latency both in transmission and computation period. Besides, Fig. 4.16 reveals that ABM
outperforms the other two methods significantly in stabilizing the device value of a given MD
with the increasing task size.
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of a single device.

4.6

Chapter Summary

To recognize and maximize the actual value brought to end users by diverse applications in
a mobile collaborative computing network, Value of Service (VoS) is proposed as a performance metric comprised of the sums of all value gained by associated MDs and tasks based
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on the corresponding value function. VoS maximization oriented cooperation scheme is formulated as optimization problems for binary offloading and partial offloading separately. To
solve the NP-hard problem of binary offloading, a novel heuristic algorithm is proposed based
on ‘exchange’ and ‘transfer’ operations. The task partition and allocation problem in partial
offloading is converted into an unconstrained problem by adding a logarithmic barrier function
and then solved by the proposed Adapted barrier method (ABM) based on the combination
of Adadelta gradient descent (AGD) and a latency minimization algorithm used for parameter
initialization. According to the simulation results, our heuristic algorithm shows a suboptimal performance with a considerable increase in efficiency comparing to the other benchmark
methods. In addition, simulation of partial offloading reveals that ABM achieves a significant
improvement of efficiency by combining AGD and the special initialization method based on
latency minimization.

Chapter 5
Situation-aware Orchestration of
Resource Allocation and Task Scheduling
for Collaborative Rendering in IoT
Visualization
Three dimensional rendering enabled IoT visualization provides an immersive operation view
across large physical environments by contextually aggregating and visualizing numerous data
streams from various systems. The massive resource demand to offer real-time and high-quality
rendering service can be fulfilled by collaborative rendering among resource-constrained wireless devices. To deliver reliable performance, a main challenge is to achieve reliable and
sustainable collaboration in a dynamic IoT system with heterogeneous resource capacity and
ever-changing user intent. To overcome such issues, we propose a situation-aware orchestration mechanism of resource allocation and task scheduling. It achieves an objective-driven
exploration of collaboration opportunity among heterogeneous resource by three components:
recognizing dynamic condition of resource and task, including resource reliability and computational demand; understanding the mutual impact of resource condition and task performance
in the aspect of energy consumption and latency; precise alignment of resource capacity and
task demands via a redundant task scheduling scheme. The task scheduling problem is formu94
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lated as an optimization model with the objective of maximizing collaboration utility. A genetic algorithm (GA) with adaptive mating-distance is designed to tackle the NP-hard problem,
which improves the optimal solution in simulation by approximately 25% and 30% compared
to conventional GA and Greedy algorithm, respectively.

5.1

Introduction

The past decade has witnessed an explosive growth of Internet of things (IoT) adoption to
enable intelligent perception, interaction and control in a wide range of areas, such as industry 4.0, intelligent transportation, and smart home [81] [82]. As an indispensable component
of this paradigm, IoT visualization based on augmented reality (AR) or virtual reality (VR)
technology creates an immersive three dimensional (3D) environment and enables a unique
perspective for users to understand and take action on their data [83]. Visualized data streams
could stimulate brain’s natural process of comparing items, detecting anomalies, and recognizing patterns, and hence derive actionable insights towards improving business accuracy,
boosting productivity and ensuring quality decision-making.
Real-time interactive IoT visualization requires reliable rendering service, which is a process of projecting 3D objects onto 2D images and applying diverse photorealistic effects regarding shading, color, lighting and texture [84] [9]. Since rendering is usually performed in
a pixel-wise manner to augment the visual effect in detail, it is also a computation-intensive
process and demands massive resource to deliver the expected performance. Although Cloud
provides abundant computational resource to support rendering task [85] [86], the excessive
communication latency between remote Cloud server and IoT devices at the network edge may
significantly degrade the real-time performance and interaction experience.
To reduce the excessive network latency and provide real-time rendering service, rendering
task can be deployed at the network edge by exploiting the underutilized resource in distributed
IoT devices [50] [78]. However, the distributed resource is inherently unreliable for the following reasons. First, it is difficult to maintain reliable network quality among devices considering
their mobility enabled by wireless connectivity. In the worst case, the service provisioning
could be interrupted if the device moves out of the effective region of communication. Second,
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the computing capacity of wireless devices is limited due to their compact forms [84]. For
example, the GPU of wireless device is usually far less powerful than the PC-level counterparts, since excessive GPU usage may cause battery overheating or running out. Last but not
least, the distributed resource is featured by dynamic workload, since they usually serve the
time-changing user intent [30] [52].
A solution to provide reliable rendering service via distributed resource is collaborative
rendering. It enables a group of devices to collaborate with each other via peer-to-peer task
offloading, so that disorganized resource can be combined together into a powerful computing
platform to achieve their common objective [1] [87]. The solution not only facilitates the deployment of high-quality visualization applications, but also significantly reduces the expense
incurred by the frequent upgrade of hardware. A similar paradigm has been implemented in
high-performance computer system, e.g., parallel rendering in Cloud [88] [89]. The collaboration is performed among computers with uniform settings and stable performance, so they
usually focus on the optimization of task partitioning and scheduling, while ignoring the impact
of resource condition.
However, these conventional solutions of collaborative rendering do not apply to distributed
IoT system, since they do not solve the problem of coordinating dynamic resource capacity and
task demands. As shown in Fig. 5.1, IoT system is featured by significant resource heterogeneity. Different resource may produce quite different performance for the same task [90]. To
fully utilize the distributed resource and improve collaboration efficiency, it is necessary to
implement precise alignment of resource capacity and task demands. Moreover, IoT devices
serve preferably to their own users, whose time-changing behaviors usually lead to dynamic
resource availability. To achieve reliable collaboration, the resource dynamics should be recognized and the roles of collaboration participants should be adjusted accordingly, e.g., assigning
more reliable resource to high-priority tasks.
To resolve such issues, we propose a situation-aware orchestration of resource allocation
and task scheduling, with the aim of implementing reliable and sustainable collaboration in
distributed IoT system. In particular, the proposed orchestration mechanism is comprised of
three main components: a) recognizing the actual resource condition and task demands, b)
understanding the mutual impact between resource condition and task performance, and c)
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Figure 5.1: An illustration of collaborative rendering enabled IoT visualization. GPU requester
and GPU provider refer to the devices demanding and contributing GPU resource, respectively.

precise alignment of dynamic resource and task to achieve reliable collaboration. As a result,
the orchestration could lead to an optimal decision for resource allocation and task scheduling
that could maximize the collaboration utility.
The main contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
• A distributed orchestration mechanism is proposed to achieve reliable collaborative rendering in dynamic IoT system. It achieves an objective-driven exploration of collaboration opportunity among heterogeneous resource via recognizing the actual system
condition, understanding the mutual impact of resource condition and task performance,
and a precise alignment of dynamic resource capacity and task demands.
• To recognize dynamic resource condition, a scheme for estimating resource reliability is
designed based on the statistical analysis of historical information on resource dynamics.
As for task condition, the computational demand of each task is recognized by the precise
model parameters of the corresponding 3D objects.
• The mutual impact of resource condition and task performance is investigated by modelling the energy consumption of device and the latency of rendering task separately,
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which are also two main constraints in the optimization of resource allocation and task
scheduling.
• A redundant task scheduling approach is designed to achieve precise alignment between
dynamic resource capacity and task demands, which could improve the system robustness in the case of unexpected device failure. Then the task scheduling problem is formulated as an optimization model with the objective of maximizing collaboration utility,
which factors in both user-perceived value from different visual effects and cost for rewarding the contribution of collaboration participants.
• To solve the NP-hard optimization problem, an adaptive hybrid genetic algorithm is proposed, which could change the mating distance adaptively in the iteration process based
on the solution variation, with the aim of improving the convergence speed as well as
the population diversity simultaneously. Simulation results demonstrate the superiority
of the proposed algorithm in both convergence efficiency and solution optimality.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 provides related work, and
Section 5.3 presents the framework and system model. Optimization problem is formulated in
Section 5.4 and solved in Section 5.5, followed by performance evaluation in Section 5.6, and
conclusion in Section 5.7.

5.2

Related Work

To provide the massive computing resource demanded by real-time and high-quality rendering
service, rendering task offloading has been widely studied and implemented. Next we investigate three main directions and recent development of rendering task offloading.
Mobile Cloud offloading leverages the abundant resource of graphics processing in Cloud
to provide rendering service for diverse applications [91]. For instance, to achieve an energyefficient GPU offloading in Cloud, an adaptive algorithm for offloading scheduling is proposed
for interactive 3D applications operated in dynamic network conditions [92]. A similar adaptive Cloud resource management scheme enabled by software-defined networking (SDN) is
applied to online 3D game [93], which achieves a context-aware tradeoff between rendering
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quality and compression ratio. Besides, considering the tradeoff between rendering quality and
network requirements, a hybrid remote rendering scheme is implemented [94], which maximizes resource efficiency by recognizing and offloading the key models that could significantly
affect user experience. Despite all the efforts to optimize Cloud resource usage, Cloud-based
rendering may still lead to excessive network latency [95] due to the long distance of data
transmission between network edge and Cloud server, which compromises its actual efficacy
in supporting real-time 3D rendering.
Mobile edge computing (MEC) offers an alternative solution to meet the stringent requirement of latency by real-time rendering service [96] [97]. It reduces latency because MEC
servers are usually deployed much closer to where rendering services are actually needed [98].
For example, to achieve the desired real-time rendering performance, the adaptive VR framework designed in [99] exploits the computing and caching capabilities of MEC servers via a
joint formulation and optimization of offloading mode selection and contents caching policy.
The similar approach is applied to mobile VR to minimize the transmission rate via an optimized scheme for field-of-view caching and computing among Cloud, edge server, and mobile
devices [100]. Besides, MEC is implemented in mobile video gaming to reduce interaction latency under limited bandwidth via dynamic rendering-module placement [101], or intelligent
video bitrates adaptation [102].
The collaborative computing adopted by this chapter is an emerging solution and would be
an indispensable supplement for the remote computing paradigm based on Cloud or Edge. It
is because remote rendering needs reliable access to high-speed network, which poses a critical challenge to the deployment and utilization of network resource. Collaborative rendering
resolves such issue by exploiting the underutilized resource at the network edge, and could
enable an on-demand, real-time, and situation-aware rendering mechanism.
To implement collaborative rendering, a ButterFly system is proposed to implement this
paradigm, and could deliver fine-grained rendering details while achieving significant power
saving [84]. However, since the offloaded task is actually the consecutive frames to be streamed
later, this approach requires an accurate predication of future scene status and corresponding
frame updates. So it is difficult to implement for highly dynamic applications. Moreover, a VR
rendering framework named FURION is implemented to enable high-quality VR on mobile
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device [9]. The approach implements a split rendered architecture by dividing the workload
into two parts, i.e, background environment and foreground interaction. The former demands
more computational resource but is more predictable than the latter, so they are assigned to
local device and server, respectively, with the aim of fully utilizing the network and computing resource. However, this approach only implements a simple collaboration scheme of two
devices, e.g., one master and one worker, and does not apply to a more valuable but also more
complex scenario of multiple devices collaboration.
Table 5.1 summarizes the main characteristics of the three rendering offloading schemes
and our work. Cloud offers abundant computing capacity, but the real-time performance is
limited by network quality. For instance, the response latency could reach up to hundreds of
milliseconds [84], which is much higher than the tolerable rendering latency (50ms) by end
users [102]. Edge computing and collaborative computing could potentially meet the stringent
latency requirement. But implementation of edge rendering relies on established infrastructure,
e.g., edge server and network access, which is not usually available and stable [103]. Collaborative rendering provides a critical supplement when reliable access to Cloud or edge is not
available. In the existing works of collaborative rendering, the computing capacity and latency
performance are mainly limited due to inefficient resource utilization and workload partitioning schemes [84] [9]. In contrast, our work aims to implement a more efficient collaborative
rendering scheme by exploiting underutilized IoT resource. In particular, the task is partitioned
by independent 3D objects instead of whole image frames to increase the efficiency of resource
usage. Besides, as indicated in the last row of Table 5.1, the resource allocation scheme of this
work is designed to opportunistically explore dynamic system conditions and achieve more
precise alignment of actual resource condition and task demand in distributed IoT networks.
This is different from the other three existing schemes which completely reply on dedicated
computing resources and hence do not consider the impact of dynamics and availability of
computing resources. As a result, the proposed approach improves computing capacity and
rendering performance while also preserving the other advantages of existing collaborative
rendering schemes.
To achieve this goal, one challenging but usually overlooked aspect is how to guarantee
reliable collaboration among rendering service providers. Most prior works focus on the op-
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Table 5.1: Comparison of Different Schemes of Rendering Task Offloading
Cloud rendering

Edge rendering

Collaborative rendering (others)

Collaborative rendering (our work)

Reponse latency

100-1000 ms

10-100 ms

10-100 ms

10-100 ms

System management

Centralized

Hierarchical

Decentralized

Decentralized

Backhaul usage

Frequent use

Infrequent use

Computing capacity

High

Medium

No
(Service provisioning
in local network)
Low
(Limited types and
number of devices)

No
(Service provisioning
in local network)
Medium
(All IoT devices
with GPU capacity)

Scalability

Low

Medium

High

Very high

Workload unit

Image frame

Image frame

Image frame or 3D objects group

Independent 3D objects

Resource allocation
scheme

Using dedicated and
stable resource

Using dedicated and
stable resource

Using dedicated and
relatively stable resource

Recognizing and exploiting
dynamic IoT resource

timization of workload partitioning and scheduling, while simply assuming that participants
could always contribute the committed resource and deliver the promised performance. However, this assumption does not hold true for dynamic IoT system with ever-changing resource
condition and user intent. In collaborative rendering, successful task completion usually depends on reliable resource contribution by all participants. But the ever-changing situation
could lead to considerable uncertainty in the collaboration process regarding resource capacity
and task performance. So it is necessary to design a situation-aware orchestration scheme of
resource allocation and task scheduling, which could capture the heterogeneity and dynamics
of distributed IoT system and achieve reliable collaborative rendering.

5.3

Framework Design and System Model

In the beginning of this section, we present the execution model of collaborative rendering.
Then we introduce three major components to achieve orchestrated resource allocation and
task scheduling. First, the system model to recognize dynamic system condition is presented.
It mainly includes a statistical method for estimating resource reliability and a resolution-based
model for quantifying the computational demand. Second, energy consumption of device and
latency of rendering task are modelled separately, to investigate the mutual impact between
resource condition and task performance. Finally, a redundant task scheduling approach is
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designed to achieve precise coordination and alignment of resource capacity and task demands.

5.3.1

Execution Model and Problem Definition of Collaborative Rendering

In this chapter, we study the GPU resource sharing between a GPU requester and several GPU
providers in IoT network, with the aim of extending the computing capacity and improving
the rendering performance. The proposed method could apply to diverse AR/VR applications,
e.g., gaming, education, and industrial design, to manage distributed resource and offer realtime rendering service. In particular, an AR/VR device acts as a GPU requester. The other
neighboring IoT devices with GPU resource act as GPU providers. When an AR/VR application is initiated, the GPU requester needs to search all available GPU providers and determine
the assignments for each node. Then it would send the assignments, including models of 3D
objects and rendering policy, to each GPU provider. This interaction process is illustrated in
Fig. 5.2.
To render a frame of image, the GPU requester would update the status of 3D scene based
on the user’s interaction information, e.g., position, orientation and action. The change would
be sent to all participants. The participants then update the settings of their rendering task
to adapt to the new interaction requirements. The GPU requester collects the rendered result
from all nodes in the form of pixel fragments. Then it assembles them into a whole frame via
a compositing operation before streaming the final frame to the user’s screen. This process of
communication and execution would be performed repeatedly to render consecutive frames.
The problem to be solved in this chapter is to determine assignments among nodes. The
objective is to maximize the user-perceived value from the rendering service, while also reducing their cost on resource usage as much as possible. To achieve this goal, we need to model
the effects of diverse system factors, e.g., resource reliability and computational demand, on
user-perceived value from rendering service and on the cost for resource usage. Then these
models can be combined to formulate the collaboration utility. Finally, we can calculate the
optimal task scheduling scheme by maximizing the collaboration utility.
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Figure 5.2: Execution flow of collaborative rendering among GPU requester and providers.

5.3.2

System Design to Recognize Resource Condition and Task Demands

Distributed IoT system is featured by dynamic condition of resource and task due to timechanging user behavior. We recognize resource condition by estimating resource reliability
and calculating resource price. Besides, task demands are investigated by estimating userperceived value from different rendering quality and evaluating the computational resource
demanded by each separate task.

5.3.2.1

Estimation of Resource Reliability

Dynamic resource availability could produce a significant impact on rendering performance [98]
[104]. So devices who want to join the collaboration and gain corresponding rewards are required to disclose a part of their historical information on resource dynamics, i.e., location and
workload. Based on the information, the GPU requester could estimate the reliability of each
device for collaboration and then prioritize more reliable devices in the task scheduling. The
estimation is achieved by building probability models of resource activity for the collaboration
period via statistical analysis.
In particular, the GPU requester would estimate the probability that a device d would al-
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ways stay in its nearby area, i.e., inside the effective area for D2D communication, over the
collaboration period, which is denoted as pld . Besides, it would also estimate the probability
that device d could remain idle long enough to complete the overall collaboration process,
which is denoted as pud .
Different statistical models and methods can be applied to estimate pld and pud for different
application scenarios and situations. Next we present a simple case based on binomial distribution model and empirical probability. As an example, Fig. 5.3 (a) illustrates one piece of
historical data on device movement. For instance, the data may correspond to the last time
when the device moved in the effective area of the GPU requester. We define contact duration
as the time range during which the device stays in the effective area. We also denote the event
that the contact duration is longer than the expected collaboration period as ζ = 1 , and ζ = 0
otherwise. Then pld can be estimated by the statistical average of ζ over the whole historical
dataset.
Additionally, Fig. 5.3 (b) illustrates one piece of historical data on GPU status variation
with clock time, e.g., the data over the last whole day. Similarly, we denote the event that the
GPU could remain idle in the expected collaboration period as ξ = 1, and ξ = 0 otherwise.
Then pud can be estimated by the statistical average of ξ over the whole dataset. This method
is feasible because resource activity always shows some stable pattern determined by user
behavior, e.g., habit or schedule. For instance, for a group of colleagures working in the same
office every daytime, their mobile devices usually have high pld to each other. It is because they
could have relatively long and stable contact duration. Besides, a student’s smart phone may be
usually idle in the daytime and hence available for resource contribution since he/she always
takes class at that time. According to the law of large numbers, the estimation of pld and pud
could reach sufficient accuracy given large enough dataset.
Assuming that the variations of GPU’s status and device location are two independent
events, the probability of reliable resource contribution by GPU provider d can be represented
as
pd = pld · pud ,

(5.1)
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Figure 5.3: An illustration of a piece of historical data on (a) resource movement, e.g., the
contact duration corresponding to the last time when the device moves in the effective area,
and (b) resource condition, e.g., GPU status variation over the last whole day.
where pd ∈ [0, 1]. pd reflects the reliablility of resource, and would later be used to model the
success rate of the overall collaborative rendering process.

5.3.2.2

Resource Price Calculation

GPU requester obtains the required computational resource from GPU providers by offering
corresponding rewards to them, namely resource trading. The rewards to a GPU provider
depend on its pricing strategy and the quantity of its resource contribution. A widely used
strategy is to simply fix the unit price of resource and hence the total price is a linear function of
the quantity of resource demand. However, this method may not apply to resource-constrained
IoT device, whose computation cost is usually not a fixed value. For instance, a GPU provider
is more willing to share a modest amount of its resource, e.g., 10% 50%, instead of all of its
resource, e.g., greater than 90%, in order to guarantee the performance of its own applications.
So to incentivize the participation of GPU providers, the pricing strategy should be able
to capture the growing cost of resource with the quantity of resource demand. To implement
this envision, we borrow the idea of progressive pricing mechanism used in electricity market.
Specifically, to GPU provider d, we denote the unit price and total price of its GPU resource
as md (Rd ) and Md (Rd ), where Rd is the quantity of resource demand to GPU provider d. The
model of progressive pricing is shown in Fig. 5.4. It can be seen that the unit price of resource
increases in a ladder-type manner with the quantity of resource demand. Besides, the total price
is an integral of unit price over the quantity of resource demand, so it increases in a progressive
manner.
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Figure 5.4: Progressive resource pricing of GPU providers.
5.3.2.3

Measurement of User-perceived Value from Task

For interactive visualization applications, different settings of display resolution could bring
quite different visual experience for users. We quantify the effect of display resolution on user
experience by user-perceived value, which is the maximum payment that the user is willing
to afford for one frame of image with a given resolution. User-perceived value from a given
image may vary with users due to their different expectation or acceptance for the visual quality.
But it is always proportional to visual quality for the same user. So we model user-perceived
value as a function of display resolution, as shown in Fig. 5.5, where the horizontal axis is a
list of common resolutions ranging from 144p to 4K. Here we denote display resolution and
user-perceived value as γ and v (γ), respectively. R is the set of all available resolutions, so

γ ∈ R = 144p, 240p, 360p, 480p, 720p, 2K, 1440p, 4K .

5.3.2.4

Evaluation of Task Demands for Computational Resource

The rendering processes of different 3D objects in a 3D scene are relatively independent [105].
So we can divide the whole rendering task by 3D objects and assign different 3D objects to
different GPU providers for parallel rendering. Let B = {1, 2, ..., B} and D = {1, 2, ..., D} be the
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Figure 5.5: User-perceived value for different display resolution.
set of all 3D objects and all GPU providers, respectively. The assignment relation between 3D
objects and GPU providers is represented by a B × D order matrix X. Binary variable x(b,d) is
the element at the b-row and d-th column of X. x(b,d) = 1 means 3D object b is assigned to GPU
provider d, and x(b,d) = 0 otherwise. As a result of task scheduling, the resource demand to a
GPU provider d is the total computational resource for rendering all its assigned 3D objects,
i.e., all 3D objects withx(b,d) = 1, b ∈ B .
Moreover, the computational resource for rendering an individual 3D object is determined
by its model parameters, e.g., data size of 3D model. Considering that rendering is pixel-wise
operation in both geometry processing and rasterization steps, we assume that the demand of
computational resource is proportional to the number of pixels. Let a (γ) denote the ratio of
pixel density between resolution γ and 144p. So a (γ) ∈ {1, 2.8, 4.7, 8.3, 25, 56.3, 100, 225},
corresponding to each γ in set R. Let cb denote the resource demand for rendering 3D object
b for one frame with resolution 144p, namely basic resolution. Then the resource demand for
rendering object b with a resolution γ can be written as cb a (γ).

5.3.3

Modelling of Mutual Impact between Resource Condition and Task
Performance

Rendering is a computation-intensive task, which is especially challenging for resource-constrained
IoT device. On the other hand, limited computation and communication capacity of IoT device may also lead to considerable uncertainty in task performance. Next we model the energy
consumption and round-trip latency to evaluate the mutual impact between resource condition
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and task performance.

5.3.3.1

Energy Consumption for Service Provisioning

Since 3D rendering is an energy consuming task, only the devices that are plugged in or that
have sufficient battery capacity should be chosen as GPU providers. So we do not consider
the energy consumption of GPU providers. Here we evaluate the energy consumption of GPU
requester, since one of the main purposes for it to offload task is to reduce energy consumption
and support sustainable service provisioning.
Let N f rame denote the total number of frames produced in the collaboration process, then
the total energy consumption of the GPU requester can be calculated by
h
i
Etotal (X) = E send (X) + N f rame Ersv (X) + Ecpt + Edsp ,

(5.2)

which is comprised of 4 components as detailed below.
1) E send is the energy consumption for sending the rendering assignments, i.e., model of
3D objects and collaboration policy to GPU providers. Because the data size of collaboration
policy is usually negligible, we only consider the energy consumption for sending the data of
3D object models from the GPU requester to all GPU providers, as represented as below:
 

b
X X 

S
model
  x(b,d) P send
,
E send (X) =



vd
d∈D b∈B

(5.3)

send

where P send and vdsend are the transmission power of the GPU requester, and the transmission
b
rate from the GPU requester to GPU provider d, respectively. Additionally, S model
is the data

size of the model of 3D object b. Note that E send (X) is free from multiplying N f rame in equation
(5.6) since the model data of 3D objects only need to be transmitted once in a collaboration
process.
2) Ersv is the energy consumption for receiving rendered results from GPU providers.


b !
X X

(γ)
a
S
rst

,
Erst (X) =
x(b,d) Prsv

vd
d∈D b∈B

rsv

(5.4)
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in which Prsv and vdrsv are the power for receiving rendered results, and the transmission rate
b
from GPU provider d to the GPU requester, respectively. Besides, S rst
is the data size of the
b
rendered result of 3D object b with the basic resolution 144p, and thereby a (γ) S rst
is the data

size with a display resolution γ.
3) Ecpt (γ) is the GPU energy consumption for composting the rendered results into a final
frame with a resolution γ. Ecpt (γ) is usually positively correlated with γ, and can be determined
through offline tests.
4) Edsp is the energy consumption for displaying one frame of image on the screen of GPU
requester.
Edsp = Pdsp ∆τ f rame ,

(5.5)

in which Pdsp is the power for displaying a frame of image, and ∆τ f rame is the display time of
each frame. If there are 24 frames per second, the display time of each frame is approximately
1/24 s. Note that the energy consumption for sending status update is not considered due to its
negligible data size.
Considering the limited battery life of wireless device, we set
Etotal (X) < Etotal .

(5.6)

Here, Etotal is the maximum energy consumption allowed by the GPU requester, and is
determined by its battery capacity.

5.3.3.2

Round-trip Latency with Collaborative Rendering

Apart from energy consumption, the rendering service also has stringent requirement on roundtrip latency, similar to most the other periodic tasks [106]. It is the time range from the generation of user input, i.e., new location, orientation, or interaction commands, to the appearance
of corresponding updates in the screen.
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To model round-trip latency, the latency for sending the updated status can be ignored due
to the negligible data size. Then the round-trip latency can be calculated by

trd−trip



X h

i
d
d
0
= max 
x(b,d) tcpt + trst  + tcpt
.
d∈D

(5.7)

b∈B

d
d
Here, the components tcpt
and tr−rst
are the latency for completing the rendering at the GPU

provider d and sending the result back to the GPU requester, respectively. So they can be
d
calculated by tcpt
=

1
d (γ)
rcpt

d
, and trst
=

b
a(γ)S rst
,
d
vrsv

d
(γ) [fps] is the GPU computing speed of
where rcpt

d depending on the resolution γ.
0
Similarly, the third component of (7), i.e., tcpt
, is the latency for compositing the rendering
0
results into one frame by the GPU requester and can be represented by tcpt
=

1
0 (γ) .
rcpt

Here

0
(γ) [fps] is the GPU computing speed of GPU requester for compositing depending on the
rcpt

resolution γ. The operation”max” in (5.7) calculates the longest possible delay to obtain the
rendering results of all 3D objects.
As a result, the constraint on round-trip latency can be formulated as

trd−trip < trd−trip ,

(5.8)

in which trd−trip is the maximum tolerable interaction latency.
In practice, users’ requirements on trd−trip would vary depending on the application or scene
types. For example, in a situation where users may have frequent interaction with the virtual
scene, interaction latency may become a decisive factor for user experience. Under this circumstance, a lower trd−trip should be set. As a result, the system could choose GPU providers
with better link quality, or lower the display resolution to reduce latency. Otherwise, a higher
trd−trip should be set, so that the system would prioritize other performance affecting user expe 
rience, such as resource price, or display resolution. So we set trd−trip ∝ 1 /ρ , ρ ∈ (0, 1). Here
ρ is the relative interaction frequency with the virtue scene. ρ should be calibrated based on
the scene features and application types.
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Figure 5.6: An illustration of redundant scheduling. Rendering of the whole frame can be
completed based on the results of any 3 GPU providers, so one straggler is tolerable.

5.3.4

Alignment of Resource Capacity and Task Demands via Redundant
Task Scheduling

Based on the recognized system condition, we implement a redundant scheduling scheme,
with the aim of achieving precise coordination and alignment of resource capacity and task
demands. The scheme assigns each 3D object to multiple GPU providers. So the successful
completion of the whole task requires the results from a portion of participants, instead of all
of them. System robustness is enhanced because it is able to tolerate several straggler devices.
They are the GPU providers that cannot contribute the committed resource due to unexpected
device failure, e.g., battery drain or operating system (OS) failure.
An illustration of redundant task scheduling is shown in Fig. 5.6. The rendering task can be
partitioned by 3D objects. There are 6 objects in Fig. 5.6 in total. The scheme allocates each
3D object to two different GPU providers, so that the GPU requester only needs the results
from three out of the total four GPU providers to complete the rendering of one frame, which
consists of all the six 3D objects.
We define redundant degree Ω as the number of copies of the same 3D object. So the system in Fig. 5.6 implements a redundant task scheduling with a redundant degree of 2. Higher
redundant degree would usually give rise to higher success rate of task completion. For instance, assuming that the failure rate of each device is 5%, the success rate of task completion
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could reach 81.45%, 98.60%, and 99.95%, corresponding to redundant degree 1, 2, and 3, respectively. It can be seen that the difference between redundant degree 1 and 2 is significant,
while the improvement by further increasing it to 3 is actually marginal. On the other side,
redundant degree is proportional to the total computation workload and resource demand. To
reduce the cost on resource usage, the best value of Ω is two in this case.
When the system has a redundant degree Ω, each 3D object would be rendered in Ω different GPU providers at the same time. This can be represented by the equation below:
X

x(b,d) = Ω, b ∈ B,

(5.9)

d∈D

which is also a major constraint of task scheduling problem. For the reasons stated above, we
fix Ω to two in this chapter to investigate the system performance. But the proposed methods
also apply to any other values of Ω.
By a precise alignment of resource capacity and task demands, the proposed orchestration
mechanism is able to achieve optimal collaboration scheme. In the following we would formulate the process of exploring optimal collaboration scheme as an optimization model with the
objective of maximizing the collaboration utility.

5.4

Formulation of Collaboration Utility

In this section, we formulate the task scheduling problem as an optimization model with the
objective of maximizing collaboration utility, which is defined as the difference between userperceived value from rendering service and the cost for rewarding the resource contribution
of collaboration participants. The collaboration utility reflects the trade-off relation between
rendering quality and resource consumption in collaborative rendering. In the following we
first derive the total user-perceived value, and then calculate the total resource price, before
finally combining them together into collaboration utility.
The collaboration is successful only if the rendering results of all 3D objects can be reliably
delivered. We have modelled resource reliabiltiy pd to quantify the availability of individual
device for collaboration. To further investigate the reliabilty of the whole collaboration process,
we define a complete set Ci as a subset of all GPU providers that contains the rendering tasks
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of all 3D objects, so that the collaboration is successful if all devices in Ci remain available
in the collabroation process. For example, for the task schedulling solution in Fig. 5.6, any
three GPU providers could form a complete set, because any three of them could offer the
rendering results of all 3D objects 1-6. Simlarly, all four GPU providers in Fig. 5.6 could also
form a complete set. Therefore, a given task schedulling solution may correspond to multiple
complete sets. Let C = {C1 , C2 , ...} be the set of all complete sets for a given task schedulling
solution X.
Then the probability that only devices in complete set Ci could remain available in the
collaboration process can be represented as

 

 Y   Y




(1 − pd ) .
Pi = 
pd  · 
d∈Ci

(5.10)

d∈D/Ci

We define event-i as the event that only devices in Ci could remain available in the collaboration process. Then different event-i corresponding to different Ci , Ci ∈ C, are mutually
exclusive, i.e., they cannot occur at the same time. Therefore, the probability that a collaboration process could be successful, namely success rate of collaboration, can be represented
as

P (X) =

X

Pi .

(5.11)

Ci ∈C

Here C is determined by task schedulling solution X. In particular, let S be a set comprised
of all distinct combinations of D, i.e., the set of all GPU providers, then each element in S that
meets the requirement of complete set should be added to C, so that finally C ⊆ S.
Once the task scheduling scheme is determined, the GPU providers and GPU requesters
would start a round of collaboration. Considering the mobility of devices, it is impractical to
maintain the same task scheduling scheme for too long time. So it is necessary to set up an
effective duration τ for each round of collaboration, such as 5 min or 10 min for an application
of mobile gaming. When the current round of collaboration is going to expire, a new scheduling
scheme should be determined based on the updated resource condition, so that a new round of
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collaboration could be initiated.
Let ψ denote the number of frames per second required by the application. Then one round
of collaboration could produce ψτ frames. We have modelled v (γ) as the user-perceived value
from one frame with display resolution γ. So throughout the effective duration of one round
of successful collaboration, the user-perceived value could add up to V = ψτv (γ). On the
other hand, if failure occurs in several devices in the process of collaboration, the rendering
service may be terminated abruptly. It is because there is no available complete set Ci . In this
case, the user-perceived value is counted as V = 0. As a result, considering the success rate
of collaboration, the expected user-perceived value in a collaborative rendering process can be
calculated by

E [V] = ψτv (γ) P (X) + 0 · (1 − P (X)) .

(5.12)

In order to obtain the required resource, the GPU requester should reward GPU providers
accordingly. We have modelled progressive pricing to calculate the resource price in section
5.3. Because there would be N f rame = ψτ frames rendered over one round of successful collaboration, the total resource demand for rendering a 3D object bwith a display resolution
of γ can be calculated by N f rame cb a (γ). Since a GPU provider may be responsible for the
rendering of several 3D objects,
the total payment to a GPU provider d can be specified by
!
P
Md
x(b,d) N f rame cb a (γ) . On the other hand, the GPU requester has to pay all GPU providers
b∈B

in order to reserve their resource and complete one round collaboration. Therefore, the total
resource price can be written as

Mtotal =

X
d∈D




X
Md 
x(b,d) N f rame cb a (γ).

(5.13)

b∈B

An optimal collaboration scheme should be able to deliver higher user-perceived value
with lower cost on resource. It can be determined by solving the optimization problem of task
scheduling:
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P5.1

max U (X) = (E [V] − Mtotal )
X

s.t.
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(5.14)

(6) , (8) , (9) ,

where the value of the objective function, i.e., U (X), is defined as collaboration utility. The
formulation of U (X) is independent of redundant degree Ω, and thereby applies to any values
of Ω.
Problem P5.1 is an NP-hard problem, and designing efficient algorithms that guarantee
the optimal solution still remains an open issue [107] [108]. To solve this problem, research
community has proposed several heuristic or gradient-based algorithms. These include the
gradient-projection based algorithm [109] [110] or relaxing the binary value to be continuous
and iteratively rounding the solutions by linear programming problem [111]. However, these
algorithms are mainly designed to work in a centric manner, i.e., the algorithms are conducted
in a single device. So their actual performance is potentially limited when applied to our
scenario, where abundant computing resource are scattered in IoT devices while the computing
capacity of each single device is limited.
On the other hand, genetic algorithm (GA) is one of the evolutionary algorithm that could
offer efficient solution for complex problems [112]. Compared to other heuristic algorithm,
GA could be easily parallelized. It is because each round of search applies to a population,
instead of a single solution. The calculation of the population can be easily distributed among
IoT devices. As a result, the distributed computing resource can be easily utilized to accelerate
the convergence. Nevertheless, conventional GA is usually designed to stop when reaching a
manually set criterion, while lacking an active adaption of convergence progress based on actual solution optimality. For instance, to accelerate the convergence, the algorithm is expected
to set a larger step when far from a local optimum, and a smaller step when approaching a local
optimum. This principle has been materialized by gradient-descent based method [79]. Next
we apply it to a modified GA to solve the problem P5.1.
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5.5

Algorithm to Maximize Collaboration Utility

In this section, an adaptive hybrid genetic algorithm (AHGA) is proposed to solve the task
scheduling problem P5.1, as shown in Algorithm 4. Additionally, for applications that support
adjustable display resolution, we also design an algorithm to determine the optimal display
resolution, as shown in Algorithm 5.

5.5.1

Adaptive Hybrid Genetic Algorithm

The proposed algorithm AHGA is a combination of conventional genetic algorithm and a
heuristic local search operation implemented in Route 6. In particular, Algorithm 4 starts
by creating a random population with NU M members in step 1. The population consists of a
group of task scheduling matrices. The outer loop ranging from step 3 to 18 implements the
iterative process of population evolution.
In particular, step 4 evaluates the fitness values of each member of the population, which
is the collaboration utility formulated in (14). In step 5, a percentage of current population,
i.e., GGAP (%), is chosen via tournament selection for the following genetic operations. In
the selected population P1 , a mating partner is selected for a randomly chosen member Xi , as
shown in step 7 and 8. The selection is done by ordering the members by their fitness value,
and randomly choosing one member X j whose distance from Xi is less than the mating distance
σmating . Here the distance between two members is the absolute value of the difference between
their fitness values. Then the Crossover is performed on the two mating partners Xi and X j by
randomly choosing two parts from their matrices and swapping their corresponding elements,
as show in step 9.
An example of Crossover involving two 4 × 4 matrices is shown below. The position of line
is chosen randomly.
Before Crossover operation:
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After Crossover operation:
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In step 10, Mutation is then performed on each of the two obtained results after Crossover
by randomly choosing two columns and swapping their values in the matrix. An example of
Mutation operation with a 4 × 4 matrices is shown below, where the two columns are chosen
randomly.
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Step 11 implements a heuristic local search, namely Locsearch, to further optimize the
obtained results after Mutation. As shown in Route 6, Locsearch is a heuristic algorithm that
improves the solution by tentatively swapping different columns in the matrix. n = B × D
indicates the system size. Step 7-12 are performed repeatedly until all members in P1 have
completed their operations and been moved to P. Note that the results of each operation can be
accepted only if they satisfy the constraints of problem P5.1. Then step 14 selects the NU M
members with the highest fitness values from population P. The optimal result is obtained
in step 15, before the mating distance is updated accordingly in step 16. To accelerate the
convergence, algorithm 4 can be easily parallelized by separating population P1 after step 5
and allocating the workload in step 7-12 among distributed devices. A header device can
conduct the remaining steps, such as separating the population and collecting the results.
The update of mating distance is implemented in Route 7. It is achieved by calculating the
variation of optimal solution, i.e., ∆t , in step 1 and comparing its current value with a decay-
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Algorithm 4 Adaptive hybrid genetic algorithm
Input: 3D object set B, GPU provider set D.
Output: Best task allocation X ∗ .
1: P ← RandomPopCreation (NU M) .
2: Gen ← 1.
3: while Gen <IT ER do
4:
FitValue ← ObjFun (P) .
5:
P1 = TournamentSel(P, FitValue, GGAP)..
6:
while P1 , ∅ do
7:
Xi ← Random(P1 ).
8:
X j ← SelMateTarget(P
 1 , Xi ,σ
 mating ).
9:
Xi ,X j ← Crossover Xi ,X j .
10:
Xi ← Mutate(Xi ),X j ← Mutate(X j ).
11:
Xi ← Locsearch(X
j ).
n Locsearch(X
o

 i ),X j ←
12:
P1 ← P1 \ Xi , X j , P ← P, Xi , X j .
13:
end while
14:
P = Reselect(P,NU M).
15:
X ∗ ← argmax ObjFun (X) .
X∈P


16:
σmating ← UpdateDistance X ∗ ,σmating .
17:
Gen ← Gen + 1
18: end while
19: return X ∗ .
ing average in step 2-6. The fundamental principle is that convergence efficiency of genetic
algorithm is directly dependent on the range of mating partner selection [113]. For instance,
a smaller range usually accelerates the convergence process. It is because operations are only
performed on similar members, leading to similar new results in the next generation. But a
smaller range may also reduce the optimality of final results, since it reduces the likelihood of
producing better results via the mating of dissimilar members. Therefore, Route 7 is designed
to adaptively update σmating based on the stability of optimal solution in the convergence process, so that it could achieve a trade-off between convergence speed and optimality.
Next we analyze the computational complexity of AHGA. First, we derive the complexity of Route 6. Route 6 insists that each step improves the solution by a factor of at least
(1 +

ε
).
n2

Let θ indicate the number of steps that is needed to reach convergence. So it is clear

that INT (1 +

ε θ
)
n2

≤ OPT , and thus θ ≤

1
log(1+

ε
)
n2

log( OPT
), where INT and OPT are the iniINT

tial and optimal value of the local search operation, respectively. In our system, nε2 ≈ 0, so
 2

log(1 + nε2 ) ≈ nε2 holds. Therefore, θ = O nε log OPT
holds. So the complexity of Route
INT
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Route 6 Heuristic local search operation.
Locsearch(X)
 
1: if there exists d1, d2 ∈ D such that ObjFun exchange(X, d1, d2) > 1 +
then
2:
X ← exchange(X, d1 , d2 ); go to step 1.
3: end if
4: return X.
exchange(X, d1, d2)
1: X 0 = X.
2: do xtemp ← x(b,d1) ,x(b,d1) ← x(b,d2) , x(b,d2) ← xtemp , for all b ∈ B.
3: if ObjFun(X) > ObjFun(X 0 )&&SatisfyConstraint(X), then X 0 ← X.
4: return X 0 .
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ε
n2



ObjFun (X)

 
1 is O n2 , where n = B × D. Second, the algorithm iterates IT ER rounds in the worst
case. In each round, tournament selection is performed on NU M members. Each of the
NU M · GAP selected members then performs two genetic operations and local search. So


a total of IT ER NU M + 2NU M · GAP + NU M · GAP · B2 D2 computations are needed. As


a result, the complexity of AHGA is O IT ER · NU M · GAP · B2 D2 .
Route 7 Self-adaption of mating distance.


∗
UpdateDistance XGen
,σmating
Initialize. X0∗ ← X1∗ , E[∆]0 ← 0




∗
∗
1: ∆t ← ObjFun XGen
− ObjFun XGen−1
.
2: if ∆t > (1 + ρ) ∗ E[∆]t−1 then
3:
σmating ← min(1,σmating + 0.1).
4: else if ∆t < (1 − ρ) ∗ E[∆]t−1 then
5:
σmating ← max(0,σmating − 0.1).
6: end if
7: E[∆]t ← γE[∆]t−1 + (1 − γ)∆t .
8: return σmating .

5.5.2

Decision-making of Optimal Display Resolution

Algorithm 4 determines the optimal solution of task scheduling for a given display resolution.
If the GPU requester supports adjustable display resolution, algorithm 5 could be performed to
determine the optimal resolution. It is achieved by comparing the optimal results with different
settings of resolution and choose the solution with the highest collaboration utility, as shown
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in step 3-6 of algorithm 2.
Algorithm 5 Choosing the optimal display resolution
Input: 3D object set B, GPU provider set D.
∗
Output: Best task scheduling Xmax
, best resolution γ∗ .
∗
∗
1: Randomly initialize. Xmax , γ .

2: for all γ ∈ 144p, 240p, 360p, 480p, 720p, 2K, 1440p, 4K do
3:
Algorithm1 → X ∗ .
∗ 
4:
if ObjFun (X ∗ ) > ObjFun Xmax
. then
∗
∗
∗
5:
Xmax ← X , γ ← γ.
6:
end if
7: end for
∗
8: return Xmax
, γ∗ .

5.6
5.6.1

Performance Evaluation
Simulation Setup

To evaluate the performance of the proposed collaborative rendering mechanism, we consider
a scenario with one device as GPU resource requester and D devices as GPU providers. The
simulation is performed in Matlab 2019b running on a PC with i7-6700 CPU (3.41GHz) and
16GB RAM. Next we divide all parameters into three groups, and discuss their settings in
the simulation. These include system parameters, task and resource related parameters, and
calibration parameters.
First, system parameters τ and ψ are set based on the application scenario. Specially, effective duration for each round of collaboration, i.e., τ, should be set according to the actual
mobility of devices in the system. Here we assume that device group could stay together for at
least 10 minutes on average, so τ is set as 10 minutes. While a shorter τ may lead to frequent
task reassignment and thereby extra cost, a longer τ may also degrade the efficacy because
some devices might leave and terminate the collaboration. The number of frames per second
is set as ψ = 24, which is the minimum speed needed to maintain realistic motion of objects
between frames [114]. So the total number of frames produced in a round of collaboration is
N f rame = ψτ = 14400.
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The parameters relevant to task property and resource performance can be extracted from
file properties or determined by realistic measurement. Some measurements are normalized
for simplicity of simulation. In particular, resource demand for rendering a 3D object with a
basic resolution, i.e., cb , can be measured by GPU monitor tools, e.g., GPU-Z [115]. Here
we use a normalized value sampled from (0, 1), where a unit of resource corresponds to 5%
b
workload of GPU on our test machine. The data size of the model of a 3D object, i.e., S model
,

can be extracted from the file properties of 3D objects. Here we uniformly sample it from
[1Mbit, 5Mbit]. Similarly, the data size of the rendering result of a 3D object with the bab
sic resolution, i.e., S rst
, is uniformly sampled from [10Kbits,100Kbits]. GPU computing rate
d
(γ) [fps] is randomly chosen from the set {30, 31, ..., 100}. Moreover, the two probabilities
rcpt

that measure resource dynamics regarding location and resource usage, i.e., pld and pud , are
uniformly sampled in the range (0, 1). The GPU energy consumption for compositing a frame
of image, i.e., Ecpt (γ), can also be obtained via realistic measurements using GPU-Z. Based
on the test result, we set it as a linearly increasing function of γ in the range [10 mJ, 50 mJ].
Finally, the power for displaying one frame on the screen is set as Pdsp = 0.5 W, which can be
obtained from the datasheet of display screen. By following the realistic measurement for D2D
transmission [66], the data transmission rates between the GPU requester and a GPU provider,
i
h
i.e., vdsend and vdrsv , are both uniformly sampled in the range 1 × 107 , 1 × 108 . The power of
GPU requester for sending and receiving data are P send = 1 W and Prsv = 10mW, respectively.

Last but not least, calibration parameters md (Rd ) and v (γ) are determined based on user
expected performance. Specially, for each GPU provider, we uniformly sample a group of
value from the range (0, 1) and then arrange them in a rising order as its ladder-type unit
price of resource, i.e., md (Rd ). For the GPU requester, the user-perceived value from different
resolution, i.e.,v (γ), is determined by sampling a group of value from the range (0, 1) and then
arranging them in a rising order with γ.
In simulations, we mainly use the collaboration utility U (X) in (5.14) as a major metric to
evaluate the efficacy of the proposed collaborative rendering mechanism. First, we compare
the proposed algorithm AHGA with benchmark methods in term of the solution optimality and
convergence efficiency. Next we evaluate the effects of several factors that are considered in
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system modelling. These include system size (the number of 3D objects and GPU providers),
display resolution, resource price and interaction frequency. Specially, the effect of resolution
also reveals the efficacy of the proposed resolution determination scheme. Unless otherwise
specified, the results below are averaged over 500 randomly generated settings.

5.6.2

Optimality of Adaptive Hybrid Genetic Algorithm

First, we evaluate the efficacy of the proposed algorithm AHGA, i.e., algorithm 4, in the aspect
of convergence efficiency and solution performance. To achieve this goal, the performance of
AHGA are compared with two benchmark methods, i.e., hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA) and
genetic algorithm (GA). HGA is implemented by removing the operation of UpdateDistance
from algorithm 1, so that the mating distance is set to a fixed value over the iteration process.
Besides, GA is the conventional genetic algorithm, and is implemented by removing both the
UpdateDistance and Locsearch operations from algorithm 4. The display resolution is fixed to
γ = 480p.
Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 report the evolution of mating distance and optimal solution in the
convergence process with two randomly generated system settings. The mating distance of
HGA and GA are fixed to 0.5 and 0.2 in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8, respectively. The initial mating
distance of AHGA is set to 0.5 in both cases.
We observe from Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 that the differences between 3 methods are not
significant in the beginning. After generation 5, AHGA gradually exceeds the other two in
collaboration utility and achieves a significant lead in the range 6-10. This is because the
mating distance of AHGA is adaptively adjusted to a much lower value, so that Crossover is
performed on two similar solutions. As a result, the algorithm quickly converges to a local
optimum.
On the other hand, the mating distance may be adjusted to a higher value. It could increase the population diversity and further improve the solution. This concept is demonstrated
in Fig. 5.8, where the intermittent fluctuations of mating distance leads to a further improvement of solution after generation 10. Finally, AHGA in both cases could improve the optimal
value significantly compared to conventional GA, i.e., (60 − 54.5)/(54.5 − 33) ≈ 25.6% and
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Figure 5.7: (a) Update of mating distance and (b) evolution of optimal solution with AHGA,
HGA and GA, where the mating distance of HGA and GA are fixed to 0.5.
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Figure 5.8: (a) Update of mating distance and (b) evolution of optimal solution with AHGA,
HGA and GA, where the mating distance of HGA and GA are fixed to 0.2.
(13.5 − 7.5)/(7.5 − (−17.5)) = 24% in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8, respectively.
Apart from genetic algorithm, we also compare the performance of AHGA with another
popular method, i.e., Greedy algorithm. Fig. 5.9 shows the convergence process in two randomly generated system settings. Besides, Greedy1-Greedy3 correspond to 3 different initial
values. To implement Greedy algorithm, we select two GPU providers for each 3D object
that could bring maximal collaboration utility without violating the constraints. This process
is iteratively performed for all 3D objects sorted in a random order, until a convergence is
reached.
The results in Fig. 5.9 demonstrate the advantage of AHGA over Greedy algorithm. In both
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Figure 5.9: Evolution of optimal solution with AHGA and Greedy algorithm, in two different
randomly generated system settings. Greedy1-Greed3 are corresponding to three different initial values.
settings, Greedy1 and Greedy2 reach approximately half of the optimal solution of AHGA after
20 generations. Greedy3 obtains a better solution, especially at the setting shown in the right
figure in Fig. 5.9. But it takes 20 generations to reach the similar value obtained by AHGA
with 5 generations. So AHGA reveals considerable superiority in convergence efficiency.

5.6.3

Effect of System Size on Collaboration Utility

System size refers to the numbers of GPU providers and 3D objects, denoted by D and B,
respectively. System size produces significant effect on the system performance. For instance,
a resource-abundant system with larger D and smaller B usually brings better solution. This
is reflected in the constraints of energy consumption and latency, formulated in (6) and (8) ,
respectively. Next we evaluate the effect of system size to demonstrate the accuracy of the
system modelling. The results are shown in Fig. 5.10.
Specially, Fig. 5.10 (a) shows the results in which D varies from three to eleven while B is
fixed to six. Fig. 5.10 (b) shows the results where B is changed from two to ten with D fixed to
6. Apart from Greedy algorithm, we also implement another benchmark method, i.e., Random.
It chooses the best solution from a group of a randomly generated population. It can be seen
from Fig. 5.10 (a) that collaboration utility increases with D. This is because a larger D could
expand the solution space and improve the solution. Since we set the redundancy degree as
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Figure 5.10: Effect of (a) number of GPU providers and (b) number of 3D objects on optimal
solution.
two, B = 6 objects need 12 devices at most. So we observe that collaboration utility shows
slower growth when D approaches 12.
Moreover, we observe from Fig. 5.10 (b) that the growing B leads to reduced collaboration
utility. When B becomes larger while the computational resource is fixed (D is fixed to 6),
the workload on each device would grow linearly. This would cause a more significant growth
of resource price due to the progressive resource pricing scheme. On the other side, the userperceived value does not change dramatically since the resolution is fixed. This is the reason
why collaboration utility declines considerably with the increase of B in Fig. 5.10 (b).
Finally, the superiority of AGHA in solution optimality increases with system size. Specially, in Fig. 5.10(a), AGHA improves the optimality at D = 11 by (69 − 60)/(60 − 34) ≈
34.6% and (69 − 42)/(42 − 32) = 270% compared to Greedy and Random, respectively. Similarly, in Fig. 5.10(b), the improvement at B = 10 could reach up to (33 − 15)/(77 − 15) ≈
29.0% and (33 − 8)/(76 − 8) ≈ 36.8% compared to Greedy and Random, respectively.

5.6.4

Determination of Optimal Display Resolution

Some applications support adjustable display resolution. So the system needs to select the optimal resolution automatically. To achieve this goal, we have designed algorithm 5 which selects
the resolution with the maximal collaboration utility. Next we demonstrate the performance
of algorithm 5. The results are shown in Fig. 5.11. It reveals the relation between display
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Figure 5.11: Effect of display resolution on optimal solution.
resolution and collaboration utility for a randomly generated system setting.
We observed that the optimal solution increases with resolution before 720p. It is because
low resolution leads to low resource price, and thereby collaboration utility mainly depends on
user-perceived value, which increases with resolution. On the other hand, the optimal solution
would gradually diminish after 720p. It is because the increase of cost on resource usage
exceeds the growth of user-perceived value. As a result, the optimal resolution for the given
system is 720p. As a comparison, the two benchmark methods, i.e., Greedy and Random, lead
to a different optimal resolution, i.e., 480p. At the optimal resolution, AHGA could improve the
collaboration utility by (72 − 50)/(50 − (−52)) ≈ 21.6% and (72 − 48)/(48 − (−78)) ≈ 19.1%
compared to Greedy and Random, respectively.

5.6.5

Effect of Resource Unit Price on Collaboration Utility

In the proposed collaborative rendering, expense on resource is the major cost for a GPU requester. To achieve a fair resource trading, resource price should be negotiated by buyers and
sellers. While this chapter does not address the issue of negotiation, we can investigate the
relation between collaboration utility and resource price. The results could provide a guidance
for the pricing or negotiation strategy of the two sides. To implement the evaluation, we multiply md (Rd ) , i.e., unit price of GPU resource ,with a multiplier changing from 40% to 280%
for each and every GPU privider. Then we conduct algorithm 1 and obtain the results shown
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Figure 5.12: Effect of unit price on optimal solution.
in Fig. 5.12.
We observe that collaboration utility decreases with resource price. Specially, optimal solution is relatively flat between 40% and 190% and decreases much fasters after 190%. This
is because the optimization algorithm could counteract the effect of price growth in a certain
range (less than 190% in this setting). It is achieved by exploting cheaper resource or decreasing the resolution. Moreover, compared to Greedy and Random, the improvement of AHGA
could reach (64 − 47)/(71 − 47) ≈ 70.8% and (64 − 29)/(65 − 29) ≈ 97.2%, respectively
(When unit price multiplier is 280%).

5.6.6

Resolution Self-adaption with Relative Interaction Frequency

Apart from resolution, applications may have different requirements on round-trip latency. It
has been considered in the system model by the relative interaction frequency ρ, as detailed in
Section 3.3.2. To optimize the collaboration utility, the system is designed to adjust the display
resolution based on ρ. For instance, the system may decrease the resolution in exchange for a
lower latency. So in this section, we evaluate the actual effect of ρ to demonstrate the efficacy
of this mechanism. The results are shown in Fig. 5.13, which reveals the effect of ρ on optimal
resolution and collaboration utility. We choose three different energy consumption constraints,
i.e., Etotal , to compare the results.
It can be seen that the rise of ρ could lead to a significant decline of optimal resolution as

Resolution level
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Figure 5.13: Effect of relative interaction frequency on optimal display resolution and optimal
solution. Resolution level 1-8 refer to display resolution 144p, 240p, 360p, 480p, 720p, 2K,
1440p, and 4K, respectively
well as collaboration utility when Etotal is large. For instance, when we change ρ from 0.2 to 0.9
with Etotal = 1200J, the optimal resolution changes from 4K to 240p, and collaboration utility
reduces by (120 − 70)/120 ≈ 41.7%. This is because larger ρ means higher demand on the
 
responsiveness. It corresponds to a lower constraint on round-trip latency, i.e., trd−trip ∝ 1 /ρ .
The system would then lower the resolution to reduce the latency on image transmission and
processing. But the degraded visual quality would reduce user-perceived value and thereby the
collaboratioin utility.
On ther other hand, the effect of ρ is less significant when Etotal is relatively lower. For
instance, when ρ is varied from 0.2 to 0.9 with Etotal = 800J, the optimal resolution is reduced
from 360p to 240p, while collaboration utility diminishes by (78 − 70)/78 ≈ 10.3%. This
happens because the strigent constraint on energy consumption limits the solution space and
hence lowers the possibility for an improved solution.

5.7

Chapter Summary

This chapter proposes a situation-aware orchestration of resource allocation and task scheduling to achieve collaborative rendering in distributed IoT system. The system implements an
optimal alignment of resource capacity and task demands by recognizing the dynamic system
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condition and understanding the mutual impact between heterogeneous resource and diverse
tasks. A redundant task scheduling problem is formulated and solved by a novel genetic algorithm. Simulation results demonstrate the efficacy of the system in improving collaboration
utility. It also reveals the superiority of the proposed algorithm in convergence efficiency and
solution optimality.
For future investigations, the current design for single-user collaborative rendering can be
extended to multi-user system, where a fair and low-latency resource trading scheme is needed
to tackle the competition of multiple users for limited resource. Moreover, a task handover
scheme can be implemented, so that devices could transfer task to other collaboration peers
when leaving the system and terminating service provisioning. This could further improve
system reliability in high mobility scenarios.

Chapter 6
Multi-camera Collaboration for Live 3D
Visualization via Correlated Information
Maximization
A critical component for various interactive visual applications is to reconstruct three dimensional (3D) geometry of dynamic scene from RGB images in real-time, i.e., live 3D visualization. When multiple cameras are involved, the visualization outcome mainly depends on the
quality of input images, which carry correlated and complementary visual information from
different camera perspectives. One main challenge to improve visualization performance is
how to efficiently coordinate multiple cameras under complex and ever-changing environment
condition. To overcome this challenge, we propose a situation-aware multi-camera collaboration scheme based on the maximization of correlated information among different input. First,
the information gain of a single camera is modelled by quantifying the effect of view direction,
resolution and signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) on image quality. A spherical Gaussian is then designed to model the mutual information among neighboring viewpoints and further calculate
the total correlated information of the camera group via considering their information redundancy and complementarity. An adaptive coarse-to-fine algorithm is proposed to maximize
the correlated information, which achieves real-time decision-making of optimal multi-camera
collaboration strategy, including cameras’ location, direction and focal length configurations.
Simulation and realistic experiments demonstrate the accuracy of the correlated information
130
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model and the efficacy of the scheme in improving reconstruction quality.

6.1

Introduction

Multi-view three dimensional (3D) reconstruction for large-scale and dynamic scene is the critical enabling technology for a wide range of applications, ranging from autonomous navigation
and robotic mapping to infrastructure inspection and entertainment [116]. With the input of a
set of multi-view RGB images, 3D reconstruction could restore the 3D structure and appearance of the region of interest (RoI) based on stereo vision theory [117]. The ability of obtaining
reconstruction in real-time further opens up more interactive applications, such as augmented
reality (AR) where real-world geometry is fused with virtual 3D graphics and rendered live
to provide an immersive operation view and facilitate an in-depth assessment of the physical
environment [118] [119].
To restore 3D information of a given region, a reconstruction system has to establish correspondence among different images [120]. This process relies on finding feature matches
between different input images, so that the 3D position of the matched elements can be triangulated in 3D space [121]. To meet the requirements on reconstruction quality, including
coverage, ground resolution, and 3D accuracy, input images should be taken at carefully selected viewpoints, so that they could carry enough correlated information, which is the visual
information of the common region captured from different camera perspectives [122] [123].
Many techniques for acquiring correlated visual information in dynamic large-scale geometry have rapidly advanced [124]. The dramatically growing adoption of small and affordable
UAVs is a major driving force of such applications [125]. The mobile platforms equipped with
high-resolution cameras can be flexibly deployed and adjusted to capture the real-time appearance. Fig.1 illustrates a collaborative image acquisition system based on multiple cameras
mounted on UAVs for live 3D visualization, which is used for infrastructure inspection such as
oil pipeline. The images are captured by a group of UAVs and transmitted to the edge server,
where they are processed (3D reconstruction and rendering) before the final rendered result
is streamed to user device. This system enables an active 3D visualization paradigm, which,
based on the actual environment condition, actively determines the optimal multi-camera col-
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Figure 6.1: An illustration of collaborative image acquisition for infrastructure inspection implemented by four steps a-d.

laboration strategy regarding each one’s position, direction and focal length, so as to improve
the final visual quality under complex and ever-changing environment condition [126] [127].
The choice of multi-camera collaboration strategy has a significant impact on the coverage,
resolution, accuracy of 3D visualization system. On one hand, it directly determines the correlated information by affecting the overlap of field of view (FoV) among cameras [124] [128].
Limited overlap of FoV may lead to insufficient and inaccurate information correlation, which
would eventually compromise the quality and quantity of 3D information. On the other hand,
multi-camera system offers concurrent sensing capability and possesses spatial complementarity to reduce information loss [129]. The complementary perspective among cameras is
crucial to achieve complete high-resolution coverage of dynamic scenario which features abundant, complex and even time-changing occlusion effect due to the existence of dynamic objects
[130] [131].
To improve the reconstruction quality, various methods have been investigated to efficiently
coordinate the multi-camera system, most of which are designed to directly optimize the above
two performance metrics, i.e., sufficient FoV overlap and feature matching [121] [125] [132],
or complete scene coverage [124] [133] [134]. While these works may achieve satisfactory per-
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formance in specific scenarios by considering scenario-specific features, e.g., objects’ size and
structure, their actual performance is significantly degraded when applied to more generalized
applications and 3D environment. For one thing, it is due to the lack of a systematic evaluation
and optimization of the impact of multi-camera collaboration strategy on the information gain
and the reconstruction quality. Specially, the role of each single camera, the mutual impact
among neighboring viewpoints, and the connections among multi-camera settings, the information correlation and the final reconstruction quality are not systematically evaluated and
accurately modelled. This gap makes it hard to quantitatively analyze the system performance
and optimize camera settings to improve reconstruction quality.
Another limitation of existing works is a lack of adaptive scheme under dynamic environment condition. Most studies determine an optimal viewpoints configuration and use it
throughout the whole image acquisition process. While this method may apply to static environment, the actual efficacy would be dramatically compromised in a dynamic environment.
This is because spatial features of the environment, such as positions and shapes of objects, are
ever-shifting. As a result, the complementarity and correlation among camera views are never
static, leading to considerable performance degradation of a fixed collaboration strategy made
for static environment condition.
In this chapter, we address the above issues by a situation-aware multi-camera collaboration
scheme based on the maximization of correlated information among different input images.
The proposed scheme evaluates the information correlation among multiple viewpoints via a
novel directional attenuation model and adaptively optimizes the camera settings to maximize
information gain based on a proposed coarse-to-fine algorithm.
The main contribution is summarized below:
• A new multi-camera collaboration strategy is proposed for live 3D visualization, which
could dynamically adjust multi-camera settings, including position, direction and focal
length, based on the ever-changing environment condition. The objective is to maximize
the correlated information and optimize the reconstruction quality enhancement regarding coverage, resolution and accuracy in a dynamic 3D scenario.
• A four-step modelling process is designed to formulate the correlated information among
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collaborative camera group: Step-1: calculating the coverage of each camera; Step-2:
modelling the information gain of a single camera; Step-3: modelling the information
gain of camera group; Step-4: formulating the total correlated information of the region
of interest (RoI).
• The impact of dynamic photographic factors on image quality are quantified to model
the information gain of a single camera in step-2. The factors include a) view direction
of camera, b) image resolution determined by focal length and distance between camera
and object, and c) single-noise-ratio (SNR) of image determined by light intensity.
• A directional attenuation model based on spherical Gaussian is proposed to calculate mutual information considering the information complementarity and redundancy among
neighboring viewpoints, and is further used to calculate the information gain by camera
group in step 3.
• The total correlated information is formulated as the sum of information gain over the
whole RoI in step-4 and is maximized via an adaptive coarse-to-fine algorithm. It first
determines a candidate region of optimal solution by a coarse-grained search. Within
the obtained solution region, it then calculates the optimal solution by a fine-grained
search. The algorithm achieves real-time decision-making to adapt to the ever-changing
situation.
• Extensive simulation and realistic experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance. Simulation results reveal the model accuracy and algorithm optimality. The
realistic experiment further demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed multi-camera collaboration scheme in improving the actual reconstruction quality.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 provides related work, and
Section 6.3 defines the problem to be solved in this chapter. System modelling and problem
formulation is detailed in Section 6.4, followed by a coarse-to-fine algorithm to solve the problem in Section 6.5. Section 6.6 and Section 6.7 are performance evaluation by simulation and
realistic experiment, respectively, followed by conclusion in Section 6.8.
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Related Work

Accurate modelling of correlated information from multiple viewpoints is a key factor to guarantee the efficacy of a collaborative multi-camera system in improving the reconstruction quality. In this section, we discuss three popular methods of modelling the correlated information
and their recent developments.
The first one is the statistical observation model, which represents the relation between 3D
information and 2D image observations by a probability distribution. Then the reconstruction
process can be modelled as the evaluation problem of the state value, i.e., 3D coordinate of
points, through their 2D information in multiple images [135] [136]. For instance, the work
in [137] [138] [132] models the multi-camera observation process as a hybrid Gaussian distribution considering measurement noise on pixels in images. Then the best camera settings
for optimal reconstruction quality are identified by maximizing the determinant of Fisher information matrix [137] [138] or minimizing the covariance matrix [132]. It is also applied to
other perception-related objectives, such as active human detection and tracking [139] [140] or
pose estimation [141], which use Gaussian distribution to model the positions of an object in
different cameras frames with the aim of computing optimal real-time robot trajectories.
The second direction is modeling information gain based on multi-camera geometry while
considering practical photographic factors. For instance, the work in [142] models information gain from single view point considering various geometrical and photographical factors,
such as viewing direction, focal length, and distance between camera and object. The total
information gain from all viewpoints are maximized to generate the optimal set of viewpoints
and trajectories for high-quality 3D reconstruction. Works in [124] [143] [144] evaluate the
reconstruction quality regarding coverage, ground resolution, and 3D accuracy based on multicamera geometry such as the triangulation angle between viewpoints [124] [143] and overlap
of camera FoVs [144]. The camera geometry based modelling methods also have been explored in other visualization applications, such as collaborative outdoor events shooting [145]
or indoor environment scanning and mapping [134].
The last method is image feature-based model, which classifies or quantifies the collected
visual information based on pixelwise features extracted from input images [146] [147]. For in-
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stance, the semiglobal matching is proposed to calculate the cost of matching features between
images based on a pixelwise mutual information model derived from joint entropy [148] [149].
The solution could compensate the radiometric differences of input images and achieve accurate stereo matching for 3D reconstruction. In the case of dynamic 3D reconstruction, the
extracted features are used in the modelling of quality related metrics, such as reconstruction
loss and frequency loss in [150] or image evidence cost, length consistency cost, and symmetry cost in [128]. The aim is to identify the optimal composition scheme of static and dynamic
parts in an event [150] or to optimally select and fuse detected parts from different source to
improve the detection and reconstruction of moving objectives [128].
In view of the prior work, one key overlooked aspect is an accurate estimate of correlated
information captured by multiple viewpoints. In most existing studies, the total information
is formulated as the sum of information gain from single camera [142] or camera pair [143],
while lacking an explicit model to represent the information complementarity and redundancy
among a multi-camera group. Besides, their modeled information is a simple qualitative estimate of the reconstruction quality, whose consistence with actual performance in feature detection/matching is unproven and unreliable. Although the image feature-based modelling approach could potentially derive more precise and concrete correlation between images, it would
lead to excessive computation latency due to the pixelwise operation [150] [128]. So it does
not apply to live 3D reconstruction which imposes stringent requirement for real-time performance of decision-making. To address these issue, this chapter propose directional attenuation
model to formulate the correlated information. By following a specially designed calibration
procedure, the information model is quantitatively consistent with actual reconstruction performance, and hence could support robust decision-making of multi-camera collaboration strategy
for live 3D reconstruction.

6.3

Problem Statement

The problem to be solved in this chapter is to calculate the optimal camera settings for a group
of UAVs based on users’ interaction requests and environment features. The objective is to
obtain maximum correlated information and optimal reconstruction quality for dynamic envi-
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ronment condition, such as a busy traffic intersection or a section of oil pipeline with leakage
points.
In particular, the system input is a user designated RoI R in the environment plane. It is
the region of which the user requests 3D visualization. The environment contains dynamic
objects whose shapes and positions may be ever changing, so objects information cannot be
used in the decision-making. The system output is camera settings for the UAV group, denoted
as U = {u1 , u2 , ..., un }. Here each UAV is represented by a tuple of 3 elements, i.e., ui :=
(li , di , fi ), where li := (xi , yi , zi ) and di := (mi , ni ). li is the location of the UAV in 3D space
with coordinates (xi , yi , zi ). The orientation of the camera is the direction of its optical axis.
For simplicity, we represent the orientation by a 2D point on the environment plane, i.e., point
di with coordinates (mi , ni ), which is the intersection point of optical axis and environment
−→
plane. Then the orientation of the camera is the vector from li to di , i.e., li di . fi is the focal
length of the camera.
In next section, we would model correlated information based on multi-camera settings and
further formulate the optimization problem to maximize the information gain and improve the
reconstruction quality.

6.4

System Modeling and Problem Formulation

In this section, we formulate the correlated information among multiple viewpoints by four
separate steps. Step-1 discretizes the region of interest (RoI) and calculates the coverage of
a single camera. Step-2 models the information gain of a single camera considering multiple
photographic factors. Then Step-3 evaluates the correlated information among multi-cameras
based on a directional attenuation model. Finally, Step-4 formulates the optimization problem
to maximize total information gain over the RoI.

6.4.1

Step-1: Calculating the Coverage of a Single Camera

To model the information gain of RoI by camera group, we uniformly sample multiple points


from the RoI. A sampled point q is represented by q = xq , yq , zq , where xq , yq and zq are the
3D coordinates of q. To model the information gain about q by a camera i, we first need to
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determine whether q is covered by the camera FoV, denoted as Fi , given the camera settings on
location, direction, and focal length.
Next we propose methods to determine the coverage of each camera in two different cases.
The first case is when the cameras are to be initially deployed and hence the 3D structure
is unknown. In this case, we can only sample points on the 2D plane of the selected RoI and
calculate their coverage condition by each camera. Another case is when the cameras have been
deployed and 3D structures have been obtained. Then we can sample points on the surface of
actual 3D structure and calculate the coverage condition.

6.4.1.1

Initial Coverage Determination When the 3D Structure is Unknown

When the cameras are to be initially deployed, 3D structure of the RoI is unknown, so we can
only sample points on the 2D plane of RoI. The coverage of a point q on 2D plane by a camera
i can be determined considering two different cases:
a) When the camera direction is perpendicular to the environment plane, it provides a rectangular field of view (FOV). This is illustrated by the left UAV ui in Fig. 6.2. The camera’s FOV
forms a pyramid with half-angles θiT = [θi1 , θi2 ]. Field angle θiT changes with focal length fi ,
and can be calculated by
θiT = arctan(sensor size/2 f ),

(6.1)

For θi1 and θi2 , sensor size is assigned the width and height of the rectangular image sensor
of camera, respectively.
A square q is covered by the FOV Fi , if it satisfies the following inequation:
kq − di k xy
zi

≤ tan θiT ,

(6.2)

where di is the vertical-projected position of the camera on environment plane, and zi is the
altitude of the UAV i, respectively. kq − di k xy indicates the components of vector (q − di ) in
two dimensions x and y.
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b) When the view direction is not perpendicular to environment plane, the FOV could be
−−→
determined with the assistance of a perpendicular projection plane of vector d j l j , as illustrated
by dotted grey line under the right UAV u j in Fig. 6.2. Here l j is the 3D coordinates of UAV u j .
−→
bj , and the vector −
This perpendicular projection plane, denoted as F
d j l j form a local coordinate
system, with its own basis vectors b
x, b
y and b
z, as shown in Fig. 6.2. Let b
q denote the projected
bi . It can be seen that q is covered by Fi only if q̂ is within F
bi .
position of q on the plane of F
Then we can construct the similar criteria as (6.2), i.e., if q is covered by Fi , then the following
inequation holds true:
b
q − dbi

xby

−−→
dbi l j

≤ tan θiT ,

(6.3)

bi . b
Here dbi is the projected position of di on the plane of F
q − dbi indicates the components
xby




b
b
of vector b
q − di in two dimensions x̂ and ŷ. To calculate b
q − di , we first calculate b
q − dbi
xby

and then decomposes the vector to two basis vectors x̂ and ŷ.
In the local coordinate system, x̂ and ŷ correspond to [1, 0, 0]T and [0, 1, 0]T , respectively.
But the calculation of (6.3) is performed in global system. So next we derive the expression
of x̂ and ŷ in global coordinate system. In particular, it is easy to calculate the rotation matrix
−−→
from vector ~z to d j l j , where l j is 3D coordinates of UAV u j for a given camera setting. Let R j
denote this rotation matrix. So R j is actually the transformation matrix of normal between two
coordinate system. Then the transformation matrix of vector from global coordinate to UAV
 −1
j’s local coordinate is inverse transpose of R j , denotes as R j T
. The transformation matrix
of vector from local to global coordinate is the inverse, i.e., R j T . As a result, x̂ and ŷ in (3) can
be calculated by R j T [1, 0, 0]T and R j T [0, 1, 0]T .

6.4.1.2

Coverage Determination after the 3D Structure is Obtained

After the initial deployment of the multi-camera system in a newly selected RoI, a 3D structure
of the scene, i.e., mesh and normal information, would be obtained. For dynamic 3D scene, the
3D structure would be continuously updated by iterative camera adjustment, image acquisition
and reconstruction operations. Fig. 6.3 illustrates the calculated 3D structure of a RoI that
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of camera coverage on 2D plane when view direction is perpendicular
(ui ) or not perpendicular (u j ) to the environment plane.
contains a section oil pipeline. In this case, a sampled point q may locate at the surface of
the actual 3D objects. We determine its coverage in three steps. The first step calculates the
angle between its normal and the camera view direction towards q. The angle has to be less
than

π
2

to avoid occlusion. So q1 in Fig. 6.3 fails to meet the criteria and hence is invisible by

the given camera. If the point meets the first requirement, then we conduct the second step
which evaluates the potential occlusion caused by the surrounding 3D structure based on the
geometry of the RoI. For instance, q2 in Fig. 6.3 is shielded by pipeline and is not visible by
the camera. If a point satisfies both two criterion in the above, the third step then projects the
point to the 2D plane along the camera direction, as illustrated by q3 and q3 0 in Fig. 6.3. Then
its coverage condition is the same to the coverage condition of its projection point on 2D plane,
which can be determined by the methods given in the last section based on (6.2) and (6.3).

6.4.2

Step-2: Modelling the Information Gain of a Single Camera

Next we model the information gain of a single camera from a given point. A model for the
similar purpose is designed in [142], which calculates the information about a given voxel contributed by a viewpoint. The model considers the effects of incidence direction and resolution.
Next we would follow this model but also take into account another crucial photographic factor
that may affect the information gain and image quality significantly, i.e., image SNR.
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of three different cases, corresponding to points q1 , q2 and q3 , respectively, when determining the coverage of a camera on 3D structure (oil pipeline is used as an
example here).
Specially, the information gain of a single viewpoint is modelled by:
υ (ui , q) = υD (ui , q) υR (ui , q) υS NR (ui , q) ,

(6.4)

where all factors are given by







υD (ui , q) = exp −βFD · max γ − βTD , 0











υR (ui , q) = exp −βRF · max 1/px (ui , q) − βTR , 0






 p




υS (ui , q) = exp −βSF · max 1/ µ (ui , q) − βTS , 0

(6.5)

Here υD (ui , q), υR (ui , q), and υS (ui , q) are incidence direction, resolution, and single-noiseratio dependent factors, respectively.
−
→ −
−
→
−−→
In υD (ui , q), γ = arccos( −ql→i · n(q)) is the angle between the incident viewing ray qli and the
qli

−−−→ −−−→
surface normal n(q). n(q) can be initialized as −~z, and then updated based on the reconstructed
results.
In υR (ui , q), px (ui , q) =

fi
−
→
qli

−
→
. Here fi is measured by the number of pixels and qli is

measured by the number of sampled points on a line segament of the RoI with the length
−
→
of qli . So px (ui , q) indicates the number of pixels that q stretches when projected onto the
camera’s image plane.
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In υS (ui , q), µ is the intensity of light that is reflected from q and sensed by camera .

√

µ

is proportional to SNR and is used to estimate the image quality. According to the Phong
illumination model, µ is calculated by

−
→

qli −−−→ 
·
n(q),
0
 · Fatt +
−
→

qli
αsp (q)



 
−−−→
−−−→ 
· ~s − 2 n(q) · ~s n(q) , 0
· Fatt





µ (ui , q) = αa (q) I · Fatt + αd (q) I · max 







α s (q) I · max 



−
→
qli
−
→
qli

(6.6)



where, αa (q) , αd (q) , α s (q) , α sp (q) are four parameters of the material property, i.e., specular reflection constant, diffuse reflection constant, ambient reflection constant, and shininess
constant, respectively. Iand ~sis the intensity and direction
! of environment light, e.g., sun ray
−
→
−
→2
in most outdoor cases. Fatt = 1/ Kc + Kl qli + Kq qli
is the attenuation factor depending
on distance, where calibrated parameters Kc ,Kl , Kq are constant, linear and quadratic terms,
respectively.
All three equations in (6.3) have the same functional form. Specially, they remain a constant
value of 1 until reaching a certain threshold βTD , βTR and βTS , followed by an exponential decrease
with falloff factors βFD , βRF , and βSF .

6.4.3

Step-3: Calculating the Correlated Information of Camera Group
Considering Mutual Information among Neighboring Viewpoints

Next we evaluate the information gain of the camera group from a given a point q. The information model should take into account the information complementarity and correlation across
viewpoints. For instance, when cameras are deployed too close to each other, they would obtain considerable redundant information on a certain perspective to q, while missing effective
information gain on the other perspectives to q. As a result, the reconstruction could only
recover the 3D information of q at several limited aspects.
To evaluate this mutual impact of neighboring viewpoints about their information gain, we
define mutual information as the information that a camera could provide about its neighboring
direction. We use a directional attenuation function based on spherical Gaussian to model
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the mutual information. Specially, spherical Gaussian is a Gaussian function defined on a
hemisphere surface around point q, as shown by the hemisphere and the spherical Gaussian
function of camera u1 in Fig. 6.4. We use the normalized spherical Gaussian function, written
as


~;λ =
G ~v; ω

λ
 eλ(ω~ ·~v−1) .
2π 1 − e−2λ

(6.7)

~ and ~v are two direction vectors. ω
~ is the direction from q to a given camera, such
Here ω
−→ in Fig. 6.4. ~v denotes a direction starting from q, as illustrated in Fig. 6.4. Parameter λ
as −
qu
1

controls the sharpness of spherical Gaussian. Specially, an infinite λ would lead to a very sharp
spherical Gaussian relative to the direction of the camera, which is equivalent to the case when
mutual information is not considered.

λ
~ ·~v−1)
λ(ω
~ ; λ = 2π(1−e
is a normalized function, its integral over all directions
Since G ~v; ω
−2λ e
)
is one. So we calculate the mutual information provided by camera ui on q at a given direction ~v
 → 
by υ (u , q) G ~v; −
u q; λ . Then the total information offered by a camera is still υ (u , q), written
i

i

i

as
Z

 −→ 
υ (ui , q) G ~v; −
ui q; λ d~v = υ (ui , q) .

(6.8)

Ω

The proposed mutual information model quantifies a camera’s knowledge about a given
−→. This
direction. For instance, u in Fig. 6.4 provides direct information in the direction of −
qu
1

1

information could partially represent the information that another adjacent viewpoint on direc−→ grows, the knowledge of u about
tion ~v could provide. When the difference between ~v and −
qu
1

1

q at direction ~v decreases by following the spherial Gaussian function.
An advantage of this model is that it makes it possible to evaluate the information complementarity and redundancy among different cameras. In particular, when cameras are relatively
far from each other in terms of their directions to q, e.g., u1 and u4 in Fig. 6.4, the overlapping
region among their spherical Gaussian is negligible. So they can contribute complementary
information about q, i.e., υ (u1 , q) + υ (u4 , q). On the other hand, when cameras are close to
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Figure 6.4: Illustration of spherical Gaussian functions on a hemisphere around point q.

each other regarding their directions to q, e.g., u2 and u3 in Fig. 6.4, they contribute much redundant information at the directions corresponding to the overlapping region of their spherical
Gaussian. The information for these directions is determined by the largest value of spherical
Gaussians, as illustrated by the black dotted curve between the spherical Gaussian of u2 and

 → 
R
u3 . Then the total information provided by u2 and u3 is max υ (ui , q) G ~v; −
ui q; λ d~v. If u2
Ω2π

i=2,3

−→, it would not contribute any information, because
moves to the same direction of u3 , i.e., −
qu
3
its spherical Gaussian is lower than that of u3 at any neighboring direction.
Based on the mutual information model, the information gain of a camera group for a point
q can be calculated by

IP(U, q) =

Z
Ω2π


 −→ 
ui q; λ d~v.
max υ (ui , q) G ~v; −
ui ∈U

(6.9)

The integral in formula (6.9) needs to be discretized so that it can be calculated by computer.
To achieve this goal, we uniformly sample different directions ~v at the hemisphere surface by
Fibonacci grid:
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~v.x = 1 − ~v.z 2 · cos (2πmφ) ,




q






~v.y = 1 − ~v.z 2 · sin (2πmφ)
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(6.10)

where m = 1 ∼ M correspond to the M different samples of ~v. Moreover, the hemisphere is
evenly divided into M parts by the sampling points, so each point corresponds to an area of
2π/M. Then equation (6.9) can be discretized as
IP(U, q) =



2π X
−→; λ,
qu
max υ (ui , q) G ~vm ; −
i
M m=1∼M ui ∈Uq

(6.11)

where Uq is a set of UAVs that cover point q in their FOVs.

6.4.4

Step-4: Formulating the Total Information over the Whole Region
of Interest

Formally, we want to maximize the information gain from the whole RoI, formulated as optimization problem:

P6.1

max

I(U)

s.t.

(xi , yi , zi ) ∈ E, f or all ui ∈ U,


(xi , yi , zi ) , x j , y j , z j , f or all i , j,

(6.12)

(mi , ni ) ∈ R, f or all ui ∈ U,

(6.14)

fimin ≤ fi ≤ fimax , f or all ui ∈ U.

(6.15)

U

Here, I(U) =

P

(6.13)

IP(U, q) is the optimization objective, i.e., the total correlated informa-

q∈R

tion from the whole RoI. (6.12) and (6.13) is the constraint on UAV deployment position. E is
the feasible region of UAV position. (6.14) indicates that camera direction is set to a point in
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the RoI. Moreover, (6.15) is the constraints on focal range of each camera. P6.1 is an NP-hard
problem, and designing efficient algorithms that guarantee the optimal solution still remains an
open issue. In next section, we would present a heuristic algorithm to solve P6.1.

6.5

Adaptive Coarse-to-Fine Algorithm

In the section, we propose an adaptive coarse-to-fine algorithm to solve the problem P6.1,
which achieves real-time decision-making in dynamic situation while preserving optimality
and accuracy of the final solution.

6.5.1

Coarse-to-fine Algorithm Design

First, we discuss the intractability of an exhaustive search method in solving P1. In particular, to obtain the optimal solution for UAV i, an exhaustive search needs to evaluate Oi =
( fimax − fimin )
E
R
×
×
possible solutions, where ∆E and ∆Rare the steps used to uniformly
∆E
∆R
∆f
sample available solutions of camera location and orientation from E and R, respectively. Similarly, ∆ f is the step used to uniformly sample available solutions of focal length in the range
h
i
fimin , fimax . To obtain an accurate solution, the solution space needs to be discretized with
small step. As a result, the exhaustive search method would lead to excessive computation
time and considerably compromise the real-time performance of the interactive visualization
applications.
To address this issue, we propose an adaptive coarse-to-fine algorithm comprised of two
separate optimization steps, i.e., coarse-grained search and fine-grained search, as shown by
step 3, 4 and 8, 9 of algorithm 6, respectively. The objective is to quickly narrow down the
region of candidate solution and then conduct fine-grained search of optimal solution in the
selected region. This new approach could avoid the excessive latency used for fine-grained
search of the whole solution space while also preserving the optimality and accuracy of the
final solution. More importantly, the separation also enables real-time adjustment of optimal
solution to adapt to the ever-changing situation of the 3D scene. Specially, the coarse-grained
search is conducted only when the multi-camera system is initially implemented to search an
optimal solution in the whole solution space. Otherwise, only the fine-grained search needs
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to be conducted, which adapts the camera settings to the dynamic situation, such as objects
movement or transformation, by adjusting the current solution in a limited neighboring region
of the solution space.
Algorithm 6 Adaptive Coarse-to-fine Algorithm to Maximize the Correlated Information
Input: E, R, fimin and fimax for all ui ∈ U.
1: f min = min ( fimin ); f max = max ( fimax ).
ui ∈U

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

ui ∈U

if Initial deployment() == true then
h
i

Ec , Rc, Fc ← CoarseS ampling E, R, f min , f max .
f∗ ← BestViewPoints(Ec , Rc, Fc ).
U
else
f∗ ← U ∗ .
U
end
 if

 
f∗ .
E f , R f, F f ← FineS ampling U
∗
U ← BestViewPoints(E f , R f, F f ).
return U ∗ .

Next we present the design of algorithm 6 in detail. The algorithm starts by determining
the whole range of focal length in step 1 based on the minimal and maximal accessible focal length of all cameras. The coarse-grained search implemented in step 3-4 is conducted
only when cameras are initially deployed to a newly selected RoI, as checked by the function Initial deployment() in step 2. Operation CoarseS ampling in step 3 conducts a coarsefined sampling of the whole solution space, i.e., the whole solution space is sampled by a
f∗
large step. The operation BestViewPoints in step 4 then searches the optimal solution U
f∗ repwithin the coarse-grained solution space. As a result, the settings of each camera in U
resent a small neighboring region determined by the sampling step. For instance, if E, R and
fimax − fimin are sampled by a step of 10, 10, and 5, respectively, then each sampled value


(xi , yi , zi ) , (mi , ni ) , fi represents a neighboring region covering a size of 10 × 10 × 5 . On
f∗ is set as the last optimal solution,
the other hand, if cameras have already been deployed, U
i.e., U ∗ , as shown in step 6.
Step 8-9 conduct the fine-grained search in the neighboring region of the current solution.
In particular, the operation FineS ampling in step 8 conducts a fine-grained sampling, i.e.,
sampling with small step, in a limited neighboring solution space around the solution of each
f∗ . Then step 9 search the optimal solution U ∗ within the fine-grained solution
camera in U
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space. For instance, the neighboring region covering a size of 10 × 10 × 5 can be further
sampled with smaller step, such as 2, 2, and 1 for E, R and fimax − fimin , respectively. The
sampling result would thus include (10/2) × (10/2) × (5/1) = 5 × 5 × 5 available solutions. If
f∗ includes 10 camera settings, the result of step 8 is a combination of the sampling results
U
from 10 separate regions, including 5 × 5 × 5 × 10 candidate solutions. Then step 9 only needs
to search the optimal solutions from these candidate solutions.

6.5.2

Lazy Evaluation Strategy to Search the Best View Points

The operation BestViewPoints is implemented in Route 8 to search the optimal solution in a
given solution space, i.e, within a given set of candidate solutions. The design is inspired by the
Greedy algorithm of submodular functions proposed in [151] and applied in [142]. It is easy
to prove that the objective of P1, i.e, I(U), is a submodular function [151], which means that a
given set of viewpoints provide diminishing return when more additional viewpoints are added
in the system. Specially, for a given viewpoint u, I({u} ∪ U1 ) − I( U1 ) ≥ I({u} ∪ U2 ) − I( U2 )
holds true for any U1 ∈ U2 , u < U1 ,u < U2 . Based on this feature, an efficient greedy
algorithm can be designed based on a lazy evaluation strategy.
To implement this method, we keep a list that stores a key-value pair for each possible solution. While the key stores a solution of a single camera, i.e, u, the value stores the corresponding information gain given all the already selected camera settings U, i.e., I({u} ∪ U) − I( U).
Initially, the list contains information gain given an empty U, as shown in step 1 4 of Route 8.
Then the list is sorted with descending information gains in step 5. The first optimal camera
setting is the first element in the list as shown in step 6. The loop between step 7 and step 21
is to search the next n − 1 optimal camera settings. It iterates each element of the list starting
from the top, as shown in step 8 10. An element is evaluated only when the focal length is
accessible by the camera, as shown in step 11. In step 12 13, information gain is updated and
the list is sorted accordingly. This process is iterated until it reaches an element whose order in
the list is not changed by the sorting. This element corresponds to the optimal solution for the
next camera, as shown in step 14-16.
In Route 1, the lazy strategy is implemented by iterating the sorted list. To find the best
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Route 8 Decision-making of the Best Camera Settings.
BestViewpoints(R, E, F )
1: for all l ∈ E, d ∈ R, f ∈ F do
2:
u ← (l, d, f )
3:
List (k) .key ← u, List (k) . value ← I ({u});
k ← k + 1.
4: end for
5: Sort List by descending value.
6: u1 ← the first u in List that meets f1min ≤ u. f ≤ f1max ; U ∗ ← {u1 }, i ← 2.
7: while i ≤ n do
8:
k←1
9:
while List (k) , ∅ do
10:
u=List (k) .key
11:
if fimin ≤ u. f ≤ fimax then
S
12:
List (k) .value = I (U ∗ {u}) − I (U ∗ ).
13:
Sort List by descending value.
14:
if List (k) .key == u then
S
15:
ui ← u; U ∗ ← U ∗ {ui }
16:
i ← i + 1; go to step 9
17:
end if
18:
end if
19:
k ←k+1
20:
end while
21: end while
22: return U ∗ .
camera setting which brings the maximum information gain, we only need to evaluate a small
proportion of solutions instead of all of them. It is because I( U) is submodular, and the information gain of an element in the list can only decrease with the growing number of cameras.
Therefore, after updating the information gain and reordering the list, each element can only be
moved backward or stay at the same place in the list. If it stays at the same place, as checked by
step 14 in Route 8, it must be the next optimal camera setting because the information gain of
the subsequent elements in the list could only decrease or stay equal. This lazy strategy could
accelerate the convergence in the order of 10-20 compared to non-lazy evaluation [142].

6.6

Simulation

In this section, we first examine the accuracy of the proposed correlated information model
and the optimality of the proposed coarse-to-fine algorithm in simulation. To demonstrate the
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quality of the information obtained by the proposed multi-camera system, we then use the 3D
structure of oil pipeline as a case study to investigate the spatial distribution of information
gain over the 3D environment, which presents a qualitative analysis of the information quality
regarding accuracy, resolution and coverage.

6.6.1

Evaluation of Model Accuracy and Algorithm Optimality

6.6.1.1

Simulation Setup and Benchmark Methods

To evaluate the performance of the proposed collaborative multi-camera system, we consider
a scenario where a group of UAVs need to be deployed to capture the information of RoI for
live 3D reconstruction. The number of UAV is set as 10, unless otherwise specified. RoI is a
closed region randomly generated within a 20m × 20m square region. Camera sensor size of
each UAV is set as 23.6mm × 15.6mm, unless otherwise specified. The range of focal length
is set as [20mm, 100mm] for each camera. Calibration parameters used in the calculation of
information gain by a single camera are empirically set as the following values which work
well on a number of scenes: βTD = 25, βTR = 240, βTS NR = 6, βFD = 1/25 , βRF = 1/120 , and
βSF NR = 1/6 . The intensity and direction of environment light is set as I = 1 and ~s = (0, 0, −1).
Similary, calbiration parameters used in the calculation of attenuation factor Fatt are set to
the following values: Kc = 1.0, Kl = 0.35, and Kq = 0.44. The parameter λ used in the
spherical Gaussian model in (6.7) is set to 5, unless otherwise specified. M is set to 20 for the
discretization of information obtained by camera group in (6.11).
To demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed model, we next examine the effects of several
key model parameters, including number of cameras, model parameter λ, and camera sensor
size. The performance of the proposed coarse-to-fine algorithm is also compared against three
benchmark methods:
• Greedy: This is the Greedy algorithm proposed in [221] to solve the maximization of
submodular functions. Its main difference from our proposed algorithm 6 is that it only
includes one round of solution search. So for simplicity of simulation, we implement it
as the solution obtained after the first round of solution search, i.e., the result obtained
by coarse sampling operation.
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• Genetic: We implement a conventional genetic algorithm over a group of candidate solutions with two genetic operations, i.e., crossover and mutation. In crossover, every
two randomly selected solutions swap a random part of their elements to generate two
new solutions. For example, settings of camera 1-3 of solution A are switched with settings of camera 4-6 of solution B, to generate two new solutions A0 and B0 . Mutation
operation is applied to each resulted solution, where a random part of each solution is
randomly changed. For example, the position of camera 3 of solution A0 can be changed
to a random value that meet the constraints.
• Random: A group of solutions are randomly generated and the best solution in the group
is chosen as the final result.

6.6.1.2

Simulation Results on Model and Algorithm Performance

Next we investigate the effects of model parameter and photographic factors including intensity
of environment light and sensor size. We compare the performance of the proposed coarse-tofine algorithm against three benchmark methods:
Fig. 6.5 (a) (b) and (c) show the effects of number of cameras, model parameter λ, and
camera sensor size on total informaiton gain, respectively. We observe from all three figures that the proposed coarse-to-fine algorithm demonstrate significant superiority in the solution optimality. Specifically, in Fig. 6.5 (a), when 10 cameras are deployed in the scene, the
proposed coarse-to-fine improves the solution of greedy, genetic, and random algorithms by
(62 − 57)/(57 − 43) = 35.7%, (62 − 54)/(54 − 45) = 88.9%, and (62 − 49)/(49 − 38) =
118.2%. Besides, the results also reveal the gradual saturation of total information gain with
the increasing number of cameras. For instance, for the result of coarse-to-fine method, increasing the number of camera from 2 to 7 could contributes (60 − 47)/47 = 27.7% growth
in information gain, while a further increase from 7 to 10 only leads to (62 − 60)/60 = 3.3%
growth in it. The saturation occurs when the there are already enough cameras deployed in the
scene to obtain a full coverage and so extra cameras could not contribute more complementray
information to increae the total information gain. This effect demonstrates the efficacy of the
proposed mutual infromation model.
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Figure 6.5: Effect of (a) number of cameras, (b) λ, and (c) sensor size, on total informaiton
gain with the proposed coarse-to-fine algorithm and three benchmark algorithms.
In Fig. 6.5 (b), when λ is 17, the coarse-to-fine improves the solution by (130-120)/(12038)=12.2%, (130-98) /(98-38)=53.3%, and (130-70)/(70-28)=142.9% compared to greedy, genetic, and random algorithms, respectively. Besides, we also observe that the total information
grows steadly with λ. It is because a larger λ brings a sharper direction attenuation model
for the information gain of each camera in (6.7). As a result, less information is counted as
redundant when calculating the infromation gain of the camera group in (6.9).
In Fig. 6.5 (c), relative sensor size is a multiplier corresponding to a standard size, i.e.,
23.6mm × 15.6mm in this case. For instance, relative sensor size 0.4 refers to an actual size
of 0.4*standard size. In our camera model, sensor size mainly affects the scale of FoV. For the
same focal length, a larger sensor size correponds to a larger FoV, as modelled in (6.3) -(6.5).
Larger FoV means higher information gain for each camera. This is the reason of the growth
of total information in the range [0.2,0.8]. When the sensor size is too large, the FOV is large
enough to cover all the RoI. A further increase of FoV cannot bring extra information. This
is the reason that the curve of the total information is relatively flat when sensor size is larger
than 1.

6.6.2

Evaluation of Spatial Distribution of Information Gain in 3D Scene

6.6.2.1

Setup of 3D Scene and Benchmark Methods for View Planning

Next we examine the distribution of information gain on 3D structure. We use the structure of
the oil pipeline as a case study. Apart from the proposed method, two benchmark methods are
implemented to compare the performance, i.e., the method without considering mutual infor-
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mation, and the random method. We assume the λ = 1 is the correct calibration to calculate
the correlated information of test scene. So our proposed method is conducted with λ set as
1. As discussed in Section 6.4, the method without considering mutual information is approximated by setting λ to a positive infinity (we set λ = 5000 here). The random method simply
generates a group camera settings randomly that satisfy the constraints. The optimal camera
settings resulted from three methods are all evaluated based on the mutual information model
with λ = 1.
The collaborative multi-camera system are applied to a section of oil pipeline, and two
parallel sections of pipelines spaced 0.4m apart, as shown in Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7, respectively.
Each section of pipeline in Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7 has a radius 1m and length 10m. Ten circles
are uniformly sampled from each pipeline surface, and 100 points are uniformly sampled from
each circle. For each sampled point q, the coverage condition by each camera is calculated by
the method presented in Section 6.4.1, and the information gain, i.e., IP(U, q), is calculated
by formula (11). Then all points are classified into different levels based on the information
gain and coverage condition. In particular, if a point is covered by zero or one FoV, its 3D
information cannot be recovered, so it is classified as invisible, as marked by red color in
Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7. The other points covered by at least two FoVs are classified into 3
levels based on the scale of their information gain which are mapped into the range [0, 1].
Specially, low quality marked as magenta, medium quality marked as blue, and high-quality
marked as green correspond to information gain less than 0.3, between 0.3 and 0.6, and above
0.6, respectively. Note that this classification is only to qualitatively compare the information
distribution in different areas and may not be strictly consistent with the visual quality of actual
reconstruction result.

6.6.2.2

Results of Spatial Distribution of Information Gain

It can be seen from the results in Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7 that the proposed method could improve
the information gain and visualization gain significantly compared to benchmark methods. In
particular, the proposed method in Fig. 6.6 (a) and Fig. 6.7 (a) achieve high-quality in almost
all visible part of the object for downward facing cameras, which is the upper half of the
pipeline surface. In contrast, a large part of upper half of the pipeline surface is invisible or is
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Figure 6.6: Information gain on a section of oil pipeline model with (a) our proposed method
(b) method without considering mutual information among cameras and (c) random method.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.7: Information gain on two parallel sections of oil pipeline model with (a) our proposed method (b) method without considering mutual information among cameras and (c)
random method.

with medium quality for the results in Fig. 6.6 (b) and Fig. 6.7 (b). This happens because the
method does not explicitly factor in the mutual effect among viewpoints regarding information
redundancy. As a result, several cameras are deployed very close to each other, which could
generate redundant information on one part, e.g., the top surface of the pipeline in this case,
while missing the opportunity of offering complementary information about the other parts,
e.g., two sides of the pipeline in this case. Moreover, the camera settings of random method
are randomly generated without considering the specific 3D structure, so it achieves the worst
quality among the three methods, i.e., most of the visible part of the pipeline is with low and
medium quality as shown in Fig. 6.6 (c) and Fig. 6.7 (c).
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Realistic Experiment

In this section, the performance of the proposed multi-camera system in realistic environment is
investigated. First, a model calibration procedure based on chessboard is presented to obtain the
optimal correlated information model which is consistent with actual 3D information extracted
from the multi-view images. The calibrated model is then applied to a synthetic 3D scene to
examine the actual information quality reflected by reconstruction results.

6.7.1

Testbed Experiment for Model Calibration

6.7.1.1

Experiment Setup

In this section, we test the accuracy of the proposed model and the efficacy of the multi-view
planning mechanism via a testbed experiment. The target is a quarter of chessboard, namely
chessboard quarter, with some randomly placed pieces of checkers. We use chessboard as the
target because it is comprised of squares with uniform size, which makes it easier to evaluate
and compare the reconstruction results. In particular, the size of each square in the chosen
chessboard is 4 × 4 cm. We use a camera with sensor size 3.67 mm × 4.89 mm with fixed focal
length 4.15mm for the experiment. The settings of the other parameters are the same to their
settings in the Section 6.6.

6.7.1.2

Calibration Procedure and Results

First we capture 20 multi-view images of the target with randomly generated camera settings,
i.e., location, direction and focal length. Fig. 6.8 (a) shows 9 of them. Then we conduct the
reconstruction with growing number of images and obtain the number of features. Here each
feature indicates a different and accurate 3D coordinate that can be recovered from the input
image data. The number of features can be directly obtained from result report of reconstruction program, where it is also called the number of 3D tracks. Besides, we also calculate the
correlated information I(U) with the proposed model under different values of λ. As discussed
in Section 6.4, the method without considering mutual information is also approximately implemented by setting λ to a positive infinity (λ is set as 5000 here). The resulted number of
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features and information gain are then mapped to the range [0, 1] for comparison, as shown in
Fig. 6.8 (b). We can observe a significant gap between the curve of λ = ∞ and the number of
features. It reveals that the method without considering the mutual effect of viewpoints may
lead to excessive error in modelling the actual correlated information. On the other side, it
shows that the value of calibration parameter λ has considerable effect on the corrleated information. When it is appropriately calibrated, e.g., λ = 50 in this case, the proposed model would
be consistent with the actual information obtained from images via 3D reconstruction operation. In practice, λ can be calibrated by following the presented precedure based on sample
images of the given taraget.
With the accurate model of corrrelated infroamtion obtained from calibration, the coarseto-fine algorithm can then be conducted to calculate the optimal viewpoints. We calculate ten
viewpoints for the reconstruction of chessboard quarter with three methods: a) the proposed
algorithm 1 (λ = 50 and λ = 90), b) the method without considering mutual information, and
c) the random method, respectively. The method without considering the mutual information
is implemented by algorithm 1 with λ set to a very large value, e.g., 5000 in this case. The
random method randomly selects 10 viewpoints that meet the constraints. Fig. 6.8 (c) shows
corresponding reconstruction results. It can be seen that the proposed algorithm acheives the
best coverage when λ = 50, i.e., the calibrated value. The reconstruction quality is comprised
when λ is not appropriated calibrated, e.g., λ = 90 in this case. In contrast, both of the two
benchmark methods lack sufficient information on the edge, particularly the left side, of the
RoI. The results could demonstrate that efficacy of the presented calibration procedure as well
as the superiority of the proposed method regarding the reconstruction quality.

6.7.2

Experiment in Synthetic 3D Scene

6.7.2.1

Configuration of Synthetic 3D Scene

Simulation in section 6.6.2 has demonstrated the spatial distribution of information gain with
the case study of oil pipeline. Next we evaluate the corresponding visual quality of actual reconstruction results. The experiment is conducted based on a synthetic 3D scene of oil pipeline,
which is created in a photo-realistic rendering engine “Unreal Engine”. With the assistance of
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Figure 6.8: Image data, procedure and results of testbed experiment for model calibration. (a)
is nine randomly captured multi-view images of a quarter of chess board; (b) is a comparison
of correlated information from the model and actual extracted 3D features from images, where
λ = ∞ corresponds to the case of not considering mutual information; (c) is a comparison
of reconstruction results of optimal and non-optimal calibration as well as two benchmark
methods.
the plugin “UnrealCV”, we set up multiple cameras and capture multi-view images of the RoI
with optimal camera settings resulted from the coarse-to-fine algorithm. Fig. 6.9 illustrates a
section of oil pipeline as user selected RoI for interactive visualization.

6.7.2.2

Reconstruction Result

In Fig. 6.10, the reconstruction results (textured mesh) for the selected RoI are compared between our proposed method that considers mutual information and the other two benchmark
methods, i.e., the method without considering mutual information, and random method, which
are both explained in Section 6.6.2 in detail. We observe from Fig. 6.10 that the proposed
method demonstrates considerable superiority against two benchmark methods regarding the
reconstruction quality. In particular, it achieves consistent desirable quality over the whole
object surface. In contrast, the two benchmark methods fail to capture some 3D geometry
information (marked as the orange color in the figures). In particular, some fine geometric
details are missed at the two sides of the pipeline, which can be easily shielded by the pipeline
itself for cameras located at the opposite side. Besides, the loss or low density of 3D geometry
information also leads to distorted or erroneous textures in some area (the bulging parts in the
figures). Note that the method without mutual information shows significant inconsistence in
the reconstruction result, i.e., there are much more missing or distorted points at the left side
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Region of interest
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Figure 6.9: Illustration of region of interest selected by user for experiment in a synthetic scene.

Mutual information Mutual information
not considered
considered

Random

Figure 6.10: Reconstruction result for user selected region of interest under three different
methods, i.e., mutual information considered (left column), mutual information not considered
(central column), and random (right column). The top row and bottom row correspond to left
and right view of the selected section of pipeline, respectively.
than at the right side. It is because more cameras are deployed on the right side, leading to
redundant information on the right side but insufficient information on the left side.

6.8

Chapter Summary

To achieve live 3D reconstruction in a multi-camera system, this chapter models the correlated information of multiple viewpoints and proposes a coarse-to-fine algorithm to achieve
maximized information gain and optimal reconstruction quality. The correlated information is
evaluated based on a proposed directional attenuation model, which could capture the complementary as well as redundant information among neighboring viewpoints. Experiment results
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demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed method in modelling the actual information obtained
from the multi-view images, as well as the efficacy of the proposed multi-camera collaboration
scheme for live 3D reconstruction.

Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1

Conclusions

Recent years have witnessed an increasing adoption of intelligent data analytics in Internet of
Things (IoT) to enable many innovative applications with a variety of novel functional benefits. These applications powered by complex machine learning and big data algorithms usually
require considerable resources to deliver desired performance, which can hardly be satisfied by
IoT devices with limited and unstable capacity. To augment device capacity and improve application performance, there is a critical need for collaborative IoT systems where devices could
collaborate with each other by resource sharing. Nevertheless, the dynamic system condition
and user behavior would lead to ever-changing collaboration intention and resource demands
among devices, making it difficult to achieve reliable and efficient collaboration schemes.
To address these challenges, this thesis develops a new framework on consensus-enabled
and value-oriented collaboration, which resolves two critical challenges, i.e., low latency consensus creation and situation-aware decision-making, to achieve collaboration in distributed
IoT systems. First, as the foundation of collaboration among distributed devices, consensus
creation is implemented to recognize a shared collaboration goal and policy. However, reaching consensus usually involves a time-consuming negotiation process, which may significantly
degrades the real-time performance. To resolve this issue, a smart futures based resource trading scheme is proposed, which implements resource trading in advance to avoid the latency
for conventional onsite negotiation. Apart from consensus creation, collaboration participants
160
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also need to make specific decisions based on the time-changing situation of their needs and
interests. Conventional decision-making mechanisms focus on the optimization of specific
system performance, while overlooking how users actually benefit from the improved performance. We address this issue by a proposed concept of value of service (VoS), which enables
value-oriented decision-making to optimize user-perceived value under fast-changing system
situation.
In Chapter 2, a comprehensive overview of challenges and solutions to achieve collaboration in distributed IoT network is presented. First, two popular consensus negotiation schemes,
i.e., game theory and auction based resource trading schemes, are discussed and compared in
detail. Afterwards, system design of a situation-aware collaboration scheme is elaborated in
the aspect of design objective, performance metrics, and task scheduling and resource allocation model. Furthermore, the privacy and security issues involved in collaboration and resource
sharing are investigated, and two widely studied approaches to address the issues are discussed
in detail, including data distortion for privacy preservation and trust based collaboration.
In Chapter 3, to build consensus in distributed IoT network, a smart futures based resource
trading scheme is proposed. Inspired by the futures trading in financial market, smart futures
implements resource trading in advance, i.e., ahead of actual task initiation, by predicting the
future resource demand and supply, so as to avoid the latency incurred by onsite negotiation in
conventional onsite resource trading. This new technique is applied to a collaborative mobile
data processing scenario. In particular, a smart futures based resource trading and coalition formation mechanism is designed, which enables mobile devices to form stable coalition structure
and negotiate multilateral futures contracts via a coalition formation game. The contract applies
to a future collaboration term, where a proposed futures contract enforcement scheme manages
the onsite resource sharing via recording resource balances of different task-types and mobile
devices. Simulation result demonstrates a considerable reduction in resource trading latency.
In Chapter 4, to develop a situation-aware collaboration scheme that could promote service
provisioning under fast-changing network conditions, a new concept of VoS is proposed, which
is the sum of value gain of all tasks and devices based on corresponding value functions. VoS
is applied to a mobile collaborative computing (MCC) system, where devices share resource
with each other by peer-to-peer task offloading. The objective is to achieve maximized VoS and
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thereby optimize the comprehensive functional benefits. Besides, prediction of CPU utilization
is exploited to estimate dynamic computing capabilities. The value function and estimated
computing resource are used to model the decision-making of task scheduling, where a novel
heuristic algorithm addresses the NP-hard problem in binary offloading scenario, while an
adapted barrier method solves the non-convex optimization in partial offloading scenario.

In Chapter 5, the proposed collaborative IoT system is applied to a real-world application, i.e., collaborative rendering, which achieves a situation-aware orchestration of resource
allocation and task scheduling to fully utilize distributed IoT devices and offer real-time and
high-quality rendering service. In particular, an objective-driven exploration of collaboration
opportunities among heterogeneous resource is implemented by three components: a) recognizing dynamic condition of resource and task, including resource reliability and computational
demand; b) understanding the mutual impact of resource condition and task performance in the
aspect of energy consumption and latency; c) precise alignment of resource capacity and task
demands via a redundant task scheduling scheme that could maximize collaboration utility.
Simulation results could demonstrate the efficacy of the system in improving collaboration
utility. It also reveals the superiority of the proposed algorithm in convergence efficiency and
solution optimality.

In Chapter 6, the proposed mechanism is further applied to a collaborative multi-camera
system for live 3D visualization. Specially, to achieve real-time and high-quality 3D geometry
of dynamic scene via multi-view reconstruction, a situation-aware multi-camera collaboration
scheme based on the maximization of correlated information is proposed. The correlated information across cameras is evaluated based on a proposed directional attenuation model which
could capture the complementary as well as redundant visual information among neighboring
viewpoints. An adaptive coarse-to-fine algorithm is proposed to maximize the correlated information, which achieves real-time decision-making of the optimal multi-camera collaboration
strategy, including cameras’ location, direction and focal length configurations. Experiments
demonstrate the accuracy of the correlated information model and the efficacy of the scheme
in improving reconstruction quality.

7.2. Future Work
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Future Work

The major technical issues to achieve efficient collaboration in dynamic IoT systems have been
resolved in this thesis. Nevertheless, there are still several other challenges that need to be
investigated to further enhance the system performance. Some of the future research directions
in the aspect of reliability, intelligence, and security are identified as follows:
• System reliability: Achieving reliable collaboration in high mobility scenario still remains a significant challenge. Specially, the ever-changing user intention and resource
condition may lead to frequent interruption of task execution in the collaboration process
and thereby significantly deteriorate the user experience. To resolve this issue, a task
handover scheme should be implemented and integrated in the system, so that devices
can transfer task to other collaboration peers when leaving the system. The handover
may potentially degrade the system performance, such as leading to extra latency for
searching available surrogate nodes and determining a task scheduling scheme among
available resources. So a handover policy should also be predetermined and approved by
all collaboration members in advance to reduce the undesirable performance degradation
and additional cost.
• Intelligent decision-making: Emerging techniques in artificial intelligence could be exploited to further enhance the performance of collaborative IoT systems. Specially, intelligent decision-making is crucial for enabling adaptive collaboration scheme in highly
dynamic scenario. For instance, machine learning techniques can be integrated in the
resource allocation and task scheduling scheme, which could uncover hidden patterns
in dynamic user behavior and estimate future resource condition and task demand. The
predicted future system condition can then be used to proactively adapt the collaboration scheme, e.g., identifying and prioritizing more reliable resources and more valuable
tasks, which could improve system performance significantly compared to conventional
solutions based on static system models.
• Security and privacy: Security protection and privacy preservation poses a considerable
challenge in implementing collaborative IoT system. This is partly because collabora-
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tion process usually involves data sharing among devices of different owners, which may
disclose critical user information. Moreover, the constrained capacity of IoT device also
makes it difficult to deploy complex privacy preservation mechanisms such as data distortion. To resolve these issues, a trust building scheme can be integrated in the system to
address the potential security and privacy concerns and promote the collaborative behavior. This can be achieved by exploiting the existing social trust knowledge obtained from
social networking apps or actively building trust based on past task execution results.
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